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GUARDIANSHIP OVER THE ELDERLY: SECURITY PROVIDED OR FREEDOMS DENIED?
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 2003

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room SD628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Larry E. Craig (chairman of the committee) presiding.
Present: Senators Craig, Collins, and Carper.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR LARRY E. CRAIG,
CHAIRMAN

The CHAIRMAN. The Special Committee on Aging of the U.S. Senate will come to order.
My colleague and ranking member, John Breaux, anticipates
being here. There is a lot of activity going on on the Hill this morning, so I am not expecting a large turnout of Senators.
What is important about this committee is that it is called a
"nonauthorizing committee" but it is an investigative committee
that builds a record for Senators to look at in the shaping of public
policy. So your presence here today even in the absence of a large
crowd attending is extremely important for this committee and for
the Senate as we grapple with an aging population in this country
and their responsibilities and their rights. That is what this is all
about this morning.
Today we are going to explore the issue of guardianship imposed
over the elderly. This committee originally addressed abuses of the
guardianship system in the early nineties through roundtable discussions that produced a series of recommendations. It is now time
to take a close look at how far we have come on this issue of great
importance to our Nation's seniors.
Guardianships are a judicial intervention allowing for the management of an elderly adult's personal affairs and property. When
used correctly in very extreme cases, guardianship can be an important tool in securing the physical and financial safety of an incapacitated elder. At the same time, guardianship can divest an elderly person of all of his or her rights and freedoms that we consider important as citizens in this great country.
When full guardianship is imposed, the elderly no longer have
the right to get married, vote in elections, enter into contracts,
make medical decisions, manage finances, or buy and sell property.
They cannot even make decisions on where they want to live. All
(1)
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these rights are taken away from the elderly and vested in a surrogate decisionmaker-the guardian.
Our investigation has confirmed that some guardianships can
have onerous effects on the elderly. For example, guardianship may
drain the elder's estate, result in protracted legal proceedings, and
substitute the judgment of a total stranger for those of the elder
and their family.
A recent case has come to my attention where a court actually
terminated a marriage pursuant to a guardianship.
Sine people are now living longer, we can expect a significant increase in the number of vulnerable elders potentially harmed by
the guardianship process. In addition, the financial management of
a significant amount of wealth is at stake. Studies indicate the
baby boomers are expected to inherit $10.4 trillion in assets in the
next 40 years. I am interested in this issue because our Constitution ensures that all citizens shall not be deprived of liberty or
property without due process of law.
Also, substantial sums of Federal money, including Social Security and SSI payments, disability and survivor benefits, Federal
pensions, and welfare benefits, are administered and potentially
misused by guardians. For this reason, I will be asking the GAO
to study the accountability of guardians who are charged with
managing these funds on behalf of the elderly.
Ironically, the imposition of guardianship without adequate protection and oversight may actually result in the loss of liberty and
property for the very persons whom these arrangements are intended to protect.
In our effort to provide protection for our seniors, we must be
cautious that our well-intentioned interventions do not do more
harm than good. We have one such case before us here today. Our
first panel is going to visit with us about that case.
So I welcome Jane Pollack and Michael Kutzin to the committee
to tell us what happened to Mollie Orshansky. We will play an
interview providing background on this case, and then I will turn
to Jane and Michael to discuss the case in testimony with us.
So if we could start the video at this time, I think it is very selfexplanatory.
Thank you very much. That certainly is a bold introduction into
the issue that this committee is tackling today.
Before I turn to our panel, let me turn to my colleague Susan
Collins for any comments and opening statement she would like to
make.
STATEMENT OF SENATOR SUSAN COLLINS
Senator COLLINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
First let me thank you for calling this morning's hearing to raise
public awareness about guardianship issues and to educate seniors
and their families about the potential misuse of guardianships.
When an individual becomes mentally or physically incapacitated
and can no longer look after his or her own health and financial
interests, it may very well be appropriate for the court to appoint
someone to serve as his or her guardian. We should keep in mind,
however, that once an individual is judged incapacitated and a
guardianship imposed, the individual loses most of his or her fun-
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damental rights. They cannot write a check or use a credit card.
They no longer have control over where they are going to live. They
lose their right to vote and to marry, and their guardianship assumes control over how much contact they can have with family
and friends. They even lose the right to refuse medical care or social services.
Moreover, while the reason that the court appoints a guardian in
the first place is to ensure that sound decisions about money and
care are made, there is considerable potential for abuse in the current system since the guardian assumes complete control of their
ward's finances. We have seen a lot of examples of those, and I
know the chairman is going to get into that today.
Again I want to thank the chairman for shedding light on this
issue.

I would ask that my complete statement be included in the
record.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, and thank you very much for
joining us this morning.

[The prepared statement of Senator Collins follows along with
prepared statement of Senator John Breaux:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR SUSAN COLLINS

Mr. Chairman, thank you for calling this morning's hearing to raise public awareness about guardianship issues and to educate seniors and their families about the
potential misuses of a guardianship system that critics say is too often overzealous
and paternalistic, and sometimes even downright abusive.
When an individual becomes mentally or physically incapacitated and can no
longer look after their own health and financial interests, it may very well be perfectly appropriate for the Court to appoint someone to serve as his or her guardian.
We should keep in mind, however, that once an individual is judged incapacitated
and guardianship is imposed, they lose most of their fundamental rights. They can't
write a check or use a credit card. They no longer have control over where they are
going to live. They lose the right to marry, and their guardian assumes control over
how much contact they will have with family and friends. They lose the right to
refuse medical care or social services. They even lose their right to vote.
Moreover, while the reason the court appoints a guardian in the first place is to
ensure that sound decisions about money and care are made, there is considerable
potential for abuse in the current system since the guardian assumes complete control of their ward's finances.
For example, an article in the January 2000 edition of California Lawyer details
the case against an employee of the Riverside County public guardian's office who
admitted skimming $100,000 from her charges. That's just what she admits to taking. Sources familiar with the case say that the actual amount stolen could well add
up to millions.
What I find particularly troubling is the fact that the imposition of guardianships
appears to be growing rapidly. In New York, for example, 32,000 guardianships
were granted in 1997, up from just 15,000 in 1992. Moreover, this number will only
increase exponentially as the Baby Boom generation ages.
Mr. Chairman, there are alternatives to guardianship for an incapacitated person.
Today's hearing gives us an opportunity to discuss these less restrictive alternatives,
such as living trusts and durable powers of attorney. It also gives us the opportunity
to determine the extent of any abuses in the system, and whether reforms are needed. Perhaps most important, it gives us an opportunity to impress upon all Americans the importance of advance planning for a future in which they may no longer
be capable of managing their own affairs.
Again, I want to commend the Chairman for calling this important hearing.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN BREAUX

I would first like to thank Chairman Craig for holding this vital hearing on guardianship and some of the pitfalls associated7 with it. I would also like to thank all
of our witnesses who have taken time from their busy schedules to testify before
us today. Your testimony will assist the Committee greatly in determining how best
to address some of these issues of concern that currently exist in the world of guardianship.
Let me begin by saying that guardianship is not a new issue to those of us working with andor America's seniors. A National Guardianship Symposium, which became known simply as "Wingsp read", was held fifteen years ago, resulted in 31
landmark recommendations to better safeguard the rights of incapacitated and allegedly incapacitated individuals. A decade later in 2001, a follow-up conference,
"Wingspan", showed us that while progress has been made, we still have much to
do.
Abuse, neglect or exploitation of our nation's elderly will not stand. Whether it
be in the form of physical or sexual abuse, financial exploitation or abuse of the
guardianship processes it must end. To this end, Senator Hatch and I, introduced
the Elder Justice Act yesterday. Our bill builds upon Wingspan's recommendations
by providing for education of all actors in the guardianship system and by developing research to determine how to improve this system and the lives it affects.
Thank you once again, Mr. Chairman for holding this important hearing. I look
forward to hearing from our witnesses.

The CHAIRMAN. Now let us turn to our first panel.

You have already met Jane Pollack through the video as the
niece of Mollie Orshansky. Jane is accompanied by Michael Kutzin,
the attorney for Jane Pollack.
So with that, Jane, please proceed with your testimony, and welcome to the committee.
STATEMENT OF JANE M. POLLACK, NEW YORK, NY

Ms. POLLACK. Thank you.
Good morning, Senators. Thank you for the opportunity to appear before this committee.
I come here to testify about the nightmares my family endured
to protect my elderly aunt, Mollie Orshansky. Mollie is best known
for developing the Federal poverty line formula in 1963. During her
46-year public service career, Mollie received many prizes and honors. However, Mollie has said that her proudest accomplishment
was her testimony in 1964 which helped to end the poll tax.
Mollie did everything possible to plan for her future. She executed a health care proxy naming me as her agent. She also established a trust which held all of her assets and designated her sister
Rose as co-trustee so that her money and assets could be used on
her behalf in the event of incapacity.
She purchased a New York apartment in the same building as
Rose, four blocks from her sister Sarah, my mother, and near her
nieces. Mollie planned to move there when the time was right. Her
plans were designed to let her family-not strangers-care for her
and make the necessary health and financial decisions should she
be unable to do so.
In 2001, Mollie's building management contacted Adult Protective Services. One day, without notifying the family, the caseworker ordered an ambulance and took Mollie against her will to
the hospital. Although the caseworker and the hospital were aware
that Mollie had interested family, the hospital instituted guardianship procedures.
Once notified, I arrived in Washington and presented the proxy.
I found Mollie in four-point restraints. Her speech was slurred, and
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she was disoriented. I was told that she had to be restrained and
was heavily medicated because she kept trying to leave for home.
As her agent, my requests to obtain Mollie's release were denied
because of the pending guardianship hearing 7 weeks' hence. I was
told that she was there only for custodial reasons, and they were
waiting for an opening in a nursing home.
In informed the administrator and the social workers of Mollie's
wishes, plans, and financial arrangements. However, her discharge
was denied, and she remained a prisoner.
During my visits, Mollie often said: "I did not know they could
do this to me. I cannot live like this." Mollie received little attention. Her physical and mental condition deteriorated. Mollie was
forced into incontinence. Her muscles atrophied and she could no
longer stand or walk. When I was not there, Mollie was deprived
of mental stimulation and social interaction.
Mollie's rights were trampled, and her health was dangerously
put at risk with each moment in captivity.
I relied upon my legal authority to remove her. It was the eve
of Martin Luther King Day at 7:40 p.m. With a lump in my throat
and my heart pounding furiously, I wheeled Mollie out of her room
and into the lobby. I prayed the guard would not notice. I took Mollie to a side door and pushed the door open. Aunt Mollie was free
at last.
At 10:15 p.m., I notified the nurses' station to advise them that
Mollie was all right and they need not worry. However, after 2V2
hours, they did not realize that Mollie was gone.
In an emergency hearing, the judge voided Mollie's health care
proxy, froze her account, and ordered the temporary guardian to
enlist the New York Police to have Mollie immediately returned to
Washington. Our family lived in fear that the police would storm
Mollie's apartment and drag her away. Fortunately, we were able
to obtain a court order prohibiting Mollie's removal from New York.
I lost my counterbid for guardian-conservator at the February
hearing in Washington, DC Mollie's court-appointed attorney supported the court in voiding Mollie's health care proxy and replacing
Mollie as co-trustee of her trust. Incredibly, Mollie's attorney has
never even spoken to her, and she fought the appeal in Mollie's
name.
Her guardian and conservator has done nothing to benefit her.
However, he diverted money from Mollie's trust and has run up astronomical fees.
In August, the appeals court vacated all the decisions of the
lower court. However, this is not over. A judge still must decide
whether to dismiss the case entirely and whether to grant requests
for reimbursement of expenses and legal fees from the DC guardianship fund or from Mollie, forcing her to pay for the errors of the
court.
Our family, including Mollie, has so far incurred over $160,000
in expenses and bills. That is just the money; the emotional and
physical toll is incalculable.
I am hopeful that Congress will enact legislation to guarantee
that the wishes of seniors and their families are respected so that
no other family will suffer the travails that our family did.
Thank you.
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The CHAIRMAN. Jane, thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Pollack follows:]
WRITTEN STATEMENT OF JANE M. POLLACK
BEFORE THE UNITED STATES SENATE
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING

FEBRUARY 11, 2003
Good morning. Honorable Senators. Thank you for the opportunity to appear before this
committee. I come here to testify today, in the midst of many trials and tribulations, with
the hope that no other family will have to endure the nightmare that we did on behalf of
my elderly aunt, Mollie Orshansky.
WHO IS MOLLIE ORSHANSKY?

Mollie Orshansky is a national treasure. My Aunt Mollie is renowned in the areas of
statistics and economics. She is best known for her genius in envisioning and
developing the federal poverty line formula in 1963, which has enabled millions of the
nation's poor to obtain the benefits and the means to sustain themselves and their
families. Her own roots in a poor immigrant family served as the inspiration for her
efforts. Mollie has been sought out and mentioned by other authors and by Members of
Congress. She has appeared on Meet the Press and been interviewed on National
Public Radio. Most recently, Mollie and the poverty line were a subject of the television
program, The West Wing. During her outstanding 46-year public service career, Aunt
Mollie was the recipient of many prizes and honors, including the Distinguished Service
Award, in 1976, the highest honor bestowed by what was then known as the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare. After retirement, she continued in public service. She
served on the Board of the United Seniors Health Cooperative, in order to protect the
elderly. However, Mollie has said that her proudest accomplishment was her testimony
in 1964, at the request of the Department of Justice, which helped to end the Poll Tax.
She showed that a poor family would have to choose between eating and exercising
their right to vote.
Mollie was always very strong-willed and fiercely independent. However, Aunt Mollie
was a devoted, loving and affectionate sister and aunt, with a special fondness for
children.
MOLLIE'S PRECAUTIONS
Aunt Mollie did everything possible to plan for her future. She executed a Health Care
Proxy, naming me as her agent. She also established a trust in 1981, which held all of
her assets. Aunt Mollie designated her sister Rose as co-trustee, so that her money and
assets could be used and administered on her behalf, in the event of incapacity. She
purchased an apartment in the same building as Aunt Rose, which is also four blocks
from her sister Sarah, my mother, and near her nieces. Aunt Mollie planned to move
there when the time was right. This planning was to ensure that she would be able to
live at home, near her family, in the event of poor health or diminished capacity. It was
designed to let her family, not strangers, care for her and make the necessary health
and financial decisions should she be unable to do so.
Aunt Mollie took the recommended steps to plan for her future but she never anticipated
that a hospital, court and lawyers could or would overturn all of her carefully made plans.
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MOLLIE'S DECLINE
Aunt Mollie's decline began gradually, in mid-2000. The family noticed she was having
difficulty keeping track of her mail and paying bills on time, and we intervened. During
frequent visits, family members noticed some decline in her personal care, and her
apartment was no longer neat and organized. Despite this, Mollie stubbornly refused
live-in or part-time assistance, and she did not feel the time was right to move to her
apartment in New York City.
Because of her sometimes-disheveled appearance, and rambling conversations, her
building management contacted Adult Protective Services. The caseworker told the
family that she would be making arrangements for homecare, but this fell through and
she failed to notify us. One day, without notifying the family, the caseworker ordered an
ambulance and took Mollie, against her will, to the hospital. Although the caseworker
and the hospital were aware that Mollie had interested family, the hospital instituted
guardianship proceedings.
Upon finally being notified of Aunt Mollie's hospitalization, the family took action to honor
her wishes. We prepared her apartment and hired experienced 24-hour homecare, in
anticipation of Mollie's arrival. As her health care agent, I arrived in Washington a few
days later and presented the proxy. .I found Aunt Mollie sitting in the dark, forlornly
staring into space, with a large contusion on her forehead, due to a fall in the hospital.
She was in four-point restraints. Her hands and feet were strapped to her chair and a
sheet wrapped around her waist tied her body to the chair. Her speech was slurred.
She was disoriented, confused, and obviously traumatized. I was told that she had to be
restrained and was heavily medicated because she did not want to be in the hospital and
kept making a fuss and trying to leave for home.
My requests to obtain Mollie's release into my care as her health care agent were denied
because of the pending guardianship hearing. I was informed that she was not there for
medical reasons, but for custodial reasons, until her scheduled hearing, seven weeks
hence. I was also told that they were waiting for an opening in a nursing home, which
was against Mollie's specific wishes and arrangements.
I informed the administrator and the social workers of Mollie's wishes, her carefully made
plans and her financial arrangements. However, although the Health Care Proxy gave
me legal authority to direct that Mollie be released to me and Aunt Mollie had certainly
not committed any crime, her discharge was denied and she was held against her will, a
prisoner in the hospital. During my visits she often said, 'I didn't know they could do this
to me. I can't live like this."
MOLLIE'S INCARCERATION AND ESCAPE
Each day of her incarceration in the hospital compromised Mollie's health. A hospital is
an unsafe place to stay for a person who is not ill. Aunt Mollie's risk for infection,
disease and illness greatly increased and I had to plead for routine healthcare and
vaccinations for the flu and pneumonia (refused). She received little attention. Mollie's
physical and mental condition deteriorated. She fell twice, developed a bedsore,
sustained two urinary tract infections, her appetite suffered and she became dehydrated.
Mollie was forced into incontinence. Her muscles atrophied and she could no longer
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stand or walk. In addition, when I was not there, Aunt Mollie was deprived of mental
stimulation and social interaction.
Mollie's rights were being trampled and her health was put dangerously at risk, each
moment she remained captive in the hospital. Despite the repeated refusal of the
hospital to officially release Aunt Mollie to me, I relied upon my legal authority as her
health care agent to remove her. On the eve of Martin Luther King Day, at 7:40 PM, I
rescued Aunt Mollie. With a lump in my throat and my heart pounding furiously, I
wheeled Mollie out of her room, past the nurse's station to the elevator and down to
lobby. I avoided the security desk and prayed the guard would not notice. I took Mollie
to a side exit and pushed the door open. Aunt Mollie was free at last At 10:15 PM I
called the nurse's station to advise them that Mollie was all right and they need not
worry. However, 2 1/2 hours after Mollie left the hospital, they had not even realized that
she was gone.
PRESSURE TO RETURN
I was fearful of how the D.C. court would react - and my fears were justified. I retained
New York and D.C. counsel. The D.C. court was advised that I would commence a
guardianship proceeding in New York, so it could be assured of Mollie's continued wellbeing. However, before my attomeys could file the guardianship petition In New York,
the court appointed attorney Initiated an emergency hearing.
There, he persuaded the judge to switch his role to Mollie's temporary guardian, telling
her there was a large pension and a sizeable account at a brokerage firm. The judge
then replaced him as 'Mollie's attorney'. The court voided Mollie's Health Care Proxy
and froze her account. This caused her bill payments to bounce. The judge also
ordered the temporary guardian to enlist the New York City Police to have Aunt Mollie
immediately returned to Washington D.C.
Our whole family was petrified that Mollie would be kidnapped and brought back to
Washington. We lived in fear that Police Officers would storm into Aunt Mollie's
apartment and drag her away. We dreaded her fate upon retum, of loneliness, Isolation
and exile from her family.
Fortunately, we were able to obtain an order from the New York court prohibiting Aunt
Mollie's removal from the jurisdiction. However, for several very tense days, we were
still so fearful that the temporary guardian and the police would arrive at Mollie's door to
drag her away, that our lawyer was on-call 24 hours a day to run to Aunt Mollie's
apartment with the court order in hand.
THE COURT CASE
I testified regarding Mollie's wishes and carefully made plans and told of the excellent
medical and personal care Mollie was receiving at home in New York. However, I lost
my counter-bid for guardian/conservator at the February hearing in D.C. Her temporary
guardian, a stranger, was appointed as her permanent guardian/conservator and put in
charge of Mollie's trust. Not only did Aunt Mollie's court appointed attorney fall to
provide her with zealous representation, she failed to represent Mollie at all. Instead,
she chose to represent the guardian and supported the court in voiding Aunt Mollie's
Health Care Proxy and replacing Aunt Mollie with the guardian as co-trustee of her own
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trust. Incredibly, 'Mollie's attorney has never met with her or even spoken to her on the
phone. She never advised Mollie of the hearing or the results, never told Mollie she
could appeal and, in fact, fought the appeal in Mollie's name.
Her court appointed
guardian/conservator has done nothing for her. I, in essence, acted as the guardian and
provided and supervised for all of Mollie's care. Her sister Rose, in essence, acted as
the conservator, paying Mollie's bills from the trust. However, the guardian/conservator
diverted money from Aunt Mollie's trust and has run up astronomical fees, without
benefiting her. In addition, the guardian/conservator and the attorney have hectored and
harassed the family.
Fortunately, in August, the appeals court vacated all of the decisions of the lower court,
and charged the judge with abuse of discretion. The judge's decision was so egregious
and filled with folderol, that the appeals court overturned every aspect of it in a fifty-page
decision.
However, this is not over. A judge still must decide whether to dismiss the case and
whether to grant requests for reimbursement of expenses and legal fees from the D.C.
guardianship fund or from Mollie, as her 'attomey" advocates in her name. This means
that Mollie would pay for the errors of the court, despite her 'attomey" previously stating
that there would be no irreparable harm. Our family (including Mollie) has, so far,
incurred over $160,000 in expenses and bills. This includes almost $50,000 claimed by
the guardian for 'services" rendered, over $18,000 for the colleague he hired to fight the
appeal, over $6,000 already paid to the guardian as Mollie's original court-appointed
lawyer, about $13,000 already paid in guardianship administrative expenses and my
legal fees for Mollie's rescue, which are at least $75,000, covering Washington and New
York. And the costs are still mounting. That's just the money. The emotional and
physical toll is incalculable.
CONCLUSION
My grandparents emigrated from Russia, where they faced poverty and persecution.
They truly believed the words of the Declaration of Independence that all people have
the 'inalienable rights to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness." Last year, on his trip
to China, President Bush declared that, 'All the world's people...should be free to choose
how they live ...worship...and how they work." My grandparents would feel much
deceived and dismayed by the trampling of Mollie's rights and disregard of her wishes
and carefully made plans. How ironic that this would happen to someone who devoted
most of her life to assisting the helpless.
If you live long enough, infirmity will eventually catch up with you. It is ludicrous to think
that any hard working American would want strangers to appropriate their savings or
make decisions about their personal care. I am hopeful that Congress will enact
legislation to guarantee that the wishes of seniors and their families are respected, so
that no other family will suffer the travails that our family did.
Thank you.
Appendixes A - H follow.
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APPENDIX A: Mollie's Wishes and Plans, should she need help
Mollie Orshansky had thoughtfully and carefully made plans and legal arrangements for
the eventuality that she might need significant help. She never wanted to be a burden on
her family, but she did want the same hands-on loving treatment and management of her
care as she and others had provided for some of her sisters in the past, when they became
severely and even terminally ill.
Wishes regardlnu financial affairs:
1. To protect her financial assets, property and personal possessions from encroachment
by strangers.
2. To give access and authority to manage her assets and pay her bills, to a trusted
family member.
Arransfemnents:
I. Created a Revocable Trust naming her sister as Co-Trustee and another sister as
successor Co-Trustee.
2. Opened a Trust account at a brokerage firm, with full checking privileges.
3. Transferred her assets into her Trust.
4. Upon retirement in 1982, arranged for direct-deposit of her monthly pension into the
Trust account.
Wish regarding where she would reside and receive care:
To change her domicile to her New York apartment in close proximity to her family, for
her comfort, happiness and ease of mind and for their convenience to visit frequently and
act as her caregivers or direct her care.
Arrangements:
I. Purchased cooperative apartment in 1988 in same building as her sister, in New York.
2. Furnished the New York City apartment and kept it ready for occupancy by her and
an aide, at a moment's notice.
3. Never rented out the apartment, to ensure it was available.
Wish renarding personal care and medical decisions:
To have personal care arrangements and health-related decisions made in accordance
with her wishes, by a trusted relative, in the event she could not make them herself.
Arrangements:
Anticipated that her wishes and arrangements with regard to change of domicile to New
York would be honored.
1. Signed a New York State Health Care Proxy (NY's equivalent of a Durable Power of
Attorney for Health Care) in July, 2000 and asked her niece, who lives in New York
and had recently helped her, to be her Health Care Agent.
2. Signed a New York State Living Will.
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APPENDIX B: Help Provided by Mollie's Family
Starting well over a year before APS became involved, members of Mollie's
family, all of whom live hundreds of miles away and have other
responsibilities, such as full-time jobs and other family members they are
providing care for, had gone out of their way to help her on an ongoing
basis and were actively continuing to try to implement homecare.
* Mollie's various delinquent bills and taxes were painstakingly researched and
arrangements were made to bring them up to date and keep them current.
* With great effort, like pulling teeth, she was taken to the doctor for checkups in mid2000 and again in 2001, just a few weeks before APS claimed she was malnourished,
dehydrated and weak. (The doctor had not found any of these conditions.)
* Podiatrists, eye doctors and eyeglass stores in DC were researched and attempts were
made several times to take her, but to no avail.
* In addition to frequent lengthy phone calls to check on her, and periodic calls to
building staff to obtain their opinion about her status, relatives took off extended
periods from work (weeks at a time) and made several trips to Washington, DC to see
Mollie first-hand and assist her.
* Cash and items of clothing were sent and brought to her. Arrangements were worked
out with the supermarket management to deliver groceries and let her buy on credit as
contingency plans, in case of bad weather or if she misplaced her credit card or cash.
* Homecare agencies and individuals working as home aides were researched. Ladies
were even hired and brought to Mollie's apartment under the ruse that Mollie would
be helping them out by giving them a job, and that they were college girls who could
benefit from her knowledge, but she would not let them in. Despite this, research into
agencies and care managers continued (until APS stated on November 29, 2001 that
they had gotten Mollie to agree to a homemaker for 12 hours a day and they would be
making the arrangements, thus solving the problem).
Emotional, physical and financial management assistance was provided and
family members greatly extended themselves. We did not just stand by. We tried
our best and never gave up. (We were also determined to rescue her and
obviously persisted in that, as well, and succeeded, although at unimaginably
great personal sacrifice.)
We had felt great concern over Mollie's gradually deteriorating condition
and her refusal to acknowledge it and agree to accept even some form of
minimal help that would have sufficed to enable her to continue living
somewhat independently and maintaining her routine. We were very
frustrated and knew that eventually the issue would have to be forced, but
Mollie was clinging to her independence and was still, although just barely,
"managing" in her own routine, going to her supermarket, eating, and
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spending her days as she wished. The dilemma we faced was that there
was no way of forcing Mollie to accept help without literally having to tie
her up, dope her and ruin her life.
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APPENDIX C:

The Human Toll, on Mollie,

of the "Intervention"

The devastating impact on Mollie Orshanskv:
She was severely traumatized by her forced incarceration, held down with A4-point restraints"
with both wrists and both legs tied to the corners of the bed, and doped into submissiveness
and oblivion by being pumped full of heavy sedation (a combination of Haldol and Ativan) so
strong that she was given oxygen "as a matter of protocol," due to the danger of respiratory
depression. Permanent mentaL emotional and physical harm was sustained.

* Mental, Emotional and Social Impact
I. Precipitous irreversible decline in mental state; severe progression of dementia.
2.

3.

Suffered depression from traumatization and from sense of loss of identity as an independent
person in control; felt that her rights and her Trust were taken away from her and all her assets
were gone. Now recovered from depression and happy to be in close contact with family, but
says, "I used to have money. Now it's gone."
Her way of life is gone. Could this have been avoided? We'll never know.

* Physical Impact
I . Rendered permanently incontinent due to restraints; catheterized, then diapered;
2.
3.

not allowed to go to toilet.
Permanently wheelchair-bound, despite 2 rounds of physical therapy.
Suffered 2 falls including a head injury, 2 severe urinary tract infections requiring intravenous
antibiotics, and a bedsore on heel from neglect during forced imprisonment in hospital; lost
weight due to depression and foreign environment in hospital; recovered from these injuries,
infections and effects soon after rescue.

* Financial Impact
A Conservator Is supposedly appointed to prevent waste and dissipation of assets.
Quite the opposite happened here.
1.

Monthly pension payments had been the primary source of funding and income to the Trust,
from which all bills are paid. These were diverted from the Trust to a non-Trust "fiduciary"
account under the sole control of the Guardian/Conservator, for 8 months until the family finally
got this reversed after winning the Appeal.
Of the $57,616 of pension diverted from the Trust, at least $36,631 has been spent
by the Guardian/Conservator. Of this, the only worthwhile payments that normally would
have been made anyway from the Trust, had there been no Guardianship, are $176 for a handful
ofutility bills and $250 to drill open the safe deposit box, which some day would have had to be
done by the family. Mollie Orshansky and her Trust may never recover the majority of
the unnecessarily and wastefully spent funds.

2.

S75,000 was boldly wire-transferred out of the Trust account into the non-Trust
"fiduciary" account under the sole control of the Conservator. He has asked the Court to rule
that almost $68,000 of this hoarded amount be paid to him and to his own lawyer as fees
for their "services," even though the Guardian/Conservator's appointments were reversed and
vacated. Moilie Orshansky and her Trust may never get any of this money back.
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APPENDIX D:

The Human Toll on Mollie's Family

A profound impact on niece JanePollack and other close family members:
* Emotional and Social Impact
1.

Fear; unrelenting severe stress; constantutterfrustration and exasperation forovera

year. A seemingly never-ending nightmare.
2. Several weeks of time lost from job.
3. Disruption of normal family life. No time for interaction. Loss of time that should be spent

with child, husband and elderlymother. Tremendous drain on time, to work on legal ease.

*

Physical Toll

1.

Unhealthy stress.

2. Sleep deprivation and impairment foroverayear.
3.

Exhausting and draining. Long hours (probably about 2,000 hours) spent by Jane and
family in planning and participating in the hearings, researching and drafting points for the
appeal, and responding and objecting to numerous seemingly never-ending reports, petitions for
fees and untrue statements of the illegitimate Guardian.

* Financial Burden
Jane Pollack, in order to rescue her aunt and extricate her from deterioration in a dangerous and
neglectful environment while involuntarily imprisoned in the hospital, and save her from the
outrageous violation of her rights by greedy parties and an arrogant, abusive judge, courageously, yet
with full authority of the law, removed her aunt from the hospital where she was held captive. In
following her aunt's previously expressed wishes and plans, Jane brought her to New York. Because
the DC Court insisted on continuing its Intervention Proceeding and illegitimately issued orders
appointing a stranger as Guardian, Conservator, and Co-Trustee, voiding all valid and legitimate
powers of attorney executed by Mollie Orshansky and mutilating her Trust agreement, Jane Pollack
filed suit in New York for Guardianship and had a restraining order issued that was of critical
importance. She then participated in the DC case to attempt to get justice for her aunt. Failing
that, she appealed the astoundingly erroneous, abusive and illegitimate decisions of the DC
Superior Court. Her efforts paid off. The Appeal was won and all decisions of the Court were
reversed. The appointments of the greedy stranger-GuardianlConservator/Co-Trustee were
voided. Mollie will be allowed to stay in her New York apartment and be cared for by her niece
and family, as she had wanted.
However, all of this took money. Neither Jane Pollack nor her family had any idea lust how
much money would be involved for legal fees. The astounding bill, with the meter still running, has
exceeded $75,000 and ean be expected to reach or exceed $85,000 before the legal cases are over!
Mollie Orshansky would never have wanted her relatives to be out even one cent on her behalf. She
saved her money and managed it, and thought it was protected and would be sufficient to pay for all of
her needs. Mollie never anticipated that there would be any legal fees involved in providing care for
her, least of all that anyone else would pay them.
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APPENDIX E:

The Cost In Dollars

CT.-APPOINTED ATTORNEY/GUARDIAN'S FEES AND PAYOUTS:
$ 6,240
Original Court-Appointed Attorney's Fees
(had asked for $7,800 for 31 hours of work "for services rendered")
Note: Original Court-appointed Attorney asked Attorney for the Petitioner (a hospital) to file for an Emergency
Hearing, the purpose of which was to appoint him as Temporary Guardian/Conservator and replace him as Mollie's
Attorney. The Court-appointed Attorney claims Attorney for the hospital urged him to volunteer to be the Guardian.
$ 49,102
Temporary, then Permanent Guardian/Conservator's Fees(for claimed 256 hours of work "for services rendered"; primarily to
prepare for/attend hearings to ask to be appointed GdnJConsvtr., oppose
DC Appeal, influence/attempt to dismiss NY case; divert monthly pension
and Trust acet. funds to "fiduciary" acet., prepare Inventory, GdniConsvtr.
reports and Accounting rept., and prepare/submit requests for his own fees)
Fees paid by Guardian to Law Firm he's "of counsel" to

$

638

Guardian's filing, copying, phone, postage, process server

S

3,769

Fees for Lawyer representing the Guardian
(for colleague hired to fight the Appeal and preserve appointments)

S 18,015

Second Court-Appointed Attorney's Fees
(no bill, nor for 2 colleagues in DC and NY enlisted by her to fight
the Appeal in DC and try to get NY case dismissed "on behalf of
client Mollie Orshansky" without any of them ever contacting her)

$

?

Guardian's premium for surety bond

S

2,610

Guardian's claimed expenses for property appraisals

S

1,754

Wire transfer fees to siphon $75,000 out of Trust account

S

93

Guardian's alleged expense to clean 1-bedroom apartment

$ 1,714

not billed

Guardian's payment to CPA for tax prep. (family had done for free) $ 1,152
Guardian's travel expenses

S

1.675
-86,7i 62

NIECE'S LEGAL COST OF RESCUE:
Fees for niece's attorney in DC through 12/20/02

S 39,180+

Filing, copying, postage for niece's attorney in DC

$

1,410+

Niece's travel to Court hearings in DC

$

400

Fees for niece's attorney in NY through 1/3/03

$ 34,208+

+Probable additional fees for niece's DC and NY attorneys
and Court costs to complete pending cases

S 10,000 (estim.)
S85,1 198
-------

S171,960
GRAND TOTAL:
Additional fees may be required for further DC Appeal re Guardian's fees and for litigation to recover expenses.
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APPENDIX F:

Mollie's Life and Financial Affairs Today

Her health and mental status
Mollie recently celebrated her 88t birthday.
Her health is stable and although she is wheelchair-bound despite physical therapy, she
has no serious physical ailments requiring frequent medical visits. She is under the care
of a doctor with a geriatric subspecialty.
Mollie's dementia is far worse than it had been before her traumatic forced incarceration
that ended a little over a year ago. However, although she is confused and the illness is
progressive, she has not appreciably deteriorated in the past year, since being in New
York.
Her life
Mollie is living in the Manhattan apartment that she purchased and furnished in 1988 just
for this purpose, to be near and be cared for by her family. She has 24-hour homecare.
The attendants (one 5 days a week, the other 2 days a week) have been with her for a year
and she is used to them.
Mollie is anything but independent, yet she believes she is in total control and does
everything herself
Mollie sees her sister, who lives in the same building, every day and spends Sunday
afternoons in that sister's apartment. She sees her other sister, who lives nearby, at least
twice a week. She also has 5-7 visits a week from her nieces and their husbands.
Mollie enjoys eating out with her aide. In good weather, they sometimes sit in nearby
Central Park. Mollie also attends a social day program 5 days a week, where she
participates in a variety of activities for seniors like herself and exercises her mind.
Her care
The director and staff of the social day program and Mollie's doctors state that she is
thriving and is in the best hands, with the appropriate level of homecare and very
attentive and excellent hands-on care and supervision by her family.
All care for the past year, including living arrangements, clothing purchases, homecare,
medical appointments, the social day program, and special transportation services, has
been implemented by her niece, Jane Pollack, who in essence has been her "guardian",
even while someone else officially but needlessly and illegitimately held the title. (He
was a guardian in name only and was not involved in any aspect of the care.)
Her finances
Bills and taxes had been and continue to be handled by Mollie's sister, who is her
designated Co-Trustee. This sister, in essence, has been her "conservator", even while
someone else officially but needlessly and illegitimately held the title. (His only
accomplishment as conservator was to divert close to $133,000 away from the Trust into
a "fiduciary" account. His appointment only served to waste and dissipate a lot these
funds and he is hoping to keep a good chunk of the remainder as his fee "for services
rendered as guardian and conservator.")
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APPENDIX G:

Key Issues to Consider

* Jurisdiction
Families are often physically separate due to college, marriage, jobs, and
retirement. Nowadays, there may be more than one possible and reasonable
jurisdiction for Guardianship, if an Intervention Proceeding Is to be held. One
Court should not force someone to be held captive by its jurisdiction If another
jurisdiction makes more sense or is better for the Subject. If the likely caretaker
is In another jurisdiction and it would be more feasible for the Subject to be
there as well, or If the Subject expressed a desire to relocate if care us needed,
then the Court should make every effort to transfer the case or dismiss the case
in deference to another jurisdiction's Court. Judges should not be power-hungry
or territorial in making such determinations. An individual In need of protection
should be assumed to be afforded a proper assessment and decision by another
Judge.

* Hidden voiceless victims:

How many? How can we stop this?

How can anyone know how many victims there are of abuses and injustice in the
Guardianship system? These individuals, who are likely to be limited by nature of
their physical and mental frailty to begin with, have no way of speaking up, making
themselves and their plight visible, or seeking redress or help out of the situation.
These individuals are stripped of their rights. They are not even allowed to sign their
own names. Almost always, especially if a Court-appointed stranger-Guardian is in
charge, the individual will be locked away, out of the public eye and without access
to the outside world, unable to get the word out, confined to a nursing home. (That's
the easiest way of hands-free management of a Ward's living arrangements and
personal and medical care, with others responsible for the details and
implementation.) If the Guardian visits and the Ward wants to file an action in Court
to remove him or file an Appeal, and tells this to the Guardian, what will happen to
the request? If not going through the Guardian, then through whom? The individual
may not even know that he has the right to request that the Court consider removal of
a Guardian or Conservator and will most definitely not know how to go about it. The
person certainly couldn't file himself He would need a lawyer. How would he get
one? Big Brother, the Guardian who wants to preserve his own job, for which he gets
paid, is the Ward's only spokesperson. Perhaps something can be done
about this. It is unlikely that putting an ombudsman in each nursing home would
solve the problem, because the nursing home will have its own interest in mind,
namely keeping its beds full. Maybe some centralized examiner or ombudsman needs
to travel to all Wards, wherever they may be, and interview them outside of the
presence of their Guardians.
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Another approach to seek out victims of inappropriate Guardianships, and perhaps a
better one, would be for an audit of Court records by an independent agency, meaning
an agency independent of the Court, independent of the Petitioner and Guardian, and
independent of APS. The auditor may have to be an attorney in order to insure that
the law has been followed to the letter. It would be akin to someone searching the
record to see if there are any grounds for appeal due to abuse of discretion, legal
errors, or ineffective counsel. (If anyone reads the transcripts of the Mollie Orshansky
hearings, the abuses and errors are astoundingly evident. In other cases, they may
exist but be more subtle and require a trained mind.)
What about friends and family? Certainly, if they know about erroneous judgments or
railroading of the Subject, that information could help pinpoint cases to review.
(However, we caution that a review should really be done of all cases.) In any event,
how many friends and family members will be willing to put up a fight in Court, at
their own out-of-pocket expense of perhaps $20,000 - $50,000 to intervene?
Regardless of how much they may love the victimized individual and feel sorry for
them, they may be unwilling, or at least very likely to be unable to afford, to mount
an appeal and a rescue.
Mollie, as victim, is just the tip of the iceberg. How broad and how deep might it be?
How many helpless souls were broken and lives taken away by abuses in the
Guardianship process? How many are yet to follow?
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APPENDIX

H

Recommended Safeguards In Guardianship "Interventions"

Adult Protective Services
APS can play an invaluable role ininvestigating self-neglect, neglect or abuse by
others and financial exploitation and inassessing the condition of the frail or
mentally incapacitated elderly and taking steps to improve the situation and
arrange for needed care and assistance. However, they must be mindful of the
rights of the elderly to reject help and decide how they want to live their lives. A
fine line exists between the point where help and generally-recognized improved
living conditions should be forced on someone or they must be allowed to make
their own choices, whether one approves of those choices or not, just as a fine
line exists between when medical procedures can be forced on any individual
and when that person has a right to say no, and even between when a homeless
person can be forced into a shelter or must be allowed to remain on the street if
he so chooses. One size does not fit all, and living conditions do not have to be
ideal, merely sufficient. Independence and decision-making must not be wrested
from individuals unless absolutely necessary.
Once brought in on a case, if there is some action that legitimately rises above
the fine line threshold and must be taken to protect the Subject, then APS should
be held accountable for taking appropriate action.
Although they may have broad powers, APS must also be held accountable for
providing notification and information to the Subject and the Subject's family at
every step of the way. APS is not the secret police. Their powers are not, nor
should they be, unlimited, and they must be prevented from ruining lives out of
an abuse of power or a misconception of the extent of their power, also from
making assertions that are not facts and have no evidentiary grounding, that are
then automatically viewed as the truth by attorneys, judges, evaluators, etc. just
because the assertions come from APS.
A Subject has the right to know who the APS caseworkers are and that they are
from APS, who called them in,what they are investigating, and their intent and
plans. If action is contemplated by APS, the Subject also has the right to know
about this and when the action would be taken. Requests for informnation and
notification of actions should be both verbal and in writing and should include
deadlines for providing APS with information or implementing steps that could
avoid the need for invasive actions by APS. All requests for information and
notifications should also be provided to known family members, whom APS
should be required to seek out, even if they live far away or are perceived to be
disinterested, adverse to APS's intervention, or neglectful.
Following are specific requirements that should be imposed on APS, Inorder to
protect the rights of the frail or incapacitated elderly and their families. It is
entirely possible that through these additional requirements imposed on APS,
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beneficial outcomes may in many cases be achieved to improve dangerous
situations and arrive at resolutions that might avoid Guardianship Intervention
Proceedings, which should always only be the last recourse.
APS must tell the Subject, verbally and in writing, why they have come, who
called them in, and what they will be investigating.
2. APS must attempt to identify and locate family members and maintain contact
with them as well, verbally and in writing, throughout the process, even if the
family is outside of the geographical jurisdiction.
3. APS must advise the family, verbally and in writing, why they were brought in,
who called them in, and what they will be investigating.
4. Regarding any information that APS requests, the request must be verbal and
in writing, with a date certain deadline. The request must go to the Subject
and family and must include the purpose of the request, the intended use of
the information provided, and the authority by which APS is requesting the
information. It is not good enough to say that "APS has broad powers" and
"needs to know everything about the individual; personal and family history,
education, employment, financial, medical." If the requested information is not
provided, can it be subpoenaed or obtained via a warrant? Why is each
requested piece of information needed? To what use will it be put? What will
the difference be with or without the specific information sought?
5. If the requested information is not provided by the deadline, verbal and written
notification must be provided by APS to the Subject and the family, giving
them an opportunity to meet one more deadline or perhaps to indicate that
they did send the information.
6. APS should seek to determine whether the Subject has executed a Power of
Attorney for Health Care, Health Care Proxy or similar document, a Living
Will, and a general Power of Attomey, and if the Subject has a Trust and a
Will. The appointees of the Subject can be indicative of who the Subject might
want to provide assistance to him in the present situation.
7. The family should be given the opportunity to describe any actions they had
taken in the past, or are undertaking at present, to assist the Subject. Such
description could be verbal but should be documented by the family and
provided to APS in writing, as well, with a copy to the Subject.
8. If APS believes there may be or may have been financial exploitation or
physical or emotional abuse or neglect, they must advise the family of their
suspicions. However, ultimately there must be factual evidence to support
such conclusions or else the suspicion or intuition must not be mentioned, as
ungrounded defamation and innuendo, to anyone, nor included in any reports
nor in any testimony in order to try to influence a Petitioner to file, or to
influence a Judge or Evaluator.
9. If APS determines that they will implement care as a course of action, such as
to bring in homecare or Meals on Wheels, they must advise the Subject and
family of this, verbally and in writing.
10. If APS changes the plan, for whatever reason, and will implement different
care, not implement care, or take a different action, they must notify the
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Subject and family, verbally and in writing, of the change in plans, the reason
for the change, and what the new plan is.
11. If APS determines that no effective plan can be implemented successfully to
improve the situation sufficiently to the extent that filing for Intervention and
Guardianship can be avoided, they must notify the Subject and the family,
verbally and in writing, of their determination and reasons. A deadline should
be given for implementation of specified improvements, past which the more
invasive action, spelled out, will be taken. Such a final warning could
potentially shock the Subject into agreeing to accept help, or prompt the
family into implementing care, or could spur the family to file for Guardianship
to protect the Subject from a proceeding being filed by a stranger, such as by
a hospital. (Family may be reluctant to do this to their loved one unless their
hand is forced.)
12. APS must never dump a Subject in order to force him or her into a
Guardianship proceeding without zealously exploring other more benign and
less invasive alternatives.
13.APS must not make a decision to dump a Subject and force him or her into a
Guardianship proceeding based on the knowledge that the Subject has
significant assets and can well afford to pay Court costs and Attorney's,
Examiner's, Visitor's/Evaluator's, Guardian ad litem's, and Guardian's fees.
The Subject's net worth must not have a bearing on whether an invasive
action is or is not undertaken.
14. If APS brings a Subject to a hospital or other institution to institute an
Intervention Proceeding, APS must provide evidence to the Petitioner before
the Petition is filed.
15. Individual APS caseworkers, as well as their superiors and the APS agency,
must all be held accountable for their work and their actions and liable if they
do not follow the requirements pertaining to information and notification.
16. APS caseworkers must only cite facts based on evidence and must not cite
suspicions or opinions without a factual basis.

Hospitals and other institutions, and Attorneys representing
them, as Petitioners for Intervention Proceedinas
1. Hospitals and other institutions into which allegedly incapacitated persons
(AlPs) or IPs are placed 'for custodial reasons, pending a hearing in an
Intervention Proceeding," must not serve as mills for "granny-snatching" nor
for offloading of APS cases without due cause and documentation. A
representation by APS must be grounded in material facts that are presented
up front, including a file showing all proper notifications, and not just to be
furnished at a later point, when they may not materialize.
2. The civil, constitutional and legal rights and legitimate interests of the AIP or
IP must be honored. AlPs and IPs must not be involuntarily incarcerated for
custodial reasons pending a hearing, as if they were being held without bail
pending trial. Commitment Orders or Protective Orders may be sought, but
only for cause, which must be based on facts and not on innuendo, opinion or
suspicion
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3. If a Petition for Intervention is to be or has been filed, that fact should not
preclude the release of the AIP or IP unless detailed reasons for
endangerment exist and can be provided. If a Durable Power of Attorney for
Health Care or a similar device of another jurisdiction exists, and the
Attorney-in-Fact or Health Care Agent is willing to take care of the individual
and requests that the individual be released into his or her care, and the
individual is in agreement, and the individual is not in need of protection from
said agent due to harm or abuse, of which factual evidence exists, then the
discharge from the institution into the hands of the agent must take place.
4. Even if an Attomey-in-Fact or Health Care Agent resides in a different
jurisdiction and there is reason to believe that the AIP or IP might be removed
from the present jurisdiction if discharged into the agent's care, the requested
discharge must still take place.
5. The AIP or IP who is in a hospital or other institution must not be physically
restrained or heavily sedated unless this is medically warranted. The
determination must be made on the side of not using restraints, sedatives,
tranquilizers or antipsychotic drugs to quiet the person and make him or her
less combative and more submissive if there is any doubt.
6. Official visits and meetings of attorneys, a Guardian ad litem, a Visitor or
Evaluator, and an Examiner with the Subject of an Intervention Proceeding
must occur while the Subject is not under heavy tranquilizers, sedatives, or
antipsychotic drugs and the Subject must be free of any medication that
renders him or her drowsy or with reduced mental acuity, so that the Subject
can understand and participate in the discussion to the maximum extent
possible.
7. The Subject must not be asked to sign any document turning over powers or
assets, agreeing to representation, or agreeing to having had a meeting or
discussion with an attorney or Guardian ad litem if he is under heavy
tranquilizers, sedatives, or antipsychotic drugs or any other medication that
renders him or her drowsy or with reduced mental acuity.
8. While hospitalized or institutionalized, the Subject may not be denied any test,
medication, examination or treatment that can reasonably be provided
somewhere within the overall general facility, if the test, medication,
examination or treatment would be of benefit to someone who was not a
resident or inpatient of the facility. For example, pneumonia vaccine may not
be withheld because it is not normally given to inpatients, while forcing the
Subject to be an inpatient for custodial reasons, to await a hearing.
9. Every effort must be made to protect the Subject who is held in a hospital or
institution for custodial reasons, pending a hearing, from exposure to
infectious agents, the development of pressure sores, the onset or worsening
of incontinence due to catheterization, diapering, or infrequent change of
diapers, other kinds of neglect or negligence, and mental decline due to
traumatization, forced residence and disorientation.
10. If the hospital or institution is the Petitioner in a Guardianship proceeding, it
must not have anything to gain, financially, from the outcome.
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11. A hospital or other institution may not bill the Subject for his or her stay, for
custodial purposes, pending a hearing. This provision is necessary to ensure
that hospitals and other Institutions do not file as Petitioners, or refuse to
discharge the Subject, merely to pay for vacant beds or make filing Petitions a
profitable enterprise.

Court-aDpointed attorney to reDresent the Subiect of an
Intervention Proceeding
1. Must never be permitted to be appointed as a Temporary, Emergency,
General or Permanent Guardian, Conservator, or Trustee.
2. Must be selected in strict descending order from a list of approved attorneys
who are candidates for this role.
3. Must meet stringent requirements, such as specific training and a test for
attorneys to represent the Subject of an Intervention Proceeding, and
preferably have an active practice in Estate Planning and Elder Law. (Other
than having passed the Bar exam, attorneys inother areas of practice, such
as Real Estate, Commercial Litigation, Personal Injury, Malpractice, and
Computer Law, have no training that qualifies them to effectively perform the
required functions of a Court-appointed attorney and achieve justice and good
results for their client, the Subject.)
4. Must have, and must have previously had, no personal or work affiliation or
business with any of the parties inthe Intervention Proceeding, including but
not limited to the Petitioner, the attorney for the Petitioner, the Guardian ad
litem, the Visitor or Evaluator, the Examiner, APS or the APS caseworkers
associated with this case, or the proposed or eventually appointed Guardian
or Conservator.
5. Must have no conflict of interest with the Subject (the client).
6. Must personally represent the Subject. Must not delegate the representation
to colleagues and other members of his or her law firm or hire another
attorney to perform the functions.
7. Must meet with the Subject on multiple occasions and identify himself as the
Subject's Court-appointed attorney, advise that a Petition for Intervention has
been filed and what that is,and state his role as the Subject's attorney.
8. Must advise the Subject that he will be submitting a request for compensation
at a later point, and the bill will be based on the time spent on the case.
9. Must provide the Subject with his telephone number and ensure that the
number and the attorney are readily available to the Subject.
10. Must inquire of the Subject if he has another attorney whom he would prefer
to represent him. If so, must contact that attorney to discuss whether that
attorney would be interested inrepresenting the Subject. Either way, must
advise the Judge regarding the existence of the other attorney. (An attorney
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who is familiar with the Subject and past dealings and family history might be
preferable to a stranger.)
11. Must explain to the Subject the circumstances of the filing for Intervention,
who the parties are, and why the Petition had been filed.
12. Must actively and thoroughly research the Subject's legitimate interests,
including identifying, validating, and entering into evidence any Powers of
Attorney, Proxies, Trust Agreements, or other legal instruments executed by
the Subject.
13. Must assess the likely outcome and discuss it with the Subject.
14. Must ascertain from the Subject how he or she wishes to proceed.
15. Must ask the Subject if there Is anyone he or she would choose to be the
Guardian or Conservator, and why.
16. Must attempt to locate the candidate requested by the Subject to determine
whether they would be interested in the role. Must investigate the
background, relationship and history.
17. Must identify and meet or at least converse with family members of the
Subject, even if they reside in another jurisdiction, to determine whether they
could effectively be proposed to be the Guardian/Conservator.
18. Must make every attempt to devise a solution, agreeable to the Subject,
which would be less invasive and which might cure the situation that
prompted the need for intervention. For example, the Subject might agree to
accept homecare and might agree to unofficial supervision by a friend or
relative or to hire a Care Manager to arrange for and manage a suitable level
of care.
19. If the Subject does not appear to understand, must ask the Court to appoint a
qualified and independent Guardian ad litem, with no affiliations with any of
the parties or attorneys.
20. If an interim or Temporary Guardian is appointed, the attorney for the Subject
must continue to directly deal with and represent the Subject and not the
Temporary or Permanent Guardian in his or her stead.
21. The attorney for the Subject must advise his client and explain all events in
the proceeding, including the findings of fact, conclusions, and orders issued.
22. The attorney for the Subject must advise his client and explain the right to file
a Motion for Stay Pending Appeal and the right to appeal. The cost of an
appeal and likely timeframe before it was heard and ruled upon must also be
discussed, as well as the odds of success.
23. The attorney for the Subject must advise his client each time any party
submits a Petition for Award of Fees and must zealously and actively review
each such submission and file whatever objections are suitable and in his
client's best interests. He should try to keep any judgments for payment from
his client's funds to a minimum.
24:The Subject must also be advised when his own attomey's Petition for Fees
is filed and must be given a reasonable opportunity to respond to the Court
and object if he so desires. (Question: Who does this for the Subject? His
attorney cannot write the objection lest it be less than effective.)
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25. The attorney must ensure that the Subject is not heavily drugged to the extent
that his understanding of what the attorney is telling him, and his capacity to
comprehend what he Is being told and to respond and be able to effectively
participate inthe planning for his case, is not compromised.
26. A checklist with all points to be covered by the attorney with his client, at the
initial meeting or meetings, as detailed above, including the introduction,
reason why appointed, reason for Intervention and fact that there will be a
hearing in Court, asking if the client has another attorney whom he would
prefer to represent him, describing the likely outcome, discussing how client
wants to proceed, asking the client about family, plans, powers of attorney,
existence of a Trust or joint account, etc., must be completed by the attorney
and signed by both the attorney and the client, infront of impartial witnesses,
at the time the discussions actually took place, so that the client would have
the best chance of remembering that they had taken place and understands
what he's signing. The lawyer must also complete, and sign under oath, a
checklist that states that he made all of the contacts and inquiries, described
above, that were required of him. The checklists must be presented in Court
at the hearing and become part of the record.

Judge
* The Judge has the ultimate responsibility for ensuring that the letter and spirit
of the law are followed.
* The Judge must determine and ensure that there is no Illegitimate affiliation
between any of the parties, including the Petitioner, the attorneys, and the
Guardian ad item, Visitor/Evaluator, and Examiner. They must be
independent.
* The Judge must determine and ensure that appointees such as a Guardian
ad Item, Visitor/Evaluator, and Examiner are experienced and qualified to
perform Intheir roles, and that expert testimony is brought in, as needed, so
that inexpert opinions are not given undue weight.
* The Judge must ensure that the Subject is enabled to participate inthe
proceeding to the fullest extent possible and is heard and not silenced, and
that the Subject is viewed as a person with rights which must be protected by
the Judge and not allowed to be minimized, disregarded, or violated.
* The Court-appointed attorney must be selected sequentially from the list.
* The Court-appointed attorney must never be appointed the Temporary,
Emergency, General or Permanent Guardian, Conservator or Trustee.
* The Subject must be given the opportunity to have an attorney of his
choosing if he indicated this preference instead of having a Court-appointed
attomey.
* The Judge must appoint a Guardian ad Item if one is needed, to assist the
Subject in comprehending the situation and indetermining his preferences
and best interests.
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* The Judge must ensure that undue credit is not given to the testimony of
APS, if they are involved, merely by virtue of the fact that they are APS
caseworkers, and must require that their reports be based on material
evidence and fact and not suspicion, innuendo, intuition, prejudice against the
Subject or the family, vengeance, frustration, ego, or the like.
* The Judge is responsible for keeping a watchful eye to see that the Courtappointed attorney provides effective counsel and zealously and competently
represents the Subject and that the required checklists with proper remarks
and signatures are on file, Indicating that the Court-appointed attorney
performed all of his required functions.
* There should never be a rush to judgment or an a priori decision.
* "Favorites' of the Judge must not be given undue weight or credence.
* The Subject must not be subjected to any Court orders restricting his rights
and appointing persons to have control over him and his assets, who can
make far-reaching decisions as to where and how he resides, what treatment
he receives or is denied, and who will be paid from the Subject's funds, which
might deplete them, unless such orders and appointments are entirely
necessary. The Judge should always seek to arrive at less restrictive
solutions, if -possible, and should inquire as to why they would not suffice. (For
example, allow homecare; accept assistance; hire a Care Manager.) Any
solution which, had it been in place, would have avoided the need for
Intervention, should be viewed as not too late to implement if it could be done
and the Subject was now willing to comply. The Judge could keep the case
open and call for status hearings one, two and three months later to ensure
that the solutions were implemented and remained in effect and were working
satisfactorily. The case could then eventually be dismissed.
* Unless there is actual evidence of abuse or financial exploitation by the family
or by the designee of the Subject in a Power of Attomey, Proxy, or Trust
Agreement, the Judge should seek to honor the legal designees of the
Subject and give preference to them-and then to family members. Even if the
designees or family reside in another jurisdiction and would likely relocate the
Subject to that jurisdiction, that should not be a deterrent to selecting them
and giving them preference. Even if family from outside of the jurisdiction had
provided little or no assistance to the Subject in the past, that might
reasonably been excusable and understandable based on geographic
distance, inconvenience, lack or knowledge of the seriousness of the
situation, the Subject's unwillingness to accept help, and other reasons. The
Court should always view with favor the willingness of family to step up to the
plate and assist the Subject in his time of need, and the likely best care of the
Subject that would occur at the hands of the family rather than a Courtappointed stranger whose actions are performed solely for remuneration.
* If there is any affiliation or conflict that the Judge has with any of the parties,
witnesses or institutions, the Judge should recuse himself, even if the conflict
occurs while the case is in progress.
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Court-appointed Guardians selected from a list
* Must never start out as the Petitioner or Court-appointed Attorney.
* Preferable that the list consist of experienced and skilled Care Managers
rather than attorneys. An attorney (even an Elder Law attorney) has no
special expertise regarding care options, management of homecare
attendants, social activities and programs, paratransit arrangements,
selection of a nursing home, etc.
* If attorneys, should undergo guardianship training by a Care Manager.
* Must try to come up with a care plan that provides the most independence
and closest environment to the previous home and social environment as is
feasible and that finances allow. For example, should try to have the Ward
cared for in his own home and familiar environment. Should try to provide an
environment with outside activities, such as shopping, eating in restaurants,
and attending a senior center or special adult day program. Assisted living
should be considered. Placement ina nursing home should be the last
solution rather than the first.
Court-appointed Conservators selected from a list
* Must never start out as the Petitioner or Court-appointed Attorney.
* Preferable that the list consist of accountants rather than attorneys. An
attorney (even an Elder Law attorney) has no special expertise regarding tax
preparation or producing an accounting.
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The CHAIRMAN. Michael, do you have testimony?
Mr. KUTZIN. Yes, I do, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Please.
STATEMENT OF MICHAEL S. KUTZIN, ATTORNEY AT LAW,
GOLDFARB & ABRANDT, NEW YORK, NY

Mr. KUTZIN. Good morning, and thank you for inviting me to testify.
My name is Michael Kutzin, and I am a partner in the New York
law firm of Goldfarb & Abrandt. In the audience is my colleague,
George Teitelbaum, who represented Jane in the D.C. proceedings.
The ordeal that my client, Jane Pollack, and her family have endured in carrying out the wishes of her aunt, Mollie Orshansky,
demonstrates many of the problems that seniors and their families
often face after falling into the guardianship whirlpool.
Guardianship statutes generally recite lofty principles of honoring the wishes of an incapacitated person where possible and call
for a myriad of protections of due process rights. In addition, socalled modern guardianship statutes such as those found in New
York call for judges to provide flexible solutions to meet the needs
of an incapacitated person, such as limited guardianships, and to
honor the senior's wishes regarding whom she wants to care for
her.
In practice, however, once a guardianship proceeding is brought
against someone, machinery begins that often presumes that a
guardianship is required and runs roughshod over the wishes of
the senior and his or her family.
This is particular true where, as in the case of Mollie Orshansky
and her family, the proceeding is commenced by a hospital or nursing home, and family members live in another State. A similar disregard for the wishes of the senior and her family often occurs
where the senior has significant assets. Both of these factors were
present in the Orshansky case.
In this case, once the petition was filed by the hospital, the judge
sought to retain control over the case even though (1) Mollie
Orshansky's family all lived in New York; (2) Mollie Orshansky
owns an apartment in New York City in the same building as her
sister; (3) Mollie Orshansky had established years before a revocable trust naming her sister Rose as a trustee to handle her assets if she could not do so herself; (4) Ms. Orshansky had executed
a health care proxy naming her niece, Jane Pollack, as the person
to make medical decisions for her if she could not do so herself; and
(5) Jane Pollack commenced the guardianship proceeding in New
York to assure the D.C. court that no one was attempting to avoid
court scrutiny.
When Mollie Orshansky had been removed from the hospital and
transported to her New York City apartment, the judge named one
lawyer as Mollie's temporary guardian and appointed another attorney from a large firm as "Mollie's attorney." This judge also ordered the temporary guardian to take all steps necessary, including
bringing the police, to have Mollie Orshansky brought back to the
District of Columbia.
In other words, the judge asserted that the mere fact that
someone filed a guardianship petition presumptively made
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Ms. Orshansky incapacitated and made her a captive of the District of Columbia.
In addition to these infringements of Ms. Orshansky's due process rights, Mollie Orshansky's court-appointed attorney never bothered to visit or to speak with her and even represented herself to
me as representing the temporary guardian.
It was in the temporary guardian's financial best interest to keep
the guardianship in the District of Columbia in order to earn large
fees from Mollie Orshansky's assets and, not surprisingly, Ms.
Orshansky's "lawyer" acted accordingly.
Fortunately for Ms. Orshansky and her family, the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia in a unanimous 50-page decision reversed the trial court for its myriad failures to protect Ms.
Orshansky's due process rights and for its abuse of discretion.
Senators, there is a role for guardianship proceedings, but where
seniors and their families are working together for the senior's best
interests, the State must defer to the family.
In light of time restraints, I will refer you to my written comments where I have made a two-pronged legislative proposal which
I call "Mollie's Law," and I will just have to hope that you ask me
about it.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kutzin follows:]
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Good morning, and thank you for inviting me to testify. My name is Michael
Kutzin, and I am a partner in the New York law firm of Goldfarb &Abrandt.
The ordeal that my client, Jane Pollack, and her family has endured in carrying
out the wishes of her aunt, Mollie Orshansky, demonstrates many of the problems that
seniors and their families often face after falling into the guardianship whirlpool.
Guardianship statutes generally recite lofty principals ofhonoring the wishes of
an incapacitated person where possible, and call for a myriad of protections of due
process rights. This includes requiring the party who is petitioning for the appointment
of a guardian to demonstrate, by the legal standard known as "clear and convincing
evidence" that such a drastic step is required. While the "clear and convincing" standard
is below the standard required for a criminal conviction, namely, "beyond a reasonable
doubt," it is a significantly higher burden of proof than the usual standard of proof in
civil cases, namely proof by a preponderance of the evidence.
So-called "modem" guardianship statutes, such as those found in New York, call
for judges to provide flexible solutions to meet the needs of an incapacitated person, such
as limited guardianships, and to honor the senior's wishes regarding who she wants to
care for her.
In practice, however, once a guardianship proceeding is brought against someone,
machinery begins that often presumes that a guardian is required, and runs roughshod
over the wishes of the senior and his or her family.
This is particularly true where, as in the case of Mollie Orshansky and her family,
the proceeding is commenced by a hospital or nursing home, and famaily members live in
I would like to publicly thank the following persons for their helpful comments to these remarks: my
partners, David Goldfarb, Esq. and Jeffrey 0. Abrandt,, Esq., and my colleagues, Ira Salzan, Esq., Ronald
A. Fatoullab, Esq.. Batya Levin, Esq., and Bara Kislak, Esq. Theopinions expressed herein are mse,
however, andI take full responsibility for them.
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another state. A similar disregard for the wishes of the senior and her family often occurs
-where the senior has significant assets. Both of these factors were present in the
Orshansky case.
THE MOLLIE ORSHANSKY GUARDUINSHIP PROCEEDINGS
In this case, once the Washington, D.C. petition was filed by the hospital, the

D.C. Judge sought to retain control over the case, even though (I) Mollie Orshansky's
family all lived in New York, (2) Mollie Orshansky owned an apartment in New York

City in the same building as her sister, (3) Mollie Orshansky had established, years
before, a revocable trust naming her sister, Rose, as a trustee to handle her assets if she
could not do so herself, (4) Ms. Orshansky had executed a health care proxy naming her
niece, Jane Pollack, as the person to make medical decisions for her if she could not do so
herself, and (5) Jane Pollack commenced a guardianship proceeding in New York to
assure the D.C. Court that no one was attempting to avoid court scrutiny.
There was no need for a guardianship proceeding in the District of Columbia.
Jane Pollack was Mollie Orshansky's duly appointed health care agent under both New

York and D.C. law, and Ms. Orshansky's revocable trust was a functioning vehicle for
the management of her assets. Moreover, Ms. Orshansky had purchased the New York
City apartment not as an investment property to rent to others, but for her to reside in,
near her family, in the event that she could not care for herself.
In other words, Mollie Orshansky had taken all of the appropriate legal and
practical steps to avoid a guardianship proceeding - yet the hospital and the D.C.
Superior Court insisted upon continuing down the guardianship path.
To make matters worse, the hospital refused to permit Mollie Orshansky to leave,
even though Mollie Orshansky was not receiving medical care, but rather was receiving
custodial care pending what the hospital anticipated to be Ms. Orshansky's placement in
a nursing home.

.In short, Mollie Orshansky was being held captive in the hospital pending an
involuntary nursing home admission, despite the fact that her duly authorized health care
agent, Jane Pollack, had requested her discharge.
As a result of Ms. Orshansky's status as a custodial care patient, she received
inadequate care from the hospital. -Jane Pollack was not going to permit her aunt to be

treated in such a manner, so she transported Ms. Orshansky, at Ms. Orshanksy's request,
from the hospital, to her New York City apartment. Ms. Pollack and her family

immediately arranged for 24-hour homecare for Ms. Orshansky, and for her medical
needs.

-

Ms. Pollack notified the hospital that Ms. Orshansky was no longer present in the

hospital, at which point the hospital's counsel informed the D.C. court The judge
responded by naming one lawyer as Ms. Orshansky's temporary guardian and appointed
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another attorney from a large firm as "Mollie's attorney." This judge also ordered the
temporary guardian to take all steps necessary, including bringing in the police, to have
Mollie Orshansky brought back to the District of Columbia.
In other words, the judge asserted that the mere fact that someone filed a
guardianship petition presumptively made Ms. Orshansky incapacitated and made her a
captive of the District of Columbia. Mollie Orshansky was not a criminal, and she, her
family and her health care agent had the right to remove her from the hospital and
transport her to her own apartment.
In addition to these infringements of Ms. Orshansky's due process rights, Mollie
Orshansky's court-appointed attorney never bothered to visit or to speak with her, and
even represented herself to me as representing the temporary guardian. It was in the
temporary guardian's financial best interests to keep the guardianship in the District of
Columbia in order to earn large fees from Mollie Orshansky's assets, and Ms.
Orshansky's "lawyer" acted accordingly.
Fortunately for Ms. Orshansky and her family, the D.C. Court of Appeals, in a
unanimous, 50 page decision, reversed the decision of the lower court. In that decision,
the actions of the lower court and its appointed agents were sharply criticized.
THE NEED FOR REFORM

The Orshansky matter and cases like it demonstrate dangers that seniors and their
families face when family members live in another state or where courts are eager to
assert control over seniors and the lucrative guardianship appointments that result.
Too often, the wishes of seniors, as manifested by their legal documents and their
lifetime planning, are ignored by courts on the basis of being ill-advised. In a recent case
in which I represented an incapacitated person with no living relatives, the court was
unwilling to let my client name longtime, caring friends to supervise her finances on the
grounds that my client was incapable of deciding who she could trust, even though there
was absolutely no basis for such a conclusion. The stated rationale of the Court, as well
as the two attorneys who petitioned for the guardianship, was that when a person knows
only a few people, the person will simply choose from among that limited group.
Instead, a lawyer "on the judge's list" in New York will be in charge of this
client's finances.
The freedom to make choices, even "bad" ones, is what we as a society have
always valued. It is what we fight for, and what ourfoes seek to take from us by force.
Self-determination is at the heart of freedom, and the right to choose family and friends to
care for us rather than an institution or a court must be jealously guarded. When people
either plan in advance, as Mollie Orshanksy did, for her needs in the event of her
incapacity, or, as the other person to whom I have alluded, expresses her wishes as to
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whom she wants to assist her, then, in the absence of compelling reasons to the contrary,
these plans and wishes must be honored by our legal system.
Aside from the obvious emotional and financial turmoil that institutional
disregard for individual rights causes for seniors and their families, there are other
important issues that must be considered. Many seniors retire from their cold weather
homes to warm weather states that are hundreds, or even thousands, of miles away from
their families. It cannot and should not be used as an excuse by overreaching courts and
their minions for the appointment of non-family guardians simply because family
members live far away, or because the family is not immediately available when seniors
require medical care.
Cases like that of Mollie Orshasky will, in the absence of reform, make seniors
far more reluctant to move to states such as Arizona, Florida, or North Carolina if they
fear that courts will ignore their wishes.
PROPOSED LEGISLATIVE REMEDIES - MOLLIE'S LAW

I do not believe that it would be appropriate or helpful to take guardianships from
the hands of state courts. Congress and the Federal government, however, may properly
impose conditions upon the receipt of Medicare or Medicaid funds on institutions. This
provides an opportunity for Congress to require that hospitals and other institutions
respect the wishes of seniors and their families.
I refer to these legislative proposals as 'Mollie's Law," in honor of Mollie
Orshansky and her family, in the hope that no family in the future will have to endure the
nightmare that Ms. Orshansky's family lived through.
There are two parts to my proposal. I propose that hospitals, adult protective
services, and other recipients of federal funds must not be permitted to commence
guardianship proceedings if there are properly executed advance directives (health care
proxies, trusts or powers of attorney) unless.there is a good faith belief that (I) such
documents were not duly executed, (2) there has been a breach a fiduciary responsibility,
or (3) the advance directives do not give the donee of the power sufficient authority to act
where necessary.
Moreover, even where the institution commences the guardianship case in good
faith, the institution must be required to withdraw its action if and when it discovers that
adequate advance directives are in place.
Violations of this standard must result in a sanction significant enough to deter
such behavior, such as loss of Federal Medicare and Medicaid funds.
The second part ofmy proposal is that, even where no advance directives exist, in
the event that an institution brings a guardianship proceeding, Federal law should require
that such case be withdrawn or dismissed in the event that family members commence a
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guardianship proceeding in another jurisdiction. This would again place the preference
where it belongs, namely with the family over an institution, and would recognize the fact
that seniors and their families often reside in different jurisdictions - at least until a senior
requires assistance.
There is a role for guardianship proceedings. To the extent possible, however,
they should be avoided, as they result in extraordinary expenses in the form of legal fees
and compensation paid to guardians (especially in states that do not use nonprofit
organizations to serve in that capacity), as well as the trauma of court proceedings when
seniors and their families are most vulnerable. Too often, the notion of selfdetermination gets lost in guardianship proceedings.
Mollie's Law will not solve all of the problems that occur in guardianship
procccdings, but it will provide important safeguards to seniors that their wishes will be
camied out.
Thank you.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, Michael, you set us up pretty well for that
one, but I do thank you for your testimony. Jane, certainly your
testimony and the difficulty of giving it, we understand, and we appreciate you being here today.
Senator Collins, what is your time line?
Senator COLLINS. I am fine. Thank you.
The CHAIRmAN. OK Let me proceed, then, with a short series of
questions, and then I will yield to my colleague.
Jane, do you feel that Mollie is being cared for now the way she
originally intended when she started planning for her own care
years ago?
Ms. POLLACK. This is exactly what she had originally intended,
Senator. Mollie saw the way her sisters Ann and Bernice were
cared for by the family-and by the way, both of them lived in the
same building that Mollie is living in now.
The CHAIRMAN. That is where Mollie is now?
Ms. POLLACK. That is correct.
The family was there to care for them, to rally around them, to
visit them, and this was very important to my Aunt Bernice and
my Aunt Ann, and it was very important to us to be able to do
that. This is exactly what Mollie wanted for herself.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you tell us about the financial cost-you
mentioned it-that your family has endured in this battle, and to
what degree was Mollie's estate depleted by the guardians appointed to manage her assets?
Ms. POLLACK. The amount that it will eventually be depleted is
at this point still being ruled upon. We have a hearing in March.
Thus far, between amounts that have been paid and amounts that
have been billed, it is approximately $160,000; and I can give you
some examples, and I will read from my written statement if you
do not mind.
Our family, including Mollie, has so far incurred over $160,000
in expenses and bills. This includes almost $50,000 claimed by the
guardian for services rendered; over $18,000 for the colleague he
hired from his law firm to fight the appeal; over $6,000 already
paid to the guardian as Mollie's original court-appointed lawyer;
approximately $13,000 already paid to the guardian in administrative expenses; and my legal fees for Mollie's rescue, which are at
least $75,000, covering Washington, DC, and New York.
That is just the money, Senator. The emotional toll and the
stress on the family is just incalculable.
The CHAIRMAN. Absolutely.
Michael, let me turn to you and ask the question that you have
asked of us, because it is important in building a record. Do you
see a Federal role here, and what might that be?
Mr. KUTZIN. Thank you, Senator.
Yes, I do. As I said in my written statement, I have made a twopronged proposal which I have suggested be called "Mollie's law,"
because frankly, it was this case that inspired me to even think of
it. Again, I understand and I recognize the fact that guardianships
by their nature are State proceedings, and they should remain
State proceedings, and we have to be careful about where the Federal Government intervenes in things that are properly State Government activities.
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However, there are two appropriate things that the Federal Government can do, one of which is, because of the fact that most institutions are in fact Medicare or Medicaid recipients, hospitals and
nursing homes and other such institutions that do receive these
Federal funds should be precluded by Federal law from seeking
guardianships where they are aware of or should be aware of the
fact that there are these sorts of legal instruments out there called
"advance directives," such as durable powers of attorney, health
care proxies, or the person has assets in a revocable trust.
The other prong of the suggestion is that where there are "dueling jurisdictions," such as what happened here in the Mollie
Orshansky case, where the family members have brought an action
in a different jurisdiction-and we are not talking, by the way,
Senator, about disputes in the family where a brother is with mom
and the sister and another brother are somewhere else, fighting
within the family; I am talking about a united family versus the
institutions-there should be deferral to where the family is. In
that case, the District of Columbia court in my example would have
dismissed its case in favor of the New York court.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I thank you for making those recommendations, because you obviously preface them in a way that is appropriate, and that is where does the responsibility currently lie. I
would err on the side of that, of State law at this moment; at the
same time, there is a Federal nexus as it relates to care and Federal dollars, and that is where we may well explore what might be
done here to avoid or attempt to avoid something like Mollie's situation.
Was there any basis at all for the Superior Court's decision to
disregard the prior planning that Mollie had in place?
Mr. KuTzIN. Are you asking me, orThe CHAIRMAN. Yes, I am asking you.
Mr. KurzIN. I do not believe so. I believe what happened here
was the fact that the District of Columbia court was trying to "punish" Jane. I use that in quotes again because I think it is a highly
inappropriate way to even look at guardianship proceedings. In
fact, the judge on a number of occasions said, "I am not going to
reward Jane Pollack. . . ," blah, blah, blah, because she felt that
Jane had acted in a cavalier manner-I do not agree with that, but
I think the judge felt that way-by removing her from the hospital
and in fact removing her from the judge's jurisdiction.
I think there is a perception that the judge had about this being
a reward for Jane- Pollack, and I would like to dispel that right
now. Being someone's guardian is not a reward for a loved one. It
is a responsibility, and it is a very serious responsibility. When you
take care of a senior citizen, especially someone you really love and
care about, it means your whole life is disrupted.
Jane Pollack has been in and out of courts, she has been in and
out of attorneys' offices, she has been in and out of hospitals, she
has been in and out of all kinds of facilities. Her life has revolved
instead of around her own family-and when I say "her own," her
husband and her teenage son-she has been running around as the
caretaker for Mollie Orshansky. That is not a reward. It is a responsibility that family takes seriously, and it should not be looked
at as a reward.
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The CHAIRMAN. I thank you.
Let me turn to my colleague, Senator Collins.
Susan.
Senator COLLINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, I want to thank both of you for your extremely compelling
and very troubling testimony. What bothers me most is that this
is not a case where the senior citizen did not look ahead, did not
plan, did not file the documents. Instead, it looks to me as if Ms.
Orshansky did everything right-she had established a revocable
trust naming her sister as the trustee to handle her assets if she
could not do so; she executed the health care proxy naming her
niece as the person to make medical decisions for her if she could
not do so.
So, Mr. Kutzin, I would ask you, is there anything else that Ms.
Orshansky and her family could have done to avoid the very unfortunate situation that developed?
Mr. KUTZIN. I guess not getting sick, but seriously
Senator COLLINS. I mean legally.

Mr. KUTZIN. Yes. The only document that could have been signed
in addition would have been a durable power of attorney. In this
case, though, it really was not an impediment to managing her financial affairs because she did have a revocable trust, all of her assets were in that trust, and what is more, she had assigned all of
her pension rights to that revocable trust.
So no moneys were ever escaping the control of either Mollie,
when she was well, or later, her sister Rose, when her health was
failing.

Senator COLLINS. That is what is most shocking to me. This is
not a case where the court stepped in because there was not clear
legal guidance from the person affected, and that is what makes it
all the more troubling to me.
Mr. Kutzin, I would ask you how common is it for a hospital or
a nursing home to file this kind of proceeding on behalf of a patient, particularly when there were clearly family members who
were ready and willing to assume responsibility for the care of the
loved one?
Mr. KuTZIN. Senator, I have not seen it in my practice that often,
and certainly not where there are these sorts of prophylactic measures. I practice in New York, so obviously, I cannot speak for what
goes on in DC or other jurisdictions.
But it is commonly understood that the courts, certainly in New
York, will not even entertain a case like this where there are these
sorts of advance directives, or they will only do so when there is
some sort of compelling reason to override those advance directives.
So I find it to be quite unusual.
Senator COLLINS. If Ms. Orshansky had not had significant financial assets, do you think that the institution would have
stepped in to file a petition?
Mr. KuTzIN. I do not believe so, Senator.
Senator COLLINS. The reason I ask you that is because I was
struck by a quote from a USA Today article that was included in
the written testimony of Diane Armstrong, who will be appearing
on our second panel today. It says: "For every $100,000 in a given
estate, a lawyer shows up; for every $25,000, a family member
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shows up; and if there isn't any money, then nobody shows up."
Are financial motives what are driving this problem?
Mr. KUTZIN. I think to a large measure that is true. Now, as I
have stated earlier-or at least I believe I stated earlier-there are
times when guardianships are in fact called for and where it is
needed for someone's finances or to make sure that they are properly being taken care of. But often, you will see people jumping into
the guardianship fray when they see someone who is either a senior citizen or who may be frail or may have some sort of incapacity,
and they will jump into the fray because there is a lot of money
there.
I had a case recently in New York where that was exactly what
happened. The person was dull normal to possibly being somewhat
mildly retarded, and two lawyers jumped in, started a guardianship proceeding, and eventually guardians were appointed. I represented the alleged incapacitated person and tried to fight it.
There is no question what motivated it here.
Senator COLLINS. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator, Thank you.
Jane, we will give you the last word. You have been through a
very difficult time, and we thank you for your persistence in behalf
of a loved one.
If you had to recommend one change in the way the guardianship system treats the elderly, what might that be?
Ms. POLLACK. I believe that it would have to be that something
has to be put in place to assure that the wishes and the plans of
the senior or the incapacitated are honored, unless there is some
extremely compelling reason why they should not be.
I think that when organizations such as Adult Protective Services get involved, before they are allowed to-how can I put thisbefore they are allowed to initiate or instruct the initiation of
guardianship proceedings, that they have evidence instead of
innuendoes, that they have proof that there is some reason to disregard a person's wishes, that if there is a family that is willing
to take charge, that they have proof, not innuendo, not suspicion,
that there is some wrongdoing, that this person is in danger in
being in the family's care.
In Mollie's case, this was not there, and this is really what started the whole proceedings, because APS was very knowledgeable
and had been speaking to my sister Eda. APS knew about the family, knew about the family's involvement, knew about the family's
interest. In fact, the first time the APS worker came to Mollie's
house, my brother-in-law was there.
I think there should be some oversight and some reining in of the
authority that APS has and some mandate that they must have
proof before they interfere in the way they did in Mollie's case.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you both very much for your testimony.
It is extremely value, and we appreciate it.
Mr. KuTzIN. Thank you, Senator.
Ms. POLLACK. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. We will now proceed to our second panel. While
they are coming up and the table is being prepared for them, let
me introduce them to the committee for the record.
Thank you, Susan.
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Frank Johns is a preeminent guardianship reform scholar and
author of numerous articles addressing the abuse of guardianship.
Dr. Diane Armstrong, as Senator Collins mentioned, is author of
"The Retirement Nightmare: How to Save Yourself from Your
Heirs and Protectors." Penelope Hommel is co-director of the Center for Social Gerontology, and she will discuss the alternatives to
guardianship proceedings, including durable power of attorney, living trust, representative payees and extra-judicial mediation.
Robin Warjone from Seattle, WA was the subject of a guardianship petition filed by her three children. She was forced to spend
her entire retirement nest egg, $300,000, to successfully retain her
independence.

Robert Aldridge is an attorney from Boise, an elder law attorney
and one of Idaho's foremost guardianship reforms. He will discuss
Idaho's progressive laws and practices in these areas. We appreciate all of you being here this morning. With that, I will follow
that order, and Mr. Johns, we will allow you to proceed.
STATEMENT OF A. FRANK JOHNS, ATTORNEY AT LAW,
GREENSBORO, NC

Mr. JoHNs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for the opportunity to testify on these issues relating to due process provided alleged incompetent older persons in guardianship proceedings.
The focus of my remarks is on the areas that involve due process
within the function of the courts and by the judges sitting in those
courts. Mr. Chairman, I do want to mention that I appear before
the committee with 25 years litigation experience in guardianship
and in writing and research. I am also a member of the National
Academy of Elder Law Attorneys, of which I am past president and
a fellow, and a charter board member of the National Guardianship
Association, two national organizations, along with the ABA Commission on Law and Aging, and sections of AARP which have for
years given careful attention to the problems that occur in guardianship and how they might be remedied.
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that my written statement and the supplemental materials that I have appended be a
part of this hearing.
The CHAIRMAN. All of your full statements will be a part of the
record, and I thank you for that.
Mr. JoHNs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will forego discussing the history, although it is noteworthy and
might help staff members and committee members to look at some
of the historical comments I give in the appendix, because guardianship can actually be tracked back through five different cultures
going back to Greece and the Athenian times.
In this era, however, Senator, let me address the question: Have
all of the statutory reforms that have occurred in the last 12 years
had an impact that benefits those who are caught in the process?
Quite frankly, the simple answer is "No," and that is why we are
here before you this morning.
In the experience that I have had in the time that I have dealt
with guardianship, what I have found is that there is both good
and evil in the process. The evil comes from-not to grab a sound
bite that is already out there-but there is an axis of three primary
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pools of actors arbitrarily dealing with the process. It is judges,
who violate the rule and the spirit of the law of guardianship. It
is social agencies that intervene when intervention is not focused
on the protection of the best interests of the persons to be served,
but only on their own objectives in the process; and those many
family members knowing nothing of the process and using and
abusing it, of course, when the dollars are more.
I will make one point, however, Mr. Chairman, if you please.
That is that social agencies are going to have to serve elder citizens
of modest means when they are on Medicaid and incompetent,
when they are so vulnerable and at risk in nursing home environments. Those public agencies are going to be the ones to whom we
look for serving this rather huge volume of people who are going
to need protection. The demographics show us that those numbers
of vulnerable elderly citizens are going to increase monumentally.
As those numbers increase, budgets of agencies may well be benefited by the numbers of people served. The problem is there is no
accountability or monitoring within any agency or over any guardian that well serves the interests of the ones to be protected.
Careful attention is drawn this morning, Mr. Chairman, to the
judge and to other judges who have arbitrarily exacted what is
called "parens patriae," that is, being the benevolent protector of us
all, and they do it in a way that circumvents the law and takes
issue with what they think is the right thing to do, but in the
wrong way.
The truth of the matter, Mr. Chairman, is that many judges tend
to believe that the ends justify the means, and they are willing to
circumvent the laws that are right there on the books to deal with
those being served in ways that contravene of the law.
I direct your attention to two primary areas that need attention.
One primary area is that training of judges and the social agencies
that support the guardianship system. This are absolutely necessary. The second primary area comes from the literature and the
testimony of 1992 and 1993 before this very committee, when the
late Professor John Regan asserted that we have to pay attention
to the demographics, and another speaker noted that there is no
empirical data from which any of our opinions might be wellgrounded.
The research that is most recent only comes from 1994 and the
data, Mr. Chairman, that that research comes from comes from
1989 and 1990. There is nothing among the States that even shows
how many guardianships are out there.
In the difficulties that occurred in the State of Michigan 3 years
ago when the Detroit Free Press did its expose, it provided documentation of 100,000 guardianships in the State of Michigan alone.
If it were possible to count the guardianships in California, or New
York, or Texas, the numbers, I believe, Mr. Chairman, would shock
this committee. To believe that 90 percent of those who are guardians have no experience, no capability of dealing with it, and are
not monitored or called to account is a very difficult proposition.
These propositions were addressed, Mr. Chairman, in the second
National Guardianship Conference called Wingspan which was
held in late 2001. I identify the recommendations that deal sole
with due process, and then I highlight three of those recommenda-
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tions that are critical to this committee's attention in terms of investigating where it should go with what it finds to be problems
in the system. I address those three recommendations, the first one
being the funding of a major grant narrowly focused on research
that would be nationwide, giving us a primary database in guardianship for the first time.
The second recommendation is to identify Federal assistance that
is already out there, and refocusing it to investigate of ways to implement accountability and monitoring by the very public agencies
that are in the States that are receiving Federal funding as we
speak.
The third recommendation is to investigate ways by which judges
might be trained to know that the due process components of the
law must be scrupulously exacted in every courtroom, for every
case.
Mr. Chairman, I suggest that the National College of Probate
Judges, an august group of probate judges from around the country, would be a wonderful partner in designing ways by which
training and the implementation of their standards could take effect in every county across the country.
The CHAIRMAN. Frank, thank you very much for that testimony.
It is valuable and important, and we do appreciate it.
Mr. JoHNs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Johns follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and members of thc Committee, thank you for the
opportunity to testify on issues relating to duc process provided allcged
incapacitated older persons in guardianship proceedings. My remarks and
opinions arc forged from 25 yeatrs of legal advocacy and trial practicc in
guardianship, and from 15 years or academic writing and research. My
appearaucc is due in large measure to my membership and cxtensive work with
the National Academy of Elder Law Attomeys (NAELA), in which I am a Fellow
and past president, and the National Guardianship Association (NGA), of which I
was a founding Board member.
The supplemental material I havc appended addresses 1. History; 11.State
Statutory Reform; Ill. The Wingspan Recommendations Relating to l)ue Process;
and IV. Federal Linkage to Funding Protection, Research, Training and
Monitoring. I will forego discussing the history in these written remarks.
1.
A.

STATE STATUTORY REtFORM RELATED TO DUE PROCESS

Has There Been Any Benefit From Statutory Reform of Due Process in Guar(tianship?

An examination of the recommendations firom Wingspread and Wingspan, an(l all the
empirical rcsearch and hearings in between, will find unanimity and clarity in the first part of
answer - too many judges arbitrarily adjudicate guardianship proceedings contrary to the
J.)., Florida State University College of Law; CEI.A, 'cctified as all elder lawvattorncy by the National Iltder
l.aw Foundation; partnemin the fimr of Itooth ttarrington & Johns, L.L.P., Grcensboro and Charlotte, North
Carolina, concentating in Elder law; Iellow asd past presirtent of the National Academy o Eldcr Law Attorneys;
charter board and president-elect National Guardianship Association; past Chartel Chair, itldcr law Section of the
North Carolina I lar Association; Fellow ia Arm ican Cotlege of Trust and Estate Counsel (ACTIIC).
hicsewritten comimnentsarc expanded in Appendix 1, sntpplemental niaterial, and Appendix 11, Wingspan
Recommendations, offered as part of the record of the hearing.
2
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requircimenits of statutory due process mandates, whilc providing nominal judicial attention to the
quality of the lives of the persons over whom thcy havc jurisdiction and control.
Thirce years before he died, professor John J. Regan, Jack and Freda l)ickcr Disitinguished
Professor of Health Care Law at llofstra University, spoke before this Committee's 1992
3
roundtable discussion on guardianship. I'hc filst ares ofjudicial administration of guardianship
in wvhich he noted major problems was guardianship adjudications and the arbitrary way by
which judges waive adversarial rules and routinely exercise their powers for convenient pulposes
that relegate adversarial quality to little more than parenspatriae administrative bureaucracy.
On Regan's premise, the current assessment of statutory refoms may be more accurately
represented by guardianship criscs or flash fires that have bumed across Amieica over the last
several years. Many are judge-miade flash fires. One flash fire ii 2002 flared in the heat of the
District's summer, spreading Mollie Orshansky's private life across the pages of the Washington
Post. Another judgc-made flash fire in 2001 sparked appellate criticism of a trial judge injecting
personal opinion as evidence. In a series of flash fires in 2000, the Detroit Free Press highlighted
the guardianship sagas of Frank Jackson, Lydia Alexander and Burton Hawn. In 1998, the
Colorado Court of Appeals scolded a probate judge for privately exercising protective
benevolence over Lettye Milstein that was contrary to law.
It is clear that any attempt at reform requires re-education and training of the judicialy
and the social agencies that support it. Professor Lawrence A. Frolik surmised:
No matter how many refortms or counter-reformis arc enacted, no mattcr how the
system is modified, there is no perfection this side of paradise. Rather [than
focusing on refonning the guardianship systemns... those concerned [should focus
on] the actors in the guardianship systemn, and how the actors' behaviors might be
improved.

The second part of the answer is supported by the same unanimity and just as muCIh
clarity -there is too little, if any, current reliable data from which to draw conclusions.
Ingo Kciltz, previously associated with the National Center of State Courts, commenting
at the 1992 round table of this committee, raised the need for a national database on
guardianship. He commented that Associated Press reporters were astonished to find that there
was no (lata on state guardianship, and nothing existed on a nationwide basis. Keiltz made the
obvious point that neither the federal government, nor each state knows how many individuals
are subject to guardianship proceedings annually, what guardianship case loads correlate with
poplulation, whether or not they correlate with an elderly population and how they compare when
adjusted for the population in different states, different jurisdictions and according to different
on Aging, U.S. Senate
Jobh,J. Rcgan,(bComments),.Iorea Roumnlable Discnx,,nn on Ganftnhuldip, Special Comnn,ittcc
SF.c
(102d Conig. 21 Sess. 1992)(SctijD Nunbke 102-22), pp. 21-31.
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administrative structures. Keiltz also asscrted, as was found by professor Windsor Schmidt and
other researchers, that there is insufficieut research on social, economic, legal and systemic
factors affecting the rates at which guardianship files arc created in the courts.
A databasc for cach state or for thc federal government would provide empirical data by
which caseloads could be more carefully forecasted. If the number of wards is known, thcn
nceessamy finding would provide for sufficient staff, and the cost of training and enforcemcint. A
national database could provide consistency and uniformity in the data entry and retrieval fonns
of the courts, requiring the same kinds of facts and circumstances that would be gathered across
the country. After ten years since the first roundtable, I believe finding of such a database may
only bc realized through a national effort because so many states arc near bankruptcy while still
in the dark when it comes to statistics regarding guardianship.
II.

WINGSPAN AND THE RECOMMENDATrIONS RELATED TO DUE PROCESS
Wingspan: The Second National Guardianship Conference

A.

In July of 1988, the Wingspreid National Guardianship Symposium produced a set of
landmark recommendations for reform of guardianship across the country. In November of 2001,
more than a decade later, Wingspan: the Second National Guardianship Conference, was
convened to examine what progress had been made in the interim, and what steps should be
recommended for the future.
Wingspan conferees prodnced more than 75 recommrssendations considered by the full
conference under procedures that permitted time-limited discussion and floor amendments.
Recommendations that received more than 50 percent support of the conferees became the
official recommendations of Wingspan.
13.

Wingspan's Specific Recommendations Related to Due Process.
I.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Summary of Changes in Statute and Regulation
(Numbers follow published recommenedations)
Respondent's mandatory right to appear and be heard.
Appointed counsel for the respondent always as advocate
Role of counsel as zealous advocate (strong minority position)
Pre-hearing process include a separate court investigator/visitor
Term investigator/visitor used instead of ad liteni
State guardianship courts given fill plenary powers.
Respondent's right to closed hearing for detenmining incapacity;
confidentiality and privilege of medical records and testimony and
records sealed.

(:ONrAdi : A. IFlnk Johnsyadnc-iawYcn-x wow n...w .n.
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34.

Emergency proceedings must have same due process elemcnts as
permanent hearing.

35.
36.
37.
38.

Emergency guardianships be limited to the emergency; termination
on showing that emcrgcncy no longer exists.
Special guardianship procedures for single transactions.
Hearing mandatoty for guardian sceking consent to civil
commitment, electric shock, or dissolution of marriagc.
Appropriate limited guardianship orders expressly declared in
statutes and developed in forms.

39.
2.

Plenary guardianship requiring proof of its need

Summary of Changes in Practice Precepts or Guidelines
40.
41.

Adequately fund courts for investigation at the inception of the
guardianship action, and oversight during the guar(lianship.
Prompt hearing on a guardianship petition after service on
respondent.

42.
43.
C.

Substituted judgment standard in making decisions on behalf of the
person with diminished capacity.
Best interest standard when selecting guardian.
Three Paramount Recommendations Above All Others

There arc three recommendations that need the committee's support at the inception of
any attempts to colTect the wrongs inflicted on vulnerable older adults under guardianships. The
first priority recommendation is to fund a major grant that has the single mission of conducting
empirical research in all states and the l)istrict of Columbia from which there would be
developed a primary national guardianship database.
Trhe second priority recommendation is to fund federal assistance needed to investigate
and study ways to implement accountability and monitoring in all states and the District of
Columbia.

'The third priority recommendation is to fund couit investigations at the inception of
adjudication processes, infusing guaranteed due process protection into the judicial process. I
believe that such funding could be linked in pamtnershlip with tlhc National College of Probate
Judges (NCPJ), assisting NCPJ in delivering its published unifoim standards to courts across the
coUntry and thereafter providing education and training grants to NCPJ and participatimig local
probate courts as a catalyst for implementation.
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Ill.

LINKAG

'TO FEDERAL PRO'rI'ECrIONS

Are there current federal programs available to the states that could provide advocacy and
protection for oldcr Americans under guardianship?
Thc answcr is yes. Implementing such protections through current federal systems that
regulate Social Security, Pension Benefits and Veterans B3enefits could be efficient and
immediate. Social Security could be linked through the Rcpresentative Payees Program; pension
and other deferred retirement benefits could be linked through federal oversight of qualified
retirement plans; and the Department or Veterans Affairs may already be linked through its
oversight of state veterans statutory guardianship laws that are in place in most states.
Federal oversight and revenue sharing to train and educate the judiciary and social
service agencies supporting it could also be a component of a proposed initiative like the tlder
Justice Act. Such creative federal initiatives could address Guardianship's good by training,
educating and mandating standards for public and private guardians, targeted as a source of
leadership, a conduit for resources and a linkage to protection and advocacy of vulnerable older
Americans of modest means.
Additionally, current federal programs and prospective initiatives could coordinate the
confrontation with Guardianship's evil, mounting a national attack through the states, and
through a volunteer corps of national advocates, pursuing abuse, neglect and exploitation. This
will not be easy when such degradation is often at the hands of the very public and private
guardians that are sworn to protect the vulnerable older Americans against such risks.
One final source of protection may not be currently attractive, but it may be
constitutionally required .4 Federal regulatory directives through Medicaid to the states as
oversight and intervention in protecting older Americans with diminished capacity from abuse,
neglect and exploitation may be necessary to meet and implement due process protections
requirements for vulnerable older adults in the adjudication stage of guardianship and throughout
the administration and monitoring processes under the guardianships. In time, this may also be
imposed on Modicarc as well.

4
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ConmrsstonerofDiWsian of Mrdical Assistance, 707 N.A2d 339 (Mass. 1999)
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ISSUES RELATING TO DUE PROCESS PROVIDED ALLEGED
INCAPACITATED OLDER PERSONS IN
GUARDIANSHIP PROCEEDINGS
By

A. Frank Johns, JD, CEIA*, R-G'
This appendix elaborates on comments given to the committce, providing
supplcemntal material and comment on 1. llistory; It. State Statutory Rcform; Ilt. Thre
Wingspan Recommendations Relating to Due Process; and IV. Federal Linkage to Funding
Protection, Research, Training and Monitoring.

1.

The Lantern on the Stern --Reform in the Context of Historical Guidance

A.
- its

ACKNOWLEDGING GUARDIANSHIP FROM AN
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

A better understanding of where guardianship is may be found in where it has been
history is as telling as Historian Barbara Tuchman's lantern on the stern. 2
'Tuchman laments

"learning from experience is a faculty almost never practiced... 'If men
could learn from history, what lessons it might teach us,' quoting Samuel
Coleridge, 'But passion and party blind our eyes, and the light which
experience gives us is a lantern onl the stern which shines only oln the waves
behind us.' The image is beautiful but the message misleading, for the light
on the waves we have passed through should enable us to infer the nature of
the waves ahead." 3
Copyright t? 2003 All Rights Reserved by A. Frak Johns, J.D., Florida Stalc University College of LNaV; CLLA,
certified as an cider tow attorney by the National Ittlder LawvFoundation; partner in the firm of Itooth ilarrington &
Johns, l..l..P., Greensboro and Charlotte, North Carolina, coocentrating in 3lder l.aw; Fellow and past president of the
National Academy of Elder l aw Attorneys; ceartaeboard and president-elect Natiotal Guardianship Association; past
Charter Clair, tIldea Law Sectiot, of the Nonh Carolina Bar Associotiort; Fctlow in American College of Trust and lEstate
C:omnsel
(Acrtic).
B Se.efarbarn W. Tuchrman, iplogrn-w A bfmterou, thr Stein, 7he Alarch of Fogy, From 7)oy to Vietnam literctnafler
'n CltuAN] (1984).
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The lantern on the stern of guardianship shows that it is primarily built on thc
doctrinc of Pien1s P/lriae,4 mandating that thc State (the King) is tihe benevolent protcctor.5
In those statc jurisdictions where the doctrine of ParensPuIriae continues as the common law
or statutory foundation, edicts and reasoned dictates of probatc and guardianship judges
control. In recent decades, however, competing views of how guardianship laws should
function havc emerged, operating from opposite ends of the legal spectrum --from tlhe
historical view based on jxurens paItoiae and informality, to the contemporary view based
onl the adversarial process and formality. Each has strong support.l
B.

Guardianship Folly - Reform in tlte Context of Culture and Misgovernment
I.

Through the Ages

As a function of law, guaidianship is aucient. Over 2500 years ago, guardianship
law's ancient precursors patterned taboos and tribal customs. 7 Guardianship policy has
been chronicled through the collective governments 8 of the Greeks, the Ronmans, the
.Sre L.Coleenan,'. Solomton,IPusrePa#ir/u
rioc 7/tu6ente : lIgal Puinis/meian
iii Disguise, 3 1astings Const. L.Q., 345-362
(1976).
.Se neriy
Crricy, (ivil andia9
(Aiiliuiirliaitshipfar inmellernially Handicapped People, S Monash 1.. Rev. 199(1982);
Purens l'aloiaehas becendefined asIhecrowi as ultutate parentof all citivcns. Id. at 205,n. 30, citing E~yurv. Shaflts/ny. 21.
Wins. 1(03,24 E.R. 659 (1722).
6 (omnpare
Lawrcnce A. 1 rolik, Mclissa C. Browsi,
AMd.sing ihiellderly or Disabled Glient, Clip. 17 - Aditlt Guardianship
and Conscivatorship, 17-8,9 (Waricn Gorham aid Lamsont19I92)(Csmuts.Supp. 1998):
. [.. eAll
experiicieel judge may have becn exposed to a great deal of unusual or odd behavior and
consequently be less prone to interpret it as a lack of incompetency. In most instances, you should
advise the clieit to waive his right to ajuty trial . . .few states require the alleged incompetent to bc
represented by counsel . .. as a result. niuanyguardianiship hcaritigs proceed with no counsel for Ihc
alleged ncotspetent. The court is expected to act it his or her bestitterest, however, and cnsure that
the hearing is concducted
fairly.
iElderly, Chip.16 - Guardians aitd Conservators, 16-1, 16-23
iwithJohn J. Regan, 7'ax.'state A FinaiaiadlPlanning for the
(Maithew eneiderand Co. 1992) (CutumnSupp. 1995):
The proper finction of defense counsel in a guardianship proceeding is to defend the client against the
proposed order as vigorously as if theclient swereon trial in a criminal proceeding. A guardiashlipi
proceeding in asmuch a part of Ihe adversarial systen oufjsntice as the critinal tfial.
See.American Bar lFoundation Report on the Rights of the Mentally III, the Mentally Disabled mid the Laaw(Samuel J.
Blrackel and Ronald S. Rock, cds., Uttiv. of Chicago Pressrev. 2d cd. 1971) Ihereinafler Brackel and Rockl. The revised
edition by Blackel and Rock alds qumititative and qualitative diticnsions that compromisc a setintal wvorkfurlher
cxamined liacr in this aniele. Seeid. d xiii. For cxampicl Igyptian rituals took mentally disabled personislottic tempics
for restoration where Ihey endured incantations, threats, and such physical remedies as hcrbs and oils, administered by
priest-lphysicians.
.Collective govcrnments" is applied it) tvo equally appropriate ways in this conitext: (I) the nuiltipIc regintes
controlling a country over the centuries; amud
(2) the several countries to which the principle is being applied in this text.
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En'riglish and the Americans, spanning contincilts and the centuries, and functioning under
monarchy, oligarchy and democracy. In thesc cultures, the concept of guardianship to
protect the individual rights of their citizens was pursued in ways that were actually
contrary to thcir citizens' own self intercsts. 'I'his witness has asserled that these eulturcs so
misgovemcd the individual rights of thcir citizens that it amounted to guardianship folly.
Misgovernment of guardianship amounting to folly occurs when the thiee elements
of Tuchman's definition of folly are met:
(I) it must have been perceived as counter-productive in its own time,
not merely hindsight. This is important because all policy is
determined by the mores of its age...
(2) a feasible alternative course of action must have been available; and
(3) the policy in question should be that of a group, not an individual
ruler, and should persist beyond any one political lifetime (to remove
the problem from personality).
11.

S'I'A'rE STATUTI'ORY REFORM RELATDI) TO DUE 1.ROCESS
A.

I.

Statutory Analysis of Duc Process Since the Late '80s .

A Mask of Virtual Reality - Reform in the Context of Illusion Scrolle(d Across
the Books

True refonn may be measured by chronicling the gains in procedural and
t
substantive due process made across the states in their guardianship statutes. 9 Tlhis is an
easy task thanks to Elica Wood, American Bar Association Commission on Law and
Aging, and her annual review of state legislative changes in guardianship statutes for the
benefit of the eider law bar and the aging network;ta and to Sally Balch Hurme, AARP, and
t
her graphs thiat track the spectrmn of guardianship from beginning to end.

Like tuny other notes, comments and articles, tle %words'guardian' and guardianship' in this written testimony itltude the
broad spetruoin of woids and tanguagc usedatoss the contraryto describe surrogate decision-nmuking for another person
through court appointment that transrcrs the power over an individual's rigtts, liberties, placement nsdfinances to snother
conudos,
person or entity. These wVordsand language itctlue, hnt are not limited to, conservatorship, intedictiou, cOntuninec,
and ttext friend.
fitlociary, visitor. ptblic trmstee

ishl'rocedural &StJguarrrkrid J),r l'ror ms
is Ith (.onrsilhrtioIrI C(
&S' A. Frank Johlts. 7~ns Yesrs Afrer: tWhrem
io G;rrurdianiishipAdjudicationr?. 7 tAdertlav J. 33, 7S-88 (lFall, 1t99)(a summary of the ten,ycars fromt 1988 to 1998that
Wood rollowvedstate legislative statutory reroniit).
1i., at 33, and t I0-152, Exhibits "C'begimninig to citd).

"ItI" (Ittitte's 1998 graphs of the 5s statesancdDC gitardiatiship statutes fromi

w,,v.nc-ls.nom
atse.>c-law.eoni;
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However, arc the state statutory changes a I mceasurc of guardianship reform, or
just a mask of virtual reality? When this witness examined the twenty most significant
cml)irical research projicts and studies over thirty years from (he '60s through the '90s,
they compriscel a striking compositc of h0ow far changes in the laws have gonc, and how
implementation of thosc changes may have gone virtually nowhcrc.
It is analogous to thc tcchnological wizardry of virtual reality. OneC you have thle
mask over your eyes, you see whCre you arc going as if you were actually there - but you
have gonC nowihere. If secing is believing, then you believe that you have gonC as far as
the images in the mask have taken you. The changes in the guardianship laws over the past
several decades may only be a mask of virtual reality. The changes in law mask the real
world reality, and provide for those looking through the mask the opportunity to see where
they are going as if they were actually going there *-but they have gone nowhere.
However, since seeing is believing, they believe that real world implementation of rights,
procedures, public and private programs, monitoring and enforcement benefits vulnerable
and unprotected older Americans who because of intrusive intervention have been placed
in the guardianship process. However, they have gone only as far as the mask of images of
changes in guardianship laws has taken them.
2.

Adjudications and the Arbitrary Way of Judges

'Thle benevolence of the King is imparted to the subjects whether they want it or
need it. In their ficfdoms, probate judges, and other judges and officials having jurisdiction
over guardianship oflentimes sit as despots olnthronies exercising their powers under the
doctrine of psrens patriae.12 Those judges who have been on the bench for many terms
belic'e that they have seen enough of guardianship ajudications and appointment of
guarthians to know it all, and with tlhat knowledge dictatc the process or adjudication
arbitrarily, exercising nonconformity with statutory mandates and procedural rules. As the
"parentt of all citizens," this is done in the nature of advocating the best intcrcsts of thie
alleged incompetent person.' 3
Fromwhat is known of history, they should havecvery right tobelievc that parens patriae is tine honored andagrant
to tltens
of broad powers
tointervente
inthelives of respondents altd wards
(nmaybc
thereis so difference in this context)
in ordcr to protect thenfictd. 'the oftencitedwords of Justice Lewis ttrattdcis areasitttportant today aswhen they
weredelivesed
in 1928:
I!

lxperience shomtld
teachus to be moston our guard to protect
liberty when thegoverirmcnt's
purposes arebeneficttt. Men born to frecdtons
aretaturally alert to repeal invasion ortheir liberty by
evil-minted rulers.Thegreatest
dangers to liberty lurk in itsidious encroachnient by mnen
or 7cat,
well itcatiny butwithout understanding.
.Se Oblmsteald
*. dlmted
.vlnmcs,
227 U.S. 438,479 (1928) (Brandeis dessenting).
" MatIy probate
cottrt
jtidges, or judges it eourts
having jurisdiction over guardianshtips andconservalorships, servefor
Dtt theright reasons, with a hcartfelt,
dedicated
interest
in those being adjudicated
in their courtroonns and subsequently
betig piotected under their statutory
duties
and jitrisdictional boundaries. Many are sowell known thatttey areoflle
naitcd it studies atid writings, or identified on panicts,
conoittees and task forces
that address theissues. They incisde.
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ThreC years before he (lied, professor John J. Regan, Jack andi lrcda Dicker
Distinguished Professor of Health Care Law at Ilofstra University, spoke bcfore this
Committec's 1992 roundtabic (liscussion on guardianship. ' The first arca of ju(licial
administration of guardianship in which hc noted major problems wvas guardianship
adjudications and thc arbitrary way by which judges waive adversarial rulIs and routinely
exercise their powers for convenient purposcs that relegate adversarial quality to little more
thani parenspatfrie administrative bureaucracy.
On Regan's premise, the current assessment of statutory reform may be more
accurately rcqrcseitcd(l by guardianship flash fires that have burned across America over the
last several years. One flash fire in 2002 flared in the heat of the District's summer,
spreadling Mollie Orshansky's private life across the pages of the Washington Post.
Another judge-inadc flash fire in 2001 sparkcd appellate criticism of a trial judge injecting
personal opinion as evidence. ' In a series of flash fires in 2000, the Detroit Free Press
highlighted the guardianship sagas of Frank Jackson, Lydia Alexander and BurtonlHawn.
In 1998, the Colorado Court of Appeals scolded the probate judge for privately exercising
protective benevolence over Lettyc Milstcin that was contrary to law.16
_ --- -............
.....
...
_.
.

--. _..
_.....
.......
...
.. --

....
...... ...
...
...
..... ................
... - - - ---..._.
. ........

Ihe Ilonorable JohinKirkendall, Probate Coinr Judge in Ann Arbor, Michigan, Ihc Ilonorabic Tholilas E. Pcnick, Jr.,
Judgc, Cuienil Comit, Clear water, lloridaIhc I lonoaiabe Kristii B. Glen, Justicc, Suprcme Courr, Ncrv York, New York,
lTire lilonorablc Isabella II. Grant, Judgc, Soperior Court, SanlFrancisco, Califorrira, ThcI lionorabic JohinR. Maher,
Probate Conrt Judge, Kingston, NewslHampshirc,The I lonoratirc Mai y Shefficll, I'robate Courl Jrtdge,Rolla, Missouri.
and The I lororable Fcild Benton, l'iobatc Counr Jrulgc, Dcnrvcr,Colorado. Coroless other probatc corrrt judges are
inctltdest. Marry are siriilar to JrrdgeNikki DeShazo, a Probaic Couri Juidgein Iallas, lcxas who described her reasorrs
for secking a probatejudlgestrip:
I found I really %wrrtedto be wiere people corldr find a friend atid get heip.... I wanted to help
peopic. I wrrrrtedto work ir arr area ihat would enhaice peoplie's feelings of scif-worth. P'robatc
chaniges
11ave
Corirt canireally bc a pleasant, renvarditg place to work.... I ant distressed that sociCata
to careaborit and look out
isolated people, so that they do [Irot] know their ricighbors. Ihere is Ito ot1C
for reighbors. SitiratioiI scCIIrto have become very bad beforc arty kind of help is obtaincd.... We
ireed to learrragain how Io care for people. We reedto develop ritore convert for our fellow hrmrans.
D.M. Alford, A 1robNte JrrdgesV ierr, 13J. ofiGeonitological Nrrsirg 32 (1994).
EIvcnas aliruistic as the abovc jrtdges may be, therware thosejundgeswho oftentimes miake up their minds
before cxamiring any evidetrce. Depending uport whoir 1 rtitioters have for mnrreys, or wvhat bent gurardianod litemIs
take, sorejudges habitrually respond with ito frrther riqrriry before they benevolently order tIre AIP to the guardiarnship
guilag. Anythirrg irsorc would be corrsidered wastefrl arid judicial it-ccononlry.
"t SeeJohn J. Regarn,(Commrrents
Bierfr ai Rourrdiahle l)I~srrrsion ott Gutrarrdiarrlrip, Special Cormitlltee on Agirrg, U.S.
Senate (102d Coong.
2d Sess.1992)(Serial Nrrrrber 102-22), lp. 21-31.
"

Src

Gurardialrhip oJ/lsa

Alarie

orlerr-Moorc. Case No.

SDOI-816

(Fla. 5b

DCA

2002)tThc

trial jiidge

also

coridrdrted artitii rmera
intervicevof lIlsa. 'Ilirc i (nte'a
interview is itsclf probleniatic. A irial jLtdgc'spcisonal opiiion
.rborit an alleged ircapacitated person's capacity is a noir-expert opiniort ertitled to no eviicnliary sveight."While the trial
cotrrt nuty, itrdeed must, detcririrre lie credibility anti veiglrt of the evidence, it is not empowered to createthat evidence
fror the whole cloth." .e'lVire i Guarrianlship ofl.elYimer, 606 .So.2d 387, 388 (Iln. 3d IDCA 1992)).
snaneofAlfilstein v. Aycis, 97 CA 1150, 955 1'.2d 78 (Colo. Ct. App. 1998).
lLrr

(C IN
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It is ciear that any application of reform requircs re-ccducatiou and training of thec
judiciary and the social agencics that support it. P'rofessor Lawrence A. IFrolik surmised:
No mattcr how many reforms or countcr-reforms are cnatctd, no mattcr
how the system is modified, there is no perfection this side of paradise.
Rather [than focusing on reforming the guardianship system]... those
conecrned [should focus on] the actors in the guardianship system, and
how the actors' behaviors might bc improved.' 7
B.

ltas There Becn Any Benefit From Statutory Reform of Dne Process in
Guardiansliip?

From Wingspread to Wingspan, and all the empirical research and hearings in
betveen, the answer is clear - there is too little, if any, current reliable data from which to
draw conclusions.
Ingo Keiltz, previously associated with the National Center of State Courts, argued
before the same 1992 round table of this committee for a national database on
guardianship.' 8 lHe commented that Associated Press reporters were astonished to find that
there was no data on state guardianship, and nothing existed on a nationwide basis. Keiliz
made the obvious point that neither the federal government, nor each state knows how
many individuals are subject to guardianship proceedings annually, what guardianship case
loads correlate with population, whether or not they correlate with an elderly population
and how they compare when adjusted for population in different states, different
jurisdictions and according to different administrative structures. Kciltz also asserted, as
was found by Windsor Schmidt and other researchers,' 9 that there is insufficient research
on social, economic, legal and systemic factors affecting the rates at which guardianship
files arc created in the courts.

'See lawrenrce A. Frolik, G;uaerdianrshipRcform: WVheln
the I/earis tbeEnemy oftle Good,9:2 Stanford Law and Policy
Review 347, 351(Spring 1998).
ee Comment of Ingo Kcith, Roundiablc Discussion on Guardianship, suirarnotc 14, at 35. (in their book
Reinvrenting Gove'rnoment:
iou, the Errireerereur 's.piit is 7ransforming tbe ihliri Seetor. Osborne and (aebler assert
llral governmeits, including thecourts, arein deep trouble today largely because
there arc hugc entrenlched burcaucracies
lea imipedc tic vcry thiugs Ibht nre
likely to getthel oul oftrobic: creativity, cxperirenitalioto, risk (aking, inlovatioll,
conisunser
orientation *what astrangc cortccpt ia government -andfuture forecasting. I1,,at.14.
" Sce Windsor Schmbidt
Guiardians.hlip
- .7/e Corirt of lanst Resort for /ie Elderly and /.isob/ed (Carolina Academic
Press1995); seenlsr)I. 13arritt
l.isi, A. B3urns,
and K. lIaseoden, Notional .Sady of Guardiaon
Syleors: Findlings and
R-ornieridaoltiorrs (Center for Social Gerontology 1994). nlic study initially proposed the funding of the construction of a
rational database, artd svasmodified to only rescarch aridanalysis.
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A database for each state or for the federal government would provide empirical
data by which caseloads could be more carefulty forecasted. If tile number of wards is
known, then necessaty funding could be calculated and provided for sufficient staff, and
the cost of training and enforcement. A national database could provide consistency and
uniformity in the data entry and retrieval forms of the courts, requiring the same kinds of
facts and circumstances that would be gathered across the country. After tell years since
the first roundtabte, I believe funding of such a database may only be realized through a
national cffort because so many states are near bankruptcy while still in the dark when it
comes to statistics regarding guardianship.
C.

Training, Monitorting and Accountability

If the judiciary is educated and trained, then judges may be more attentive to and
critical of the court personnel. professionals working in the judicial system and guardians.
Education of the administrators and other state personnel managing the statewide function
of Ilhecourts would convince those at the top of each state's judicial management that
guardianship needs to be tracked and followed throughout the state.

HI1.

WINGSPAN AND THE RECOMMENDATIONS RELATED '1'O
I)UE PROCESS
A.

Wingspan: The Second National Guardianship Confcreiice

In July of 1988, the Amcrican Bar Association Commission on Legal Problems of
the Elderly and Commission on the Mentally l)isabled convented a National Guardianship
Symposium that became known as "Wingspread," after the conference center of that name
in Racine, Wisconsin. Wingspread produced a set of landmark recommendations for
reform of the nation's guardianship system. Wingspan, the Second National Guardianship
Conference, was convened November 30 through December 2, 2001, more than a decade
after the original Wingspread conference, to examine what progress has been maade in the
interim, and what steps shotmld be recommended for the futtirc.
Wingspan utilized a select, multidisciplinary cadre of experts in a working mceting
of plenary and small group sessions. Conferees were appointed by several collaborating
groul)s, including: the National Academy of lElder Law Attomeys (NAELA); the lBorchadi
foundation Center on Law and Aging; Stetson Univcrsity (College of l.aw; the ABA
Commission onl Law and Aging (a/k/a A13A Commission on Legal Problems of Ilhe
lIderly), the A13A Section on Real Property, Probate and Trmst l.aw, the American College
of Trrust and Estate Counsel (ACTIC), the National College of Probate Judges, the
National Guardianship Association, the Center for Medicare Advocacy, tile Arc of the
Umiited States, AARP, and tile Academy of Florida lIder law Attorneys. In addition, six
commissioned papers provided an analytical starting point and framework for discussions,
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each addressing different aspects of guardianship reform and current practice across
Alncrica. 20
B.

Wingspan's Specific Recommendations Related to Due Process.

1.

Summary of Changes In Statute aud Regulation (Numbers follow
published recommendatlons)

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Res)ondent's mandatory right to appear and bc heard.
Appointed counscl for thc respondent always as advocate
Role of counsel as zealous advocate (strong minority position)
Pre-hearing process include a separate court investigatorl/visitor
Tenn investigator/visitor used instead of ad litem
State guardianship courts given full plenary powers.
Respondent's right to closed hearing for determining incapacity;
confidentiality and privilege of medical records and testimony and records
sealed.
Emergency proceedings must have same due process elements as permanent
hearing.
limergeucy guardiauships be limited to the emergency; tcnnination on
showing that emergency no longer exists.
Special guardianship procedures for single transactions.
Hearing mandatory for guardian seeking consent to civil commitment,
electric shock, or dissolution of marriage.
Appropriate limited guardianship orders expressly declared in statutes and
developed in forms.
Plenary guardianship requiring proof of its need

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
2.
41.
42.
43.
44.

Summary of Changes in Practice Precepts or Guidelines
Adequately fund courts for investigation at the inception of the guardianship
action, and oversight during the guardianship.
Prompt hearing on a guardianship petition after service on respondent.
Substituted judgment standard in making decisions on behalf of the person
with diminished capacity.
Best interest standard when selecting guardian.

° Frcerpledfrom A. I4nwk Johns and Chatcs P. Sabatino. I,,roduedon anid Recommcradations.
Iflngspnn.. MheSeod
Ataional Gnurdianship Conference. 31 Stclson L.. Rev. 573 (Spring 2002XlFootnotcs oiniitod).
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C.

Thc Rest of the Wingspan Recommendations

Trhc scope of the Committec's focus gocs bcyond an examination of dlue process
protections, addressing accountability and monitoring as well. The Wingspan
Recommiendations arc as expansive and are attached as Appendix 11to assist the committee
in achieving its task to investigate and study the problfms of older people caught in the
throes of the guardianship gulag.
D.

Thrlee Paramount Recommendations Above All Others

There are three recommendations that need the committee's support at the inception
of any attempts to correct the wrongs inflicted on vulnerable older adults under
guardianships. The first priority recommendation is to fund a major grant that has the
single mission of conducting empirical research in all states and the District of Cohumbia
from wvhich there would be developed a primary national guardianship database.
'The second priority recommendation is to find the federal assistance needs to
investigate and study ways to implement accountability and monitoring in all states and the
District of Columbia.
The third priority recommendation is to fund court investigations at the inception of
adjudication processes, influsing guaranteed due process protection into the judicial process.
I believe that such funding could be linked in partnership with the National College of
Probate Judges (NCPJ), assisting NCPJ in delivering its published uniform standards to
courts across the country and thereafler providing education and training grants to NCPJ
and participating local probate courts as a catalyst for implementation.

tqwns'.t
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IV.

LINKAGE TO FEDERAL PROTECTIONS

Are there current federal programs available to the states that could provide
advocacy and protection for older Americans under guardianship?
The answer is yes. Implementing such protections through current federal systems
that regulate Social Security, Pension Benefits and Veterans Benefits could bc efficicnt and
immediate. Social Security could be linked through the Representative Payees Program;
pension and other defcrrcd retirement benefits could be linked through federal oversight of
qualified retirement plans; and the Department of Veterans Affairs may already be linked
through its oversight of state veterans statutory guardianship laws that are in place in most
states.
Federal oversight and revenue sharing to train and educate the judiciaty and social
service agencies supporting it could also be a component of proposed initiative like the
Elder Justice Act. Such creative federal initiatives could address Guardianship's good by
training, educating and mandating standards for public and private guardians, targeted as a
source of leadership, a conduit for resources and a linkage to protection and advocacy of
vulnerable older Americans of modest means.
Additionally, current federal programs and prospective initiatives could coordinate
the confrontation with Guardianship's evil, mounting a national attack through the states,
and through a voluuteer corps of national advocates, pursuing abuse, neglect and
exploitation. This will not be easy when such degradation is often at the hands of the very
public and private guardians that are sworn to protect the vulnerable older Americans
against such risks.
One final source of protection may not be currently attractive, but it may be
2
constitutionally required. ' Federal regulatory directives through Medicaid to the states as
oversight and intervention in protecting older Americans with diminished capacity from
abuse, neglect and exploitation may be necessamy to meet and inmtplement due process
protections requirements for vulnerable older adults in the adjudication stage of
guardianship and throughout the administration and monitoring processes under the
guardianships. In time, this may also be imposed on Medicare as well.

21 Rldowvt

Connissiorier of Division of Medical Assistainice, 707 N.E.2d 339 (Mass. 1999)
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APPENDIX II
WINGSPAN - THE SE1COND NATIONAL
GUARDIANSHIP CONFERENCE,
RECOMMENDATIONS [t]

I.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~....... ......-.,. _..........
, ,_
OVERVIEW

__

...
__._....
.._......_

CHANGES IN STA'rTUTE OR REGULATION
'l'hc Conference recomminends that:

1. Standard procedures be adopted to resolve interstate
jurisdiction controversies and to facilitate transfers of
guardianship cases amnong jurisdictions.

Comment: State legislatures can look to the model
legislation proposed by the National College of Probate
Judges.[2] Guardianship portability, including adoption of a
formal validation process for legal recognition of surrogate
authority (e.g., healtlicare and financial powers) in other
countries, should be add'essed nationally and internationally.

2.

Functional and multi-disciplinary assessmeknt be used in
determining (liminished capacity. The terms "incapacity,"
"incapacitated," and "incompetent" should be rejected and in
place, the term "diminished capacity" should be used.

........ ......
....
..
.....
....
.......
._ . ...
. _.
..
.-...... ..........._...
.... ..
....

1. Wingspan -l- The Second National Guardianship Conference, meeting in plenary
session, adopted these itvcammendations on D)ecember 2,2001. I'rimary sponsors were the
Nationil Academy of llder Law Attorneys, Stetson University College of Law, host of the
Conference, and the Borchard Center of Law and Aging. Co-sponsors were the ABA
Commission on legal Problems of the Elderly, the National College of Probste Judges. the
Supervisory Council of the ABA Section on lieal Property, Probate and 'Trusts, the
National Guardianship Association, the Ceniter for Modicare Advocacy, the Are of the
United States, and the (enter for Social Gerontology, Inc. The Recomnmendlations,
authored hy the wingspan Conferees, do not purport to have the endorsement of the
Wingspan Conference's idlividual sponsor organizations. 'bo view commentary or
disseiling opinions, as well as the Recommendations on-line, visit the National Acadlemy
of Elder I AawAttorneys' Web site at <http:/%vlww.naela.com>.
2. See NMtl. College of Urob. Ji., Stondoryls, ANationol Probate Court Standards
Stand. 2.1.1 <http:Ilwww.nicili.org/statt(lard.htiail> (last revised leet. 10, 2002) (providing
that. tIe finalt judgments of probate courts in one jurisdiction should be "afforded comity
and respect in other jurisdictions").
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3.

Medicare and Medicaid laws be aincaled to cover the cost of
respondents' functional assessment.

CHANGES IN PRACTICE PRECEPTS OR GUIDETINES
The Conference recomnmends that:
4.

A uniform systein of data collection within all areas of the
guardianship process be developed and funded.
Comment: Although significant legislative revisions have
been adopted, little data exists on the effectiveness of
guardianship within each state or across the states, and less
information is available about how the system actually
affects the individuals involved.

5.

Dialogue between the legal and medical professions on the
determination of diminished capacity and all aspects of
guardianship be encouraged.

6.

State and local jurisdictions have an interdisciplinary entity
focused on guardianship implementation, evaluation, data
collection, pilot projects, and funding.
Comment: This entity would be charged with responsibility
of monitoring the implementation of guardianship and
surrogacy laws.

RE]COMMENI)ATION FOR EDUCATION,
RESEARCH AND FUNDING
The Conference recoinimends that:
7.

Innovative and creative ways be developed by which funding
sources are categorically directed to guardianship. States and
organizations should be informed about these sources.

8.

Funding be supported for multi-disciplinary assessments
that must be linked to the least restrictive criteria
throughout the judicial process.

2
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9.

All guardians receive training and technical assistance in
carrying out their duties. Organizations, including the
National Guardianship Network,[31 should develop annl offer
specially designed introductory and continuing guardianship
courses for judges, court personnel, families, guardians,
proposed fiduciaries, and attorneys practicing in the
guardianship area, including training on minimum
guardianship standards and ethics.

I 0. Attention be given to the need for mandatory education for
all judges in courts hearing guardianship cases, with special
attention to the educational needs of general jurisdiction
judges.

].. 'The Internet and other technology be used to educate and
communicate with lawyers, judges, guardians, and other
professionals in the guardianship arena.
12. Multi-disciplinary tools be developed and used in educating
all professionals involved in guardianship matters, including
family guardians.
1.3. Research be undertaken to measure successful practices and
to examine how the guardianship process is enhancing the
well-being of persons with diminished capacity.
Comment: The research should examine how the system is
working. The Conference co-sponsors to should work together
to identify increased funding for research, court operations,
and training for the bench and bar.
,_~~~~~.._

...
_.__.....

.......
_
. _

3. Ihu National Guardianship Network is an informal coalition of associations
interested in improving gtardioaship services for individuals as they age and for those
with disabilities. The National Guardianship Network was formed in 2000 and its
membership includes the ABA C(nmmission on 14gal Problems of the Elderly, the
American College of Trust and Estate Counsel, the National Academy of Elder lvaw
Attorneys (NAIg.A), the National Center far State Courts, the National College of Probate
Judlges, the National Guardianship Association, and the National Guardianship
Foundation. For more information about the National Guardianship Network, contact
NAXLA at its address, ItiO4 North Country Club Road, Tuson, Arizona 55716, by
telephone (520)881-4005. by facsinmile (520)325m-792i,, or through its Web site at
<http:/fwww. naelacoin>.
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1A. Further study be conducted to determine whether states
should adopt statutes and regulations to provide for separate
guardianship procedures for persons with developmental
disabilities.
15. 'Plhc National Guardianship Network provide leadership in
research and advocacy for guardianship reform.
16. Thc National Institute on Aging and other federal agencies
futnd research on guardianship.
Comment: The federal agencies could include, for examrple,
the Agency for Healthcnre Research and Quality, the
Administration on Aging, the Assistant Secretary for
Planning and Evaluation of Health and Human Services, and
the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services. Areas of
research might include the appropriate placement of wards
by guardians, end of life decision-making by surrogates, and
how any universal health-care system would affect
guardinnslips.

DIVERION AND. 1 il.

f~)A~iO

_

.. _*
...................
*..........
.....................
....
. .......
........
.. .......
........
......
_

CIHANGES IN S'TATU'TE AND REGULATION
The Conference recommends that:

17. States adopt statutes requiring agents under dural)le power-s
of attorney to maintain fiduciary standards.
18. Statutes give preference to the person nominated in the
advance directive, power of attorney, or other writing in
appointing the guardian.
19. States adopt surrogate medical consent statutes.
Comment: Such statutes will reduce the need for guardianship of the person for medical decision-making where the
person with diminished capacity does not have an advance
health-care directive.
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20. Statutes requirc that guardianship petitions includo a review
of alternatives nnd a statement as to why none are
appropriate.

Comment:
courthouse

Information

should

on each alternative,

he

available

including

at

the

mcdiation and

counseling. The court visitor or other investigator should
verify that availablc alternatives to guardianship have not
been ovcrlookced or underutilizcd.
CHANGloS IN PRACTICE PRECEPTS O1R GUIDELINES
't'he Conference recommends that:
21. Practice precepts or ethics rules should provide that lawyers
drafting powers of attorney represent and meet with the
principal rather than solely with the prosl)ective agent.
22. Standards and training for mediators be developed in
conjunction with the Alternative Dispute Resolution
community to address mediation in guardianship related
matters.
Coimment: Standards and training should include
for mediation,
of issues approl)riate
identification
participants in the mediation, use and role of legal
to maximize selfand procedures
representatives,
determination of individuals with diminished capacity. 'l'he
development of standards should take into consideration the
recommendations of the 2000 Joint Conference on Legal and
Fthical Issues in the Progression of DI)ementia[l] on (lispute
resolution, and of The Center for Social Gerontology,[5] and
study whether these recommendations should be extended to
all types of disability. Mediators should adhere to such
standards even if not statutorily required.
23. Multi-disciplinary diversion programs be developed with
collaboration among financial institutions, law enforcement,
4. Ikcolnlnenduttons of tll Join t loreaee, 35 Ga. I.. Rev. 423, 123--ISO (2001).
5. Sustn .J. Bltaterwick, Pcnelope A. HoluetIel & lrgo Keilitz, Evolualion ofMediatlion
as a Means of Resolving AdMullt GIuordionshiip Cases (Ctr. for Soc. Gerontology 2001).
Copies of the study are available fi)r a fee by contacting rlhe Center for Social Gerontology
by telephone at (73-I) 665-112G or by e-mail at <tc-stgtcsg.org>. A copy in PD)F format is
available through its Web site at <http:I/wwvv.tcsg.org>.
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an(l adult protective services as an early intervention process
to avoid the need for guardianship.
RElCOMMEN1)ADIONS FOR ED)UCATlON
ANJ) AD)VOCACY
The conference recommends that:

24l. Awareness of risks and benefits of guardianship and
planning alternatives to guardianship be raised, and the use
of mediation for conflict resolution and as a pre-filing
strategy alternative be increased.
Comencnt: Conference co-sponsors should develop model
educational curricula to be implemented by the bench, bar,
and medical profession on the state level. Education efforts
should be targeted to financial and healthcare institutions,
aging and disability advocates, legal and medical professionals, and the public.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURThER STVI)Y
'rhe Conference recommends that:

25. Research be) undertaken to identify alternative payment
sources to expand the availability and affordability of mediation services.
Conumvent: Sucth study should include an examination of the
following:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

allocation of costs among all parties;
court fees to cover costs;
medicaid reimbursement;
sliding fee arrangements, with courts paying costs for
those lacking economic means; an(l
(5) mediators on court panels taking pro bono cases along
with referred fee-paying cases.
26. Study be undertaken on the extent and nature of the abuse of
powers of attorney and trusts, and on statutory options to
permit the court to review agents' performance.
6
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M
I.

DUE PROCESS_==_

__

CHANGES IN STATUTE AND) REGULATION
The Conference recommends that:
27. Respondents always have a mandatory right, which can be
waived, to appear in court and be heard.
28. Counsel always be appointed for the respondent and act as
an advocate rather than as a guardian ad litem.
29. The Wingspread Recommendation regarding the role of
counsel as zealous advocate[Gj be amended and reaffirmed as
follows: Zealous Advocacy -- In order to assume the proper
advocacy role, counsel for the respondent and the petitioner
shall: (a) advise the client of all the options as well as the
practical and legal consequences of those options and the
probability of success in pursuing any one of those options;
(b) give that advice in the language, mode of communication
and terms that the client is most likely to understand; and
(c) zealously advocate the course of actions chosen by the
client.
30. The pre-hearing process include a separate court investigator or visitor, who must identify the respondent's wants,
needs, and values.
31. States hold guardianship proceedings in courts with full
plenary powers.
Comment: Some states allow guardianship matters to be
heard by non-judges. Those states need to provide those
hearing personnel with the judicial powers necessary to
protect the due process rights of the respondent.
GL.Recomnmenidation Il-C of the 1088 W imgajprendl Symposium, titled "Rolo of Cousnsel
Defined." Commin. onl Mentally Distabled & Comnsen. on lag. I'Poblenta of Fliderly,
Goualdionship: /it Agenda for lReformi- Recomnmendations of the /Vationatl Clms diar.0ship
.Symnposium and Policy of the Amnericannki sAssoriation 12 (AIIA 1989). In 1988, the
Johnson Foundiation's Wingaprcad conference Center in Wisconsin hosted the National
Guardianship Symposium, which wias sponsored by the ABA Ctommissionms on Legal
on Mental Disability.
IProblems of the Elderly asod
7
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32. Tle term "investigator" or "visitor" be used instead of
guardian ad liters.
Comment: The term "guardian ad litem" often is confused
with the term "guardian," thus resulting in misunderstanding of roles and responsibilities.
33. The respondent have the following rights: the right to
request a closed hearing for determining diminished
capacity; the right to have medical functional evaluations by
someone who is not the respondent's treating physician; the
right to have the treating physician's privilege recognized
and confidentiality maintained; and the right to have medical
records automatically sealed at the end of the hearing.
34. Emergency proceedings require the following: actual notice to
the respondent before hearing; mandatory appointment of
counsel; establishment of the respondent's emergency;
conduct of a hearing on the permanent guardianship as
promptly as possible; and placement of limitations on
emergency powers.
35. Guardianships be limited to the circumstances giving rise to
the petition for emergency or temporary guardianship, and
be terminated upon appropriate showing that the emergency
no longer exists.
36. There be special procedures for single transactions.
37. '1'he guardian not have the power to consent to civil commitment, electric shock treatment, or dissolution of marriage
without obtaining specific judicial authority
38. Statutes be adopted and forms developed to enable courts to
fashion the appropriate limited guardianship orders.
Comment: Consistent with the Uniform Guardianship and
Protective Proceedings Act, the initial petition should include
the reasons why either a limited or plenary finding of
diminished capacity is being soughtt.fi] This requirement will
promote the concept of limited guardianship and preserve
7. Unif. Ghuardianship) & Protcctive Pro.c Act § 30410))(7), (8). 8A 11L.A. 137 (Supp.
:2.001).
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individual rights.

39. Orders establishing a plenary guardianship rather than a
limited guardianship require proof of why the guardianship
should be plenary.
C(omment: Responsible advocacy includes advising the court
with respect to material aspects of thc ward's financial and
health -related circumstances

that will promote autonomy

(i.e., the right to choose one's residence, vote, medical
consent, participation in research).

CHANGES IN PRACTICE PRECEPTS OR GUID1ELINES
The Confcrenec recommends that:
40. Courts have adequate funding for investigation at the
inception of the guardianship action and for oversight for the
duration of the guardianship.
41.

hle hearing on a guardianship petition be held promptly
after service upon the resl)ondent.

42. The guardian use a substituted judgment standard in
making decisions on behalf of the l)erson with diminislhed
cal)acity.

Commeuxt: Using this standard entails determining what
the person with diminished capacity would decide if he or she
had capacity.
43. The court consider the best interest of the person with
diminished capacity in selecting the guardian.
Comment: Anmong those persolns the court should consider
wvhen selecting guardians should include nominees, family,

and agencies qualified to serve.

[ IV;

AGENCY GUARDIANSHIP ANT)
GUARDIANSHIP STANI)ARIDS

CHANGES IN STATUTE OR REGULATION
9
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'rhe Conferenec recommends tlha t:
44. States provide public guardianship services
qualified fiduciaries are not available.

wvhen other

Comment: 'I'his function may be provided through
independent state agencies, contracts with private agencies,
or by other means.
45. States adopt minimum standards of practice for guardians,
using the National Guardianship Association Standards of
Proctice[8 1 as a model.
Comment: Lawyers should not be exempt from those
standards. lawyers and courts should be educated and
trained in the standards.
those who receive fees for serving
'16. Professional guardians
two or more unrelated wards -- should be licensed, certified,
or registered. 'I'hey should have the skills necessary to serve
their wvards. Professional guardians should be guided by
plrofessional standards and codes of ethics, such as the
National Guardianship Association's A Model (ode of Et.hics
9
for Guardins[l] and Standards of Proctice.

CHANG1ES IN PRACTICE PRlt1'CEPTS Olt GUID)ELINES
'The Confere nec recommends th at:
17. Guardians and guardianship agencies not directly provide
services such as housing, medical care, and social services to
their own wards, absent court approval and monitoring.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EDUCA'rION
AN1) ADVOCACY
...
.
.....
....... _. ..
....... ............_. ...
_ .
_ _ _. . _.. ...
..1.-. ..

0-..
. .. (02).
8,
ePI..te.at 31 SaSa l..ReV..
9. Michael 1). Casasanto, Mitchell Simian & Judith Roman, A ModCl Code of l:thics
fur (;lGuarldiufls (Nai. ONarilianlihip Assin. 1991). A copy of this wink in I1'M formut is
,,vailable through the Nationial Gkardiaiship Association's Web site at <http://wwtv.

~i ioialaehip).org/nlgainxenborslip/idex.ht ii5nlodelcode>.
10
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The Conferenec recommeni
48.

ds that:

'T'he public guardianship function includc broad-based information and training.
Comment:

Broad-based

education

and

training about

guardianship and alternatives can divert pressure from the
public guardianship systecn.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The Conference reconiniends that:
49. Thle National Guardianship Network identify and generate
funding for development and improvement of public and
private guardianship services from sources including
(a) grants, (b) donors, (c) Interest On Lawyers Trust
Accounts, (d) Medicaid, (e) increased filing fees, and
(0 public-interest litigation.
50. A study be undertaken of successful professional guardianship agencies to identify features that might be used as a
model for other programs.
[V. MONITOING AND ACCOUNTABILITYW
CHANGPES IN STATUTIE OR REGULATIONS
'The Conference recominmends that:
51. There be mandatory annual reports of the person and annual
financial accountings to determine the status of the person
with diminiished capacity. The report and the accounting
should be audited as frequently as possible.
52. To provide effective monitoring, the following are required:
(a) a functional assessmnent of the abilities and limitations of
the person with diminished capacity; (b) an order appropriate
......
...
.........
___........
.......
.............. ..
........
..
10. See Section IV Cor Recommendationsl
should hbhold accotintable.

11
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to meet the needs of the person with diminished capacity
(with preference given to as limited a guardianship if
possible); (c) an anlual plan based on the assessment and an

annual report, appropriately updated, based on the plan; and
(d) inclusion of any other mandated reports which are the
guardian's responsibility, such as reports to the Social

Security Administration or the Department of Veterans
Affairs.
CHANGES IN PRACTICE PRECEPTS OR GUIDELINES
The Conference recominmendts that:
53. States maintain adequate data systems to assure that
required plans and reports are timely filed, and establish all
electronic database to house these data while preserving
privacy.
54. Courts have the primary responsibility for monitoring.
55. Monitoring is appropriate regardless of who is the guardian
-

family

member,

professional

guardian,

or

agency

guardian.

56. Guardianship issues be delegated to judges who have special

training and experience in guardianship matters.

Comment: 'Judicial specialization should be encouraged.
'1'here is a need to increase expertise of the judiciary and the
support staff in guardianship matters. This recommendation
should be communicated to legislatures and chief judges who
organize court systems.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EDUCArION
ANI) ADVOCACY
The Conference recommends that:
57. The National Guardianship Network take the lead in a
public information campaign to emphasize the importance of
12
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monitoring and the need to adequately fund monitoring
efforts.

RECOMMEN )ATI'ONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
'I'he Conference recommends that:

58. Recognizing the ultimate responsibility of courts to monitor
guardianships, a study be conducted as to whether the court
should be permitted to delegate or contract out guardianship
monitoring to other public or private organizations, and, if
monitoring is delegated, on the nature and extent of the
oversight responsibility in the court or judicial system for
such altcrnative arrangem euts.
..........
...
..............
..........
.....
b.w........
__.........._....
..

VI.

LAWYERS AS FIDUCIARIES OR COUNSEL
TO FIDUCIARIES

CHANGEkS IN STA'Tu'r

OR REGULATION

'Ihe Conference recommends that:

59. The American Bar Association (ABA) and the states adopt
the ABA ]ethics 2000 proposed revisions to the Model Rule of
Professional Conduct 1.14.11 1

Coiment: This proposed rule gives the lawyer representing
a client with diminished capacity greater flexibility to take
protective action.
60. All persons, including lawyers w]ho serve in any guardianship
capacity, be subject to bonding requirements. Further,
lawyers who serve as guardians should have professional
liability insurance that covers fiduciary activities.
.. ............

_ .........._

_ ....._ _ ._...

House of l)eCIgates adopted
ainedlnients to Modcel ituIC .11, which was proposed by the Commission on Evaluation of
the Roles of Professional Conduct, known as the AIBA Ethics 2000 Comomission. AIBA Ctr.
Pi-of. ROtSI., Reporl 4101 (Is 1'ssed by the House of Delegates lebruory .5, 200t
<hitp:/llvww.abnabet.org/cqre2k-report..hoilet.litml> (Feb. 2000). The revised Mlodel Rule
RCV.. .(2002).
1.1I is reprinted at 31 Stetson 1..
I1. At itS Midyear

kleetiaig in February 2002, the AIIA
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61. The lawyer for the fiduciary of a person with diminished
capacity who knows of neglect, abuse, or exploitation, as
defined by state law, be permitted to disclose otherwise
confidential information per Model Rule of P'rofessional
(Conduct 1.6 to the extent necessary or appropriate to protect
the person with diminished capacity. [rj

CHANGES IN l'RACTICE 1tlECEPTS OR GUID)ELINES
The Conference recommends that:
62. A lawyer petitioning for guardianship of his or her client not
(a) be appointed as the respondent's counsel, (b) be appointed
as the respondent's guardian ad litent for the guardianship
proceeding, and (c) seek to he appointed guardian except in
exigent or extraordinary circumstances, or in cases where the
client made an informed nomination while having decisional
capacity.
63. The lawyer for a client with diminished capacity not attempt
to represent a third party petitioning for guardianship over
the lawyer's client.
64. The lawyer who serves in the dual roles of both lawyer and
court-appointed fiduciary ensure that the services and fees be
differentiated, be reasonable, and be subject to court
approval.
65. Lawyers serving as guardians look to the National Guardianship Association Standards of Practice and A Model Code of
EIthics for Guardians, in absence of mandatory minimum
standards.
66. When the lawyer represents a fiduciary, the lawyer take
reasonable steps to ensure that the fiduciary understands his
or her responsibilities and good practice standards, using the

12. The AIIA Hlouse of l)elegates adopted amendments to Model Rutile1.6, which were
proposed by thc ABA lthics 2000 Commission, at its Annial Meeting in August 2001 and
let the amendments stand at its Midyear Meeting in F'cbruary 2002. ABA COr.Prof. Uesp..
supro n. II. rheorvised Modlel HOle 1.6 is reprinted at 31 Stetson L. Rev.
(2002).
14
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National Guardianship Association standards and materials
as models.
67. Practitioners be informed of state law provisions regarding
estate-planning responsibilities that might impose a duty on
the lawyer and/or guardian to engage in such planning.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The Conference recommends that:
68. Further study be conducted on the role and responsibilities of
the lawyer for the fiduciary and his or her duty to a ward
with regard to any fiduciary actions that could result in the
diminution of the estate while the ward is alive.

Published fromn Stetson Law Rteview, Volume XXXI, Number 3,
Spring 2002
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The CHAIRMAN. Now let me turn to Dr. Diane Armstrong, author
of 'The Retirement Nightmare." Doctor, welcome before the committee.
STATEMENT OF DIANE G. ARMSTRONG, CONSULTANT AND
AUTHOR, SANTA BARBARA, CA

Ms. ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for inviting me to testify today.
In discussing the motives that drive these involuntary conservatorship and guardianship proceedings, I am speaking for the
hundreds of thousands of men and women whose retirement years
have been destroyed by them.
Our States designate these proceedings as "nonadversarial" in
nature, brought out of the goodness of the petitioner's heart to help
an elderly person in distress. It is a powerful term, and it is almost
always incorrect. These are court battles fought over money, power,
and control. Sadly, the elderly lose almost 94 percent of the time,
often in proceedings that take only 4 minutes. Their cases are rarely appealed.
Let us begin with a brief discussion of the motives guiding family
members. The majority of these petitions are filed by adult children
who are seeking some form of control over the personal or financial
affairs of their aging parents. They are sibling battles rooted in
issues of inheritance and control, often described as "thinly veiled
will contests performed before death." Anyone who reaches 62 with
coveted assets is at risk. As one forensic psychiatrist noted about
these so-called protective proceedings and was quoted a moment
ago: "For every $100,000 in a given estate, a lawyer shows up; for
every $25,000, a family member shows up; and if there is no
money, nobody shows up." I have time to present only one case, although five more are contained in the appendix you have before
you. I have chosen a typically bizarre family battle. Motive? Follow
the money.
After the death of her husband, Delphine Wagner of Nebraska
decided to lease some of her land to a professional alfalfa company
rather than continue to let her son and son-in-law farm the land.
In so doing, she generated a 160 percent increase in her income
from the leases.
Four of her six children filed conservatorship petitions against
her and testified in court that she could no longer properly manage
her affairs. Their proof? Because she had generated a 160 percent
increase in income, Mrs. Wagner would have to pay more in taxes;
and what person in their right mind would want to pay Uncle Sam
more taxes?
The court agreed with the petitioners and appointed a conservator over Delphine. Although already 79 years of age, Delphine had
the energy and the money to battle through two more courts, year
after year after year, and her freedoms were finally restored.
Over 25 percent of the cases I describe in "The Retirement Nightmare" involve proceedings that are initiated by social workers and
members of the social welfare community. What motives drive
these individuals and agencies to file petitions? A desire to control
the increasingly independent elders and their money, and a need
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to expand the number of persons "helped" by the agency in order
to increase agency funding.
What motives drive members of the court? Judges and their favored professional conservators and guardians, expert witnesses
and court investigators have unspoken agendas of money, power,
and control.
When an elderly individual is brought into court and forced to
prove his or her competence, we soon see that the system does not
work. We have a system rife with court-sanctioned elder abuse.
Why? Judges override protections that have been put in place in
the codes. It happens every day. Judges disregard durable powers
of attorney-the single most important document each of us can
create to determine our care should we become incapacitated. We
have seen the health care proxy overturned in the Orshansky case.
Judges ignore our lists of preselected surrogate decisionmakers.
The current system does not work. This reality is most apparent
when a wealthy individual falls victim to these involuntary proceedings and his or her wealth becomes a ripe plum to be shared
by the judge's favorites.
The cost of my mother's 18-month conservatorship battle in Los
Angeles Superior Court exceeded $1 million because no court appointee would let the matter end until my mother agreed to settle
out of court and pay every bill of every person involved on both
sides of the case.
Money is a lure. Once the hook is set in a wealthy potential
ward, courts have a feeding frenzy. All of Riverside County in
Southern California was held hostage by the collusion between a
single probate judge and his favorite professional conservator.
Third parties such as nursing homes, hospitals, and continuing
care facilities often require conservatorships or guardianships over
their patients to ensure payment of bills or to evict the elderly from
one setting and place them in another. In many cases, nursing
homes will refuse admittance to adults who are not represented by
court-appointed surrogate decisionmakers. This practice, while not
legal, is often the price of admission in the face of an increasing
demand for the limited space available in private convalescent centers.
Families are destroyed by these proceedings. The hundreds of
thousands of unfortunate men and women who have been placed
in the velvet handcuffs of contested conservatorships and
guardianships in America are without hope. Their conservatorships
and guardianships end only when they die-or when the system
spends their assets down to $10,000 or less and spits the wads out
into a harsh world of poverty.
Sibling battles rooted in issues of inheritance and control, social
welfare petitions driven by hidden agendas of power and control,
nursing homes that quietly require financial guarantees, and court
actions that create the very abuse they are tasked to address-our
country's involuntary conservatorship and guardianship system is
out of control. It is no longer a morally permissible option.
I now pose a final question: Is the present hearing merely a 10year revisiting of an ongoing problem last discussed by the Senate
in 1991, 1992, and 1993; or are we here to see, for once and for
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all, that this court-sanctioned abuse of the elderly finally comes to
an end?
I thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Armstrong, thank you very much. We will
get back to that provocative ending question in a few moments.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Armstrong follows:]
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DIANE G. ARMSTRONG, PH.D.
2811 Foothill Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
Hanalei@rain.org

"Motives of Petitioners in Contested Conservatorships and Guardianships"
Preparedforthe Senate Special Committee on Aging, February11, 2003

In discussing the motives that drive these involuntary conservatorship and guardianship
proceedings, I am speaking for the hundreds of thousands of men and women whose
retirement years have been destroyed by them. Our states designate these proceedings as
"non-adversarial" in nature, brought out of the goodness of a petitioner's heart to help an
elderly person in distress. It is a powerful term, and it is almost always incorrect. These
are court battles, fought over money, power and control. Sadly, the elderly lose almost
94% of the time, often in proceedings that take only four minutes. Their cases are rarely
appealed.

Let's begin with a brief discussion of the motives guiding family members. The majority
of these petitions are filed by adult children who are seeking some form of control over
the personal and/or financial affairs of their aging relatives. They are sibling battles
rooted in issues of inheritance and control, often described as "thinly veiled pre-death
will contests." Anyone who reaches 62 with coveted assets is at risk. As one forensic
psychiatrist noted about these so-called protective proceedings, "For every $100,000 in a
given estate, a lawyer shows up; for every $25,000, a family member shows up; and if
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there isn't any money, then nobody shows up" (quoted in Harold T. Nedd's 'Fighting
over the care of aging parents," USA Today, July 30, 1998).

I have time to present only one case, although five more are contained in the Appendix
you have before you. I have chosen a typically bizarre family battle. Motives? Follow
the money. After the death of her husband, Delphine Wagner of Nebraska decided to
lease some of her land to a professional alfalfa company rather than continue to let her
son and son-in-law farm the land. In so doing, she generated a 160% increase in her
income from the leases. Four of her six children filed conservatorship petitions against
her and testified in court that she could no longer properly manage her affairs. Their
proof? Because she had generated a 1609% increase in income, Mrs. Wagner would have
to pay more in taxes; and what person in their right mind would want to pay more taxes
to Uncle Sam? The Court agreed with the petitioners and appointed a conservator over
Delphine. Although already 79, Delphine had the energy and the money to battle through
two more courts-year after year after year-and her freedoms were finally restored.

Over 25% of the cases I describe in THE RETIREMENT NIGHTMARE involve
proceedings that are initiated by social workers and members of the social welfare
community. What motives drive these individuals and agencies to file petitions? A desire
to control the increasingly independent elders and their money, and a need to expand the
numbers of persons 'helped" by the agency in order to increase agency funding. [See
Cases #1 and #2 in Appendix]
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What motives drive members of the court? Judges and their favored professional
conservators and guardians, expert witnesses and court investigators have unspoken
agendas: money, power and control. When an elderly individual is brought into court and
forced to prove his or her competence, we soon see that the system does not work. We
have a system rife with court-sanctioned abuse of the elderly. Why? Judges override
protections that have been put in place in the codes. It happens every day. Judges
disregard durable powers of attorney-the single most important document each of us
can create to determine our care should we become incapacitated. Judges ignore our lists
of pre-selected surrogate decision-makers.

The current system does not work. This

reality is most apparent when a wealthy individual falls victim to these involuntary
proceedings and his or her wealth becomes a ripe plum to be shared by the Judge's
favorites. The cost of my Mother's18-month conservatorship battle in Los Angeles
Superior Court exceeded one million dollars because no court appointee would let the
matter end until my mother agreed to settle out of court and pay every bill of every
person involved-on both sides of the case. Money is a lure. Once the hook is set in a
wealthy potential ward, courts have a feeding frenzy.

All of Riverside County in

Southern California was held hostage by the collusion between a single probate judge and
his favorite professional conservator. [See Cases #3 and #4 in Appendix]

Third parties, such as nursing homes" hospitals, and continuing care facilities often
require conservatorships or guardianships over their patients to insure payment of bills or
to evict the elderly from one setting and place them in another. In many cases, nursing
homes will refuse admittance to adults who are not represented by court-appointed
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surrogate decision-makers. This practice, while not legal, is often the price of admission
in the face of an increasing demand for the limited space available in private convalescent
centers. [See Case #5 in Appendix]

Families are destroyed by these proceedings. The hundreds of thousands of unfortunate
men and women who have been placed in the velvet handcuffs of contested
conservatorships and guardianships in America are without hope. Their conservatorships
and guardianships end only when they die-or when the system spends their estates
down to $10,000 or less and spits the wards out into a harsh world of poverty.

Sibling battles rooted in issues of inheritance, control and care; social welfare petitions
driven by hidden agendas of power and control; nursing homes that quietly require
financial guarantees; and court actions that create the very abuse they are tasked to
address-our country's involuntary conservatorship and guardianship system is out of
control. It is no longer a morally permissible option.

I now pose a final question. Is the present hearing merely a ten-year revisiting of an
ongoing problem, last discussed by the Senate in 1991? Or are we here to see-for once
and for all-that this court-sanctioned abuse of the elderly finally comes to an end?

Thank you.
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APPENDIX: FIVE CONTESTED CONSERVATORSHIP/GUARDIANSHIP CASES

CASE #1. Glen Hawkins ran into trouble when he angered a social worker at his Leisure
World condo in Orange County, California. The social worker had transferred Mr.
Hawkins' wife of 63 years into a nursing home against both of their wishes. Thinking
her husband had betrayed her, his wife stopped eating and soon died. When pressed by
the social worker to discuss his personal and financial affairs with her, Mr. Hawkins
refused. He learned of the consequences of this refusal when, after bicycling two miles
to his bank to speak with his investment counselor, he was told that he no longer had
control of his $380,000 portfolio. He had been placed under the control of a courtappointed professional conservator, found in absentia to be "too feeble and addled to
manage his financial and personal affairs." Without legal notice to him or to his relatives
and without a chance to appear in court, all as required by law, Mr. Hawkins had become
a ward of the Court. The social worker had gone to a Long Beach firm of caretakers who
filed the conservatorship petitions against Mr. Hawkins in Los Angeles County. Why
Los Angeles rather than Orange County, the county in which Mr. Hawkins lived?
Because Los Angeles County judges permit professional conservators to charge $75 an
hour for their services rather than the $35 an hour limit imposed by judges in Orange
County.
S. Emmons, "Conservators' Reach Can Be a Swprise," Los Angeles Times, November
23,1997, pp. A.3, A29.
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NOTE: MARY CONNORS WILL ATTEND THE HEARING ONFEBRUARY II.
CASE f2. Mary Connors moved with her aging mother from Pennsylvania to California.
She took excellent care of her mother, and enrolled her in Alzheimer's day care centers
when she was not able to watch her. It is important to note that Mary, who holds a
durable power of attorney for her mother, also maintains the payments on her mother's
Long-Term Care insurance. On one memorable day not too long ago when Mary went to
pick her mother up from the Alzheimer's day care center, she learned that her mother was
gone. A cousin in Pennsylvania had forged a second durable power of attorney and
spirited Mrs. Connors back to Pennsylvania. Mary followed this trail of broken dreams
and tried to regain control. Although agreeing that the second durable power was
fraudulent, Pennsylvania's Area Agency on Aging and the State Department of Aging
told Mary that they could provide better care of her mother than she could-thanks in
part to the convenient Long-Term Care policy Mary continued to pay for. Mary asked,
"Where is the $15,800 that is missing from my mother's bank account?' "It is no longer
any of your business," she was told. "Can I see my momT' "No, your visits are not in
her best interest" When Mary was finally permitted to visit her mother, she learned that
her mother had been told Mary had betrayed her and was selling her house. Indeed,
Mary's mother's house in Pennsylvania is being sold-sold by the State to feed the
system. They are also selling the property Mary bought in California because she had
added her mother's name to the title. This case is a very typical (and ongoing)
Retirement Nightmare. Mary is giving up hope.
Personalcommunication with Mary Connors-ONGOINGCASE.
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CASE #3. In Riverside County, California, the entire system of probate conservatorships
was held hostage by its single judge, William H. Sullivan, and his favorite professional
conservator, Bonnie Cambalik. Eighty-eight-year-old Lucille Olsen was one of the many
victims of this abusive court system. Lucille Olsen had checked herself into a hospital
following complications from a fall. Bonnie Cambalik found out about the elderly
woman and filed conservatorship papers over her with no notice to Lucille's family as
required by law. Cambalik subsequently confined Lucille Olsen to a nursing home,
confiscated her mail, refused her a telephone or stationery, and made plans to sell her
home. Lucille Olsen was a prisoner at her own expense. She died before her niece
forced an investigation. Nothing changed in Riverside County until two investigators and
one attorney from San Francisco's Elder Angels began their pro bono probe of the
county-wide corruption. Only when attorney Barbara Jagiello found records proving that
Judge Sullivan had purchased one of his conservatee's homes from the conservatorship
estate at below market value did anything shift. Judge Sullivan was permitted to retire.
Professional conservator Barbara Cambalik and her attorney are now in prison.
Entirecopy of the January 2000 cover articlefrom CabforniaLawyer featuringthis case
will be included in materialssubmitted to the Senate Special Committee on Aging.

NOTE: ROBiNADAIR WARJONE WILL ATTEND THE HEARING ON FEBRUARY 11.
CASE #4. Robin Adair Warione is a college friend of mine whose life was turned upside
down by an unwanted "protective proceeding' initiated by all three of her adult children.
Robin was only 56 at the time, living quite nicely on her $10,000 alimony check every
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month. Her children wanted the state to step in and control their mother's money. At the
request of the children's attorney, the Court appointed a guardian ad litem to represent
the proposed ward. Robin hired a major legal firm to represent her best interests, leaving
the guardian ad litem with little to do.

Unfortunately, Robin had to fight the

maneuverings of the court-appointed guardian ad litem for almost an entire year until her
children finally withdrew their petitions. The unwanted and unnecessary guardianship
never went beyond the initial appointment of the guardian ad litem and into the court, yet
Robin's entire retirement nest egg of $300,000 was consumed by her struggle for
freedom.
Personalcommunication with Robin Adair Warjone-CASE SEALED.

CASE #5. Florence Peters' husband secured a guardianship over his wife in order to
place her in a nursing home to convalesce. Florence recovered, and managed to reverse
her unwanted guardianship.

Unfortunately, she died before being released from the

nursing home. Neither her husband nor her guardian attended her funeral. They were
honeymooning together in upstate New York.
Described in J. E. Rein, "PreservingDignity and Self-Determination of the Elderly in the
Face of Competing Interests and Grim Alternatives: A Proposalfor Statutory Refocus
and Reformn, " George Washington Law Review 60 (1992): 1871 (footnote).
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Grabbing Granny's Goodies
Make sure your clients are protected against involuntary conservatorships
.-

are being subjected to them. In New York, for etample,
32,000 guardianshipS were granted in 1997,
up from 15,000 in 192.
Greedy relative. are the primary Lsr-behind
among thin Its crest came at the dawn of the last
this trenld.Writes Armstrongi 'A majority of
century with the age of the muckrakers. Those
;the involunty enae-torshi/guardiansiip
cnuadng journalists wrote with, amtthoitgyandd
proceeding sn outr country are thinly dincon-iction, uncovering wrongdoing csty halls
| gusedpredeath or antemortem will contets
and corpotate boardrooms, documenting the
_daringwhith angry heir-pecitioness, aided and
evidetce, and demandng reform. Their comabetted by the courts, sare their inheritsnces
bination of exhaustive research and passionvdlnerable elderly rdatin.'
from
F
from
has
largely
disappeared
ate presentation
Bt itesnot always relative.. A quarter of the involAmerican jomnalis.
uneasy consrrvseorsrips dted in the book were brought by
But not quite. Diane Armstrong is neither an inestigative
outsidets sdch an social workers or em neighbors. Nursreporter not a felsidlous wrire Yet her new book, lfre Reing homss may demand to be appointed as conservator betircres Nigbonarer Hoswto Sam Yourself Pros Yos ffHirt
fore they will admit elderly patients. There has even
and Prozectors (Promethens Books), is as close as you'll get
ederged a shadowy industry of professional conervatous
to a first-rate piece of moder-day muckraking. The book's
who collect stiff fees from their wards' bank accounts.
title sriouts onderselis what Armstrong has accomplished
Congressional hearings are warraned, bearedon the vihere. This is a painstakingly documented and frightening cxdenr of abuse presented in this book, and rforms to estabship gssuardianpost ofthe spdead of minncoaryc vt
lish
due process are srly needed at the mare level How can
shipsinsoe re) wrogly imposed on the elderly.
an adviser help protect aging clients from these ounages?
Once judged incompetent and placed under a onservaThe durable power of atmorney,revocable trun , and lving
torship, a Cirtn becomes a nonperson, with fLwer rights
wills ar effective bulwsrh Client should also preselect a
than a cnsvicted felon in a penitentiarysYour income goes
list of their own choincefor conservator or guardian in the
to the conrervato who also controls your assets. You can't
event one is ever needed. Finally, Armstrong recommends,
write a check, use a credit card, or make an ATM withinvolve a geriatric psycbinrist in all decision-naking sessions
drawal. You livewhere the conservator says and eat what he
and document-sigius, and vidcotape everything to provide
or she provides. The car keys are taken away. You even lose
evidenre that the diret was competent at the tine.
your right to vote.
And be wary of agendas presented under the guise of 'for
This happens only to really old people who're lont their
their own good.'
marbles right? Hardl, as Armstrong thoroughly demossates. The imposition of conervatmships or gsuardianships
Robert Casey is editor of Wealth Manager.
is spreading rapidly, and people as young as theirearly 60t
M
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meints lie ahead. But the higC-watr'
mark for journalism is nt likey to be
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How three investigators uncovered a massive conservatorship scandal.

UARDIAN

ANGELS

Something odd has been going on in Department Eight of Riversids newly rebirbished
quotes carved along tre ecenicewodk, the nurne
beneaihi a amsnesof presidentidal
.wuetla~soas~hre,
fiduchsryWesi Coast
WestCox Conervmorshijs, Inc keepsconningupFA profewosol, prv
to mote thian300 people, nusdly eldedy andlargely heplecas,for 13
lud servedas conservator
of
rsponsibilities and
Coast
court
is
stippaigVWee
the
probate
case
afaro
one,
vnss.But ro vin
appoinaing new conervatrs to cakeoverThe proce isa tdious, one, and on some days ittkes
.up half re court calendac
Stangerstil:The person iruing these ordns is notjugeWliffatn FLSuisan wbose staid, taciors pretence has been a Soxnaein Riverside probate cowrt for more than a decade. RatPsr, the
bench isoccupied by either ajudge fron anotdr courte a consmtioreror even a pro tern
iversidepooate dock" naars the foal piate of one of the
PrnaingStks Coast fibra tre
nvorst
scandaisever to rock Caifbrrxia coservatonhip sys.enn-2 systern dt has stmggled in
recent years to keep up witbh giowng rnober of senor itizens whounble to lokoafter their
own firancil and health inreresrmn st rely on the integtyofsrtaeers.
corsevataronps ae a tricky bunines In no otebr sita=r
Even under thiebest of urstaces,
er another. And here in
stin (esctpt prunrs) asone pson aloed to base o much por
California, where so many have insrtignaed to reinvent themnselvs the prolilem is cortrpounded
by a poprlation that is not only getting older but also nore isolted in the famlies they lI
behind when they cane oar wst. By 2010 it is estenard that the mining baore populaion will
tmiple,dransanially increaing ie need fotrconserauron..
supdicearly
understood the growth potential.A high-roc
in Riveride, Bonnie Camnl
porter Ofthe artswitha2tae for finejewelry she starred WestCoast in 1986 after woing j=s over
a year in the couatys public gardiars's offikc InApril 1999 she admitted skirnoning $100,000 foast
her helplesschtages. Ses also irrplicated her tvo busuress asocies, Ranrona Sa=z and Diana
no fwer than tfirigations have
Miikolas wellasher attorney, MiciaJ. Molloy Meanwl
been hunched to see hownmuch she eay stolemIsiders sayit could easilyadd up to mllions.
much she stole was how she was ableto st2y in onnes so long
More troubling than howr
C-onseaohp, after all,srpposedly operate under the warcbfil eye of the cort, the ethicul
restraintsofthe probate ba and in soens counties, including Riverside. the public deferse oftcke
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s also rivrilvd.Yer m RPersile the systern's checks and babintes
barely bmokeCambaliks sride,
Last Aprit Rivenside Public Defender Margaret Spencewhose office is supposed to provide legal representation to
coswnvatem-wa disclrged by the county's board of supervison in the wake ofthe scandal Riside has also been toed
for negfigence by fimily menben of at least one vicmc, die
cdiqirthoms
of tde probate bar has come under fire, and a
complaint has been filed with die Comnnision on Judicial
Perin281t-Judge Sullivan.
The hero of this amoycould easily hive been tde couunyl
ditinct aonmey Grov Thask.But after to many have been
defrauded for so long the fimilies odite vicrtin arent rushing
to shower him with kudos. instead, praise iAbeing directed half
a stare away as San Fiancisco, where three wosmen-n atoram a conservator and a private e
_
the
mancr on a pro bono badsiwithout the enctangemnt, if not
the resiigceoflocal officias.
Jean Malbrough was the first of these women to get
ivolved. A private consrvator hbfself she got a phone call in
early 1°98 from someone she knew at the California
Advocates for Nursing Home Reform (CANHKN, a nonprofit organizarion that monitors the treatment of nursing
home resident. CANHR had received a bor of cosmplins
from another conservator who suspected that Cambalk was
up to no good, and CANHR asked Maibough to emamine
the files.Mlabsougl was tde right person w go w.W~ithmore
than 2D years' experience under her belt, dse bad wcirked on
msmetous eider abuse ca and had the eqpettise to understand die abstruse minuiaie of conservarorship accountingL
indeciphesable to laypeople, these accoustg%amre
repons canservsaos ruch as Cambafik.must by law submit to inform the
coart how they are managing their charges' asset.
The second womian on the team was Malbroughit sister,
Ann Flaherty, who as chief investigator at the Rat Dog
Dick detective agency knew how to find things out about
peopic.She was also wry interested in solving elder-abuse
cases. and in 1997 had, in fact, teramed up with another
private eye w stare Eder Angels. We created Elder Angels
to do investiptions" Flaherty explains, "to bring the hard
flcas to the police to they couldnt just brush the macr
aside." No cue, however, would test Fhhertey% resourcefiiners more than the one against Camsalik.
The third member of the seam was Barbara Jagiello, a
sole practitioner recruited by Malbrough to piece together
the paper tai left behind by Cambalil. A giaduate ofYale
Law SchoolJagielo had interviewed with a number of
bW finn, but decided in the end to saffierthrough a few
years of"gented poverty' as the pun it, to build a practice
that she could call her own. Ilitunacely, she would be the
one to write the report that would get Cambalik in trouble.
Malbrough sdJagiedlo first met when they worked together
on a cuae involving a Buddhist ran who had gotten henell
appointed as the temporary consmevaor of her hind, ailing Zen
miast The nus proceeded to rob the mnookof just about
everytsiog he had, including a tweveinch-tall gold Buddha.
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After tde mres thievery cine to light Malbrorgh stepped in
as dhe priest consertor and hired Jagielo to get hn money
bark But things got a litlrebizarre when the nun cdaimed sie
gve evyting the stole to a mysterious "holy mn" who, after
appearing to her on the mmreone dzg wva never heard flrtmagin. Largely as a result oftde pressute Jagiello eened, thouglh,
the company dhrtbonded the munh conservatorship made good i
on the kis. Eu qf K
u Rt Super Co Civ Ne 263080.
In the meantime, Malbrough and Jagieflo developed a
frienddip that had in cwn Zen-like quality. wnh Mbrmugih.
quiet optimum acting-as something of a cuhion to Jagirn
dlo
manic energy. "I don't know how many times during the
Cambalik ce I got discosatged owerthe mountnin of woet we
had in flont of usi"i ysJagielkn,"But jean was aways there saymg 'Just write the report and they will corn'"
JgieDlo, Maibough, and Flaherry carried out their inven-.
gation on a shoestring budges, with Elder Angels advancing
what lide fuids it bad for the research and the rest crmoong'
our of their own pockets "I don't think we knew what we;
were getiing irJagiello observes. "Ve would fly down to
Riverside, prull O 40 to 50 West Coast files from the clet'klt
office. and just strtr poring over them. I think the clerks I
thought we were crazy.' But crazy or not, by invesmting I
Cambalik's operation these women we delving into the dadrk
side ofprivater nservatorsips.
Take, for example, the case of W8-year-old Lucille Obonh
whose troubles, according to court doaumen, began when
she chsecked herself into a hospital after sufixting complic-a
rots fiom a fall. Somehexw Cambaidk fund out about her
snd fied papers to take contol of her bfewithout giving any
notice to Olon's fimrilytCamblik srubsequendy confined
Oeon to a musing home, ounfctared her toad,lei her without a phone, denied her writing papez, and made plans to sel
the uriall Home she and her deceased hbusbid had built.
'It really it someone eh'eV Cambalik repontedly told the
heartick woun and begin to use the house to store property
ftom her other conervstorships. Olson, meanwhie, had to
s ge ltters out to her fEnmily
in order to contnt the.. Shet
was a virtual prionea-,at her own expense.
Sensing soniethirg waSterribly wrong Obon's niece, Carol
Rodgers, sought to pry her aunrt loose from Cambalik's;
clutches, But that wasn't about to happen wit a buge fight.
Rodgers wrote letters to judge Sullinn, the public defender;
and the Better Bmsines B..rea pleding wr help Nobody ibteneaeacepe for Caribalik berself who tumned around and
med Rodgerst chioing the letters defused her Olson died in
19%. But.e en afer her deanis, Camsalik soi tried to sell die
house and stopped only after Rodgers masuged to retain a
lawyer outside Riverside who learned thai CmAs k flled to;
report a S7,000 account in Obon's name, as well as a safe
deposit beor hartcontained S44,000. RO4dgeT
V Cmbsrli (CD)
Cal) Civ No. EDCV 99-428
]AoLoAND COMPANY MAimwDtJoLW -m uGaHTi-e cAE i
of Nelta Bradnec At age 70 Bradner bad nominated a friend.
lasconservator in the event that she could no longer take care;
of heself Tw years later, as Bradner became mor seriously
impaired by Alzheines disease, Canbaik, iS Jgielio tepOs,.
got her eo change her nominacion eo West Coast, even
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though Cambalik was a total strnger. West Coasts attorney,
Michael J. MoDlo then arangesd for Brdner to change he
will, without informing Bradneth attorney
Included among BrUdner's istrtotred possessions were
several Dussing piece" of jewedry that Casmbhalr maintained
had been stolen by a nursing home caregiver. But, says
jagiello, the nstsing home denied that Bndnor ever had
those items while
she was sheet And
since she was confined so a bed in
what was primarily
the feral position.
shehardly had occasion to dress up.
In 1993 Cambalik reported that
site eegttiarly spent
_
Sl000a month or
more on BrUdner's
petsonal needs and
in May alone mdicamzd in expenditure of Sl,2S0

_
_

~~~~~~~~~
~

just on gmocenes--an inordinate sum
given

Undoer

-

condition.
Similarly, Hdlen
Conrad bad the
nmisfortune of running into Cambalik. Once a vibrant
woman, she lived
in m ansised living
faCility, owned a
grand piano. and
lts~dentoughlsaving5

~~~~~~~~poi~
in my life
I will probably

-r I

i

r
-

-

lik got controi of
her finances, though. the
estate

need soneone to
take care of meo
adds the 55-yearlawyer, who
has no children
or any dcos relaYons to fill back
on, except her
husband.
gh

rdd

__

1

woman's $300,000

-~~~~~~~~~At
some

1

IS l

-

sobe able solive

our sherestof ber
iife in dignity. I7vo

isted in her accounsmtig
After Blum got control of her irestA
sate, she ussfearred
iteCaseto a Los Angeles County cous,
which found enough evidence of "mismanagement of the
whole estate from its inception' to attach a S16,000 surchauge against
Cambalik.Esrat af Rulim CnvNoaEP 3259.
In aliJgiello, Malbrough, and Flahesryscrutinized only
about 40West Coas conservatorshilis out of a total of 300.
Yet they say they
qepatedly found
evidence that Canibeikbilled for services not provided,
stolemoney and viosbles, and isolated
clients from family
and friend.. Most
distuebing of all to
the three women
Wasthe cruelty that
Cumanhi exdilbited.
'If she had just
taken the money and
given them good
_
cir guess I wouldd_
n~~~~~~~~~~it
be so upsst 'Jap.
ilclo yxpilains. "But
she didrlt She stole
their money and
.
io~~~~~~aused
them.

~~~~~~~~~~~

ill

r~~~~~~~~~~and
llahet express a similar
view. In facs, in
thelr famNi they
have an aunt suffeeing floes ALichimer's disease who had a brush
wivith
a scam artist.

had all but vanished. So did
her piano. According to
Cambalik, $170,000 of
Conrad's estate was spent
on at-home health care,
.
some of which was proFoQ CAwAUxc To srAY iN BUSINISASLoNG AS
vided by Cute World Entershe did, those responsible for ensuring the systems
integrity had to igoore a number of warning signs. In their
pris- conpany Cambalik co-owned.
In shecan ofBehARobbins, Cmbalik mnrtagedn gemher- notes the probate exasminers responsiblefor reviewing conself ppointed conservmuan
cer the objections of the womsni sevatorship accountings, for example, reported sarry of the
sisterRose han, a retired Licensed
social vworketwho was irregularities to Judge Sullivan that Jagielo later discovered.
willing sad ableto act as Robbiral conservator. Bham had to Indeed, one examiner, Betty Zesk, later told investigators
take CambaEkto courtnto everse the decision. Bank tecords that in just one year of reviewing West Cors sle deterindicate dt# Cambia weotemore thin $6,000 in checks not mined that Cambialik was derauding clients. Bun her notes
CALIFORN LAYwisR37
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went mostly unheeded, and to the extent the court took
any notice Canmbalik was able to explain the problems away
or correct them without consequences.
Nor did the complaints made by family members co Judge
Sullivan, the public delender, and the district attorney seem to
be heard, although in one published case a family succeeded
in remnoing Castbalik and challenging an accounong approved
by Sullstn. Cc
Masrohiap
of Leswadt (1996) 50 CA4th 1310.
In fct, no matter what was discovered, the agencies charged
with scrutinizing Cambabik seemed to let things slide as if she
had an endless supply of "stay out of
jail" can isHow was
this possible?
Part of the answer, no doubt, has
to do with how
_
well-connected
Cambalik was. A
short,
heavyset
woman, she was by
all accounts someone who kniew how
to work a mom. She
had belonged to
the Canyon Crest
Country Club, in
the most exclusive
part of Riverside,
until she moved up
a notch further to
the Victoria Club,
a bastion of what
some describe as
Old Riverside soci
ety, he affluent,
infuential elite of
the town. She also
served as president
of the Riverside Art
Alliance, a group
that supported the
local art museum.
She herself owned,
among other things,
a hand-painted potpourri jar that once belonged to Victor Hugo, and her
antiques collection was deemed so good it was included on a
local art tour Friends and enemies alike considered CambElik
a force to be reckoned with.
When it came to business, however, one of the most
important rooms Cambalk worked was the Riverside Public
Guardian's office. A division of the Riverside Department of
Mental Health, dte public guardian's office steps in to manage
the estates of those deemed incompetent when no one ele
will.'Cambalik started weorking there in December 1984.
Former Chief Deputy Public Guardian Lucille Lyon
remembers Cambsalk vividly because ofa troubling incident
that occurred in 1986,just before Cambalk left to start West
sUSty toso 38 CALIFORNIA
LA-wE.

Coast. "She wanted me to help her start a new business '
Lyon recalls. "She asked me to take five of our biggest cases
and gave them to her. Of course I refused. We weren't on
speaking terms after that."
Still, within just six months of leaving the public gartian's
office, Cannbalik had, with the help of friends in the public
defender's oflice~masaged to wrest two conservatorships from
her forsmerboss. "It was as if they suddenly wanted to replace
the public guarsian with Boonie Cambalik" Lyon observes.
Among Cambalik's more useful friends was Molloy,
a private attorney
who occasionally rcpresented the public guardian. By all
accounts he is, for
the most part, an
_affibleman. But one
day,Lyon says,he got
into a bitter shouting match over an
objection she raised
to an accounting
Cambalik filed. After
that fight, Molloy
never worked for
the public guardian's office again, and
incad represented
West Coast.

Cambalik's coworkers, Ramona
Saenr and Saent's
daughter,
Diana
Mikol, were also
useful. Both joined
West Coast
in the
9 90
early 1 s. Sainz
served as conservator in a few cases,
and Mikol was West
Coast's bookkeeper
Cambalik could
also count on Jennifer Dumitru and
Cheryl Thompson
for support. They
were two deputy public defenders who, according to
Jagiello, favored West Coast, even when family members
were willing to serve as conservators. In the case of Michelle
Miller, for instance, a 17-year-old who suffered brain damage as a result of a cae accident, Thompson succeeded in
switching the conservatoonhip over to Cambalik, after the
gid expressed a desire to break away from her mother
JamesT. Cadow, a LosAngeles atmtorney
who now represents
Miller in a lawsuit against Thompson and others. Mille, v
Cinpty ogfRheside Civ No, 331909. maintains that Thotipson
"seemed to be on a crusade to get unsilymembers off as conservaton:'At the sametime, the public defender's officeseemed
at times excessively tough on West Coast's competition.
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probate files. The clerk said no file for Dostal existed.
fahetry then put her detective skills to work and traced
the transaction through the public records until she
found a Riverside court order that authorized the sale.
This in turn allowed Jagiello to confirm that Dostal was
indeed tinder a conservatorship when he sold the property. And the judge who presided over the conservatorship was the same man who acqu'red Dostal's homeTIS
DrY 'f Willim Sullivan.
OFRCEFWMl INret
W HILtTHEptaLIC DEFEONRa'S
"Once I found the Dostal conservatorship sale,' says
protect Rivcrside'selderly cititzensSom W'st Coast, the proJagiello, "I knew
bate court hardly
someone had to isdid much better.
ten. It's an obvious
the
time
"Every
conflict of interest
probate examinor
and a violation of
or a fanily member
the Probate Code
fingered Cambafor a judge to buy
lik Judge Sullivan
real estate from a
would accept het
conservatorship he's
explanation, or let
overseeing'
her amend her
Jagiello also disaccounts, without
covered that the
really sanctioning
judge
had served as
her:" says Mala trustee for a oust
brough. And when
with
connected
'not
she judge found
his family, which
out that Cambalik
she says is a violawas farming outl
tion of the Code
work to her own
of judicial Ethics.
health care comThrough a partnerpany, he merely
ship, Sullivan also
imposed a surowned an interest in
charge and left
a building whose
it at that.
tenants included 2
Indeed, the fisrRiverside probate
ther the three
lawyer who often
women probed, the
appeared before
felt
that
they
mnore
him.That attorney
nobody was on
in one case also reptheir side. "I felt
resented Carubalik.
like ist was Ann,
Over a twoJean, and me runweek period, Jagning around the
drafted an
itllo
Riverside court18-page, singleyelling,
house
spaced report that
'We've got you
she called an Indictsurrounded:' "Jagthat weaved
document
Misconduct-a
Jssdiciul
of
ment
iteo says. And their biggest fear wanthat in spite of vereything they had found, nothing would come of it. How the Cmnbahlik.story in with Jagiello's allegations against the
judge. Ness of this document spread fast, and one day an
could they ensur that someone would listen?
Their answer came late in 1998 when Flahery started official in Riverside's mental health department called
looking into Judge Sullivan's real estate dealings over the JagieDo to request a copy. Flaherty and Malbrough flew
down to Riverside to personally deliver it. About a week
past decade. As it turns out, they were very extensive.
"Like Century 21:" Flaherty jokes. But what made these later, thi same report made in way to the district attorney's office, and eventually two Riverside district attorneys
transactions significant is that some of them involved
older people who, Flaherty speculated. may have been plus two county counsel flew to Sin Francisco to talk
conservatees under the judge's jurisdiction. One elderly with JagieDo.
The meeting occurred on March 18,1999. Soon theregentleman who sold his house to Sullivan was Harry
Dostal. Flaherty paned the name on to Jagiells, who after search warrants were served on Camb2hlik Molloy, and
others involved withWest Coast.
several
the
rifle
through
to
so
Riverside
down
once again flew
inErts 39 a-.u.Ru2000
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ha,oue instance, Dunitru objected to the appointment of a
tosservyaoswho had 20 years' experience in public service
-iid demsnded to see evidence of her qualificatons Ironically,
,:.,IlI)urntrru scrutcsired Cambalik's background, she would
lite discovered that according so school records Cambalik
had severearned the degree in gerontology she claimed the
tadtfSom dte University of Soudhern California.
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IN THE NORTHwEST PART

of Fance tor a nuch-delyed vcarion. that Jagirllo received
a call on her cell phone It was Malbrough. "Bonnie's confeed:' shetold her.
"You're joking''Jagsello responded.
"It's Good FndriWeold I bejoking? We're going to wiu
Under qsisonisg. Crli'x admitted to investigators that
she had taken money hom her dcents asd splic it with her
brtiess associate,Sa=enzIn turn, Mikol adred that she produced false accountings and implicated
Molloy in. the deception. In ASirrmfi
tigators confisated
150 boses of business
records. They also
recovered a few pieces of jewelry
from West Coast's
office safe. Among
thet, according to
Jigiello wss a medallion inscribed to
Nelta Brader._
The dominoes
were

_1

&lling fitt.

When REiverside
Public Defender
Margaret Spencer
was asked by the
Riverside County
Boatd of Superviuo

_

toput certain mnwr

ers of her staff
who had worked
wish West Coast on
adrinistrative leave,
Spencer refused.
As an assisant public
defender explained
it, the office could
not afford to lose

and Saetr hawe brhd pclteamlgtuilry(Mik-It to grand theft and
Saena to accessory orthchI)in plea bragains "This ease exposes
greed at its worC Distric AttorneyTrask nowmaysy"These sspeos preyed upon dfencless elders in our cor-unity. They
betrayed a sacred tait, dernonsuaong contempt for the system
designed to protect tome
of our most powerdesscitrenss"
Left unsaid, thorgh. was what responsibility the system had
to more carefilly monutor such abuses.
'I don't think there was a conspitacy' Malbrough venmnu. "it was poitics.
_w~iy;$;R~s
S
Everybody had their
i
hand in it one way or
another, and as long
as you looked the
other way, the systens worked. Anyone
questioning it got
their head cut oft:'
Flaherty agres.'
'The systerns checks
and balances failed.
Basically, I think,
_veryone was a ittde
bit dirty They all coveted for one another
And that allowed
Cambhaliknocontinue
to rip off conservatees over and over
again right under the
court's noses
Others attribute
the lapses to yeats of
underfimnding that left
the pubhc guardian'
office, the county'
mental health services, and the courts
wolifdly understaffiLd.

Perhaps also playing a role was the
inherent clannishness
of the probate bar. an
the'riampower. Tile
die rsme coms- _
board responded by
_1
.......
:
munity of attorneys
firing Spencer and
replaced her with Gary Windon an ousider for XcVenous
who and comesrators always appears befbre the same judge.
In Sactarnenct. one idea ftr reform floating around is to issue
isalso piesident-elect ofthe Public DethndesAssocation.
As for the public defeoderl; offic it continues to deny any a statewide registry of conservaors. Another proposdl would
wrongdoing. So does Judge Sullivan who, in November. regulate cosservatoships by establishing untiform isandards for
announced his retirement. (The judge did not respond to crrnfication-srandaids that would Include a college degree.
Jagiello herself hasconcluded that the only way to effectively
requets for an interview.) Meanwhile, the DAMi
oice, which for
so long seemed to be looking the other way isnow pursuing the protect the public fEompeople lke Carobalik is to insrittue a
matter with zeal, and this was more than underscored on regime of ourside udits based on the IRS model that would
November 9 when Camlbdik atndMoloy were simultaneously subject conservaton to intense sctutiny on a random basiLs
But fer a system that depends so heavity on the goodwill of
arrested Cauoialik was chatged with thedaembezIement, conspiracy,and pejroy. She hter pleaded not guilty, as did Mofloyt othea, such reforms will probably never be entirely saisficeory
who was dharged with giad ther conspiracy and subornation As Malbtough (who doesol have a college degree) points ou,
is tht diey
of peurjuy.Pir v C.a,
Cr No. 88557.The two now bfce the most importantiqSalifieaion for oneasevatois
dhe Prospect of serving more than ten yearsin prisonAbo MiLkol care about their charges. And that's hard to regulates
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SPECIAL ADVOCATES FOR ELDERS

A Court-Based
Volunteer Project
Serving Seniors
Under or Facing
Guardianship
supporting

DIGNITY
AUTONOMY
SAFETY
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Helping the Elderly Live Lives
of Dignity and Meaning

How an Elder Benefits from
a SAFE Volunteer

When a person becomes limited in either
or both mental skills or physical abilities.
stomlieone may be appointed by the Court
to serve as his or her guardian.The guardiatn may be authorized to make many dccisions for the ward's benefit, including
where the ward lives, medical treatment
decisions,tinancial matters, applications for
aid. and so on.

Depending upon thie needs of the elder. a
SAFREVolunteer may do one or more of the
following:

The Court may appoint a SAFE Volunteer
to pi ovidc:
Information as to whether or not a gUardianship is appropriate;
Additional contact - many seniors are isolated.They have no contact with anyone
othcr than thcir care giver,
Additional oversight of what type of care
the senior receives,

Regularly visii socially isolated elders, in
their homes, in group homes, or in uirsing homes and hospitals;
Assist in coordinating community resources that may provide benefits to the
elder. and;
Interact with family members, court appointed guardians. care facility personnel
and others for the elder's benefit.
However, SAYE Volunteers do not
Determine whether a crime has been committed against an older person Provide financial assistance to the older person.
Provide legal advice to tnyone.

Additional evaluation of whether the senior lives a life with dignity and meaning;
and:
Additional input on living arrangements
that maximize the elder's autonomy while
maintaining the elder's safety

Serve as the older person' guardian.
Become a beneficia r of the older person's
estate.
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Who Is a SAFE Volunteer?

How SAFE Was Created

SAI'E Voluntecrs conic Ifruniman! walks
of life l.'cy include young adults and(]elders ill their seyeoties and bevond.l heir
interest in serving elders come fronm a vanety of experienices,such as:

In 1999. a group of professionals working
with elders who are in or facing
guardianships wondered if they couidn't
do more. Inder the leadership of Judge
ScottJordan, ihey began a series of meetings that resulted in SAFE a court-based
program of advocacy for elders.The progranm is a joint effort by many agencies and
individuals, including. but not limited to;

Having a fimily member or an important
person in their life experiencing isolation.
a need for cire. or a guardianship:

Astrong sense of commnunity and willingness to serve, or;
Adesire to provilde an older person t voice
Serving as a SAFEV/olunteer contributes to
community understanding of how the
Courts work in assisting a person who is
old, frail and no longer able to live independently.

SAFE VolUnteers receive twenty-four hours
of training before they are sworn in and
assigned cases. They also receive cuntiniing training while assigned to their cases.

Voluntcers are expected to serve at least
two years

Make a difference.
Call 775 3 25-6717
for more information.

*Second Judicial District Family Court
*WNtshoc CoUnty Public Guardian
*State of Nevada Division of Aging
*Washoe CoMuMtSenior Law Project
* INR Sanford Center on Aging
* Retired Senior Volunteer Program
* CASA Program
*Fielding Graduate Institute.
And, a special thankis to the first SAFE VolunteerVirginia Edsall.
For information about Washoe County
SAFE, call Deborah Van Veldhtuizen at
775 325-6717 or email at dsttjovdlatt net.
For information about other chapters.
call Dr.Jcrry Nims, at 775 329-3()30. or
email inims@fiekling.edu.

*Fied~ing Gruwtuc Inslivtne
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The CHAIRMAN. Now let me turn to Penelope Hommel. Welcome
before the committee, and please proceed.
STATEMENT OF PENELOPE A. HOMMEL, CO-DIRECTOR, THE
CENTER FOR SOCIAL GERONTOLOGY, ANN ARBOR, MI

Ms. HOMMEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is indeed a privilege
to be before you today to discuss the very serious issues of guardianship.
However, what I have been asked to do is not to speak directly
about problems with guardianship but rather to talk about two alternative approaches that might provide another way of looking at
this very difficult and serious issue.
The two approaches are the use of mediation in guardianship
cases and advance planning for alternative mechanisms that might
avoid guardianship in the event of later incapacity.
For a couple of reasons-one, because mediation is the one that
you are less likely to be familiar with, and two, because we have
already heard about some of the alternative mechanisms, both
their potential strengths and their weaknesses-I am going to devote the bulk of my comments to mediation.
As background, I would like to explain how we arrived at the
idea of mediation. The Center for Social Gerontology, along with
others at this table and from across the country, had been working
on guardianship reform, trying to improve protections for older people, since the 1970's. As you have already heard, a fair amount of
success was achieved, and many of the State statutes were revised
so that on paper, at least, many of the concerns were addressed.
However, in the late 1980's, we began to realize two things that
made us look for another alternative. First, we realized that while
the statutory changes promised greater protections, they also
pushed guardianship hearings to become more formal and more adversarial, and we questioned whether for many of the cases, the adversarial model was the best approach. It can result not only in the
significant economic and emotional costs we have already heard
about, but it can result in the magnification, rather than the resolution, of differences among the parties who are facing very difficult situations.
It typically results in a win-lose situation and may foreclose dialog among the parties at a time when it is most desperately needed.
The second thing we noticed was that as Frank Johns has already mentioned, the implementation of the statutes was nowhere
near keeping pace with the written law and that the protections
that existed on paper did not exist in reality in many cases. Perhaps most important, older persons at risk of guardianship continued to have little or no role in the process and were not even
present at the guardianship hearings which would decide their capacity and their need for a guardian.
Thus, while we continued to work for statutory reform and implementation, we also looked for a nonadversarial alternative process that might be more meaningful in addressing many of the complex needs and disputes in guardianship cases, and we found it in
mediation.
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While we consider guardianship only as a last resort in all of our
work, we particularly felt that in pursuing mediation, it might be
helpful in finding less restrictive alternatives. So in 1989, we
sought and received funding from the United States Administration
on Aging to test the use of mediation, and we have continued to
develop it since that time in a number of States across the country.
A recent evaluation that we conducted showed that the parties
and the attorneys believe that in appropriate cases, it can be very
effective in finding more satisfactory resolution, such as fewer
guardianships, and resolutions that preserve family relationships
rather than destroy them as often happens with contested court decisions.
What is mediation? It is a facilitated discussion among the parties in an informal and confidential setting that can occur at any
point in the process. The mediator serves as a neutral facilitator,
not as a judge, not as a decisionmaker. The parties are the ones
who decide how the matter will be resolved. It is the mediator's
role to guide the process in a way that leads to better understanding among the parties, clarifies issues, draws out ideas for resolution, and builds consensus that can make agreement by all the parties possible.
While a court's response in a guardianship petition is limited to
a simple statutory solution to appoint a full or limited guardian or
dismiss the case, mediation can focus on other, underlying and important needs and interests of the people at the table and can focus
on solving issues that they bring to the table. It can help people
explore alternatives and options other than guardianship, because
often petitions for guardianship are brought with the idea that
guardianship is the only solution, the only alternative ways to go.
Issues in mediation tend to revolve around safety, autonomy, living arrangements, and financial management. Oftentimes, the mediators find that the legal issues presented in the court petition
have little to do with the issues that are below the surface that are
really causing the family turmoil. For example, while the surface
issue and battle may be over who should be guardian, the real
issue may be longstanding sibling rivalries and controversies over
inheritances. Mediation can help the families identify and talk
through some of those underlying issues and try to reach a better
understanding and resolution. Often, the primary issue is one of
safety versus autonomy-to what extent is an older adult allowed
to make what others may consider to be bad decisions? Are family
members attempting to control decisions that should not be theirs
to make?
For the court, the question is whether there is sufficient evidence
to show that the older person needs a guardian. For mediation, the
issue is resolving the real underlying issues, needs and problems
that present in so many of these cases.
In addition to the potential benefits, however, I want to just
mention some of the limitations of mediation. From the moment we
thought about this as a possible alternative approach, we recognized that it needed to be approached very carefully and that special policies and procedures needed to be in place, most particularly
to safeguard the older person alleged to be incapacitated. So we
have made sure that in any mediation programs that go forward,
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issues of confidentiality, protection of the respondent, appropriate
and inappropriate cases-because certainly not all cases are appropriate for mediation-are carefully considered.
In terms of where we are today, I think we are at a very exciting
point. We have found that mediation can be extremely useful. However, what we have also found is that we become aware of with experience is that by the time the people are on the courthouse steps,
by the time the guardianship petition has been filed, it can often
be too late for the families and interested parties to come together
and really resolve their disputes. People are entrenched in their positions and have, in effect, dug in their heels.
We also realized that in addition to trying to get to cases earlier
on, many, many of the issues that we were dealing with in mediation were in fact family caregiver issues, and this coincided with
the recognition by Congress, as well as by the aging network overall, of the critical importance of family caregivers in providing longterm care and assistance to older persons.
So we have recently applied to the Administration on Aging and
received funding to test an expanded version of mediation that goes
beyond strictly guardianship cases where the petition has been
filed and looks at pre-petition caregiver cases. We are looking to
the aging network to identify caregiving families that are in need
of some assistance in addressing the very difficult issues that they
are confronting and the pressure and the tensions, and as a way
of possibly avoiding a future need to petition for guardianship.
So far, the response has been tremendous. In one of the cases
that we mediated, a care manager indicated that in 2½2 hours of
mediation, more was achieved than in over a year of casework in
that particular situation. So we see tremendous potential for this.
I do not have time to go into any of the other alternatives. I
would just like to conclude by saying that we are so thankful to
you, Senator Craig for having this hearing. We look forward to continuing to work with you, not only on the serious issues of this nations' guardianship systems but also on the potential of mediation
to help support caregiving families in this family and also, hopefully, to avoid or restrict the use of guardianship for those situations.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Penelope, thank you, and thank you for focusing
on the dimension of mediation. I think that that is important to
understand.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Hommel follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, it is a privilege to be able to appear before you to
discuss issues of guardianship over older persons and the serious problems that continue to
plague the guardianship systems in states across the country. What I've been asked to do today
is not to talk directly about the problems with guardianship, but rather to talk about two
alternative approaches that can help avoid unnecessary and inappropriate guardianship.
One is an alternative process -- the use of mediation -- to help older persons, their
families and caregivers address problems and disputes that often lead to guardianship and
to assist them in exploring options and alternative solutions.
The second, which is often part of the mediation process, is advance planning for the use
of alternative mechanisms such as durable powers of attorney and advance directives for
health care. Though not without problems, these are less restrictive of individual rights
than guardianship and allow the individual to decide in advance who will make certain
decisions for them and how those decisions will be made in the event they later lose
capacity to handle their own affairs.
PART I. MEDIATION: AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH

Because mediation is relatively new to many in the aging network, the following example is
provided by way of introduction. It is based on an actual case mediated in one of The Center for
Social Gerontology's (TCSG) pilot adult guardianship mediation projects. It demonstrates not
only the value of mediation in some cases, but also the significant differences in both process
and result that can occur through the court and through mediation.
Robert Jones is concerned that his sister, Linda Smith, a single working mother, is not
giving their mother, Mary Jones, the care she needs and is wasting her assets. Mary
Jones has lived in her daughter, Linda's home for a year.
Take One - without Mediation: Robertfiles a petition requesting that he be appointed
guardian of his mother. His mother and sister are extremely angry and upset at this
action. The matter escalates into litigation in which harsh accusations are exchanged
The judge appoints a third party non-relative as guardian. The guardian moves Mary
into an adult care home. All parties end up angry and hurt.
Take Two - with Mediation: The parties meet with a mediator who helps them identify
needs and issues. They recognize that Mary enjoys living with her daughter, Linda, but
she is lonely while Linda is at work. They acknowledge that Mary is confused about her
finances and Robert is willing to help. With the mediator's help, they agree that Mary
will continue to live with Linda; Robert will help Mary with her bills, and Mary will
attend a Senior Center during the week They agree to meet in three months to review the
situation The parties end up understandingand respecting each other's concerns. And,
an unnecessary guardianshipis avoided
A.

What led us to consider the use of mediation?

The Center for Social Gerontology (TCSG), along with others across the country, had
spent nearly two decades working to reform and improve the statutory schemes by which
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guardianship is imposed to better protect older persons from inappropriate and unnecessary
guardianship. These efforts focused on such concerns as: inadequate notice to the person alleged
to need a guardian (the respondent); inadequate due process protections; minimal participation of
the respondent in court proceedings, lack of legal counsel to represent respondents; and
inadequate assessments / evaluations of capacities and incapacities, with the result being frequent
imposition of full guardianship and minimal use of less restrictive alternatives.
A fair amount of success was achieved through these efforts in the 1970s and 1980s;
many state statutes were revised and many of the concerns addressed.' However, in the late
1980s -- most specifically while preparing a response to an ABA questionnaire about issues that
should be addressed at the July 1988 National Guardianship Symposium, now known as
"Wingspan" -- we began to realize two things that made us ask if, in addition to statutory reform,
we should also be looking for other approaches.
First, while these statutory changes promised greater protection for older persons against
inappropriate and unnecessary guardianship, they also pushed guardianship hearings to become
more formal and more adversarial proceedings. We questioned whether, for many of these
cases, the adversarial model is the best approach. It can result in significant economic and
emotional costs to the parties and the magnification rather than the resolution of differences
among them. It typically results in a "win-lose" situation and may foreclose dialogue among the
parties to explore alternative approaches to the difficult issues and problems underlying the
guardianship petition and to reach a mutually satisfactory solution. Guardianship cases often
involve disputes that go well beyond the legal questions the courts can decide. For example,
siblings may battle over who should be guardian or what is the best plan for the parent, when the
real issue may be long-standing sibling rivalries and controversies over inheritances. An
adversarial proceeding resulting in the granting or denial of a guardianship by the court typically
does little to ameliorate these situations and often does little to address the underlying needs and
problems of alleged incapacitated persons and their families.
Second, as we and others watched for implementation of the laws, we realized that the
practice in many states was not keeping pace with the written law, and many of the protections
for older persons that existed on paper, did not exist in reality. For example, findings from a
TCSG study of ten states in the early 90s showed that approximately 94% of all guardianship
petitions filed were granted, and the vast majority of these were still for full guardianship. We
also found that the person at risk of guardianship - an older person in over 80% of the cases -typically had little role in the process and often was not present at the hearing.2
B.

Testing the Mediation Model.

Thus while TCSG continued to work for statutory reforms and their implementation, we
recognized their limitations, and looked for an alternative process that might more meaningfully

' Hommel, Penelope, Guardianship Reform in the 1980s: A Decade of Substantive and Procedural

Change, Older Adults' Decision-Making and the Law, Smyer, J; Schaie, K.W., and Kapp M. (Eds.)
Springer Publishing Co., New York (1996).
2See Lauren Barritt lsi et al., National Study of Guardianship Systems: Findings and Recommendations,
63-64 and 72-73 (The Center for Social Gerontology, Ann Arbor, Ml, 1994).
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address the complex needs and issues underlying many guardianship cases. We found such an
alternative in mediation -- the entry into a dispute of a third-party neutral facilitator without
decision-making or reporting powers, in a confidential and less formal setting than a courtroom
In all of TCSG's work in the guardianship field, we believe that, although guardianship
may sometimes be necessary to meet the needs of an incapacitated person, it should be
considered only as a last resort when no other less restrictive options are available. Thus our
premise in pursuing mediation as an approach is that many cases coming to mediation will find
an alternative other than guardianship as a solution to the issues that originally brought the
parties to the court.
In 1989, we first sought and obtained funding from the US Administration on Aging and
began to test the use of mediation in guardianship cases.3 Since that time, working closely with
the courts, particularly the Hon. John Kirkendall in Washtenaw County, Michigan, the state bar,
and the aging network, we have continued to test it in a number of states and have trained over
400 experienced mediators from across the US and Canada to expand their skills to include
guardianship cases.
In addition, using an outside evaluator, TCSG recently completed a study of four
demonstration projects in Florida, Ohio, Oklahoma, and Wisconsin. The results of the study
show that when used in appropriate cases, the parties and attorneys believe that mediation is
effective in finding more satisfactory resolutions, such as fewer guardianships, less restrictive
alternatives, and resolutions to disputes that better preserve family relationships than contested
court decisions. Also, in some guardianship cases, mediation can provide the parties a time-,
money-, and relationship-saving alternative to the court process.
C.

What is adult guardianship Mediation and What Issues are Involved?

Adult guardianship mediation is a facilitated discussion among the parties that can occur
before a petition is filed for guardianship of a person and/or estate, while a petition is pending, or
after a guardian has been appointed. The mediator serves as a neutral facilitator, not as judge or
decision maker. The mediator does not decide how the matter will be resolved; the parties
decide. The mediator's role is to guide the process in a way that leads to better understanding
among parties, clarifies issues, draws out ideas for resolution and builds consensus and possible
agreement by all parties.
For purposes of our discussion today, the following are a few of the most significant
features of the use of mediation.
Throughout this Testimony, I use the word mediation to mean 'facilitative' mediation, that is, the
intervention by an acceptable. impartial, and neutral third party, who has no authoritative decision-making
power, to assist parties in voluntarily reaching their own mutually acceptable agreement. Facilitative or
non-directive mediation is distinguished from 'evaluative' mediation or a settlement conference model
where the focus is on resolving or settling a matter. The focus of facilitative mediation is not on
settlement, but rather on helping empower parties to reach understandings that benefit and improve
communication, to address very difficult decisional issues, beyond legal issues. and to address conflict In
3

ways that encourage ongoing relationships.
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* the setting is much less formal than court proceedings, and thus less confusing and
intimidating to parties;
* it provides an opportunity for all parties -- the alleged incapacitated person, family
members and caregivers -- to move beyond the presenting legal issues and assists them in
identifying, addressing and resolving underlying family issues and problems that may
have prompted the idea of or actual filing of a guardianship petition.
* mediations are confidential, unlike court proceedings in many states. Most states have
statutes or court rules that preclude the admissibility of information discovered in a
mediation and prevent mediators or their notes from being subpoenaed. The exception is
where abuse of a vulnerable person is revealed during a mediation and where state
statutes require that this be reported;
* it provides a forum and facilitator to help explore options and test possible solutions as to
what can and cannot realistically be achieved by appointing a guardian and what
alternatives exist, such as money management and bill-paying services, home care,
durable powers of attorney, advance directives for health care, etc.
* it allows the parties to work out a solution that addresses the underlying issues in a
dispute and one which is acceptable to everyone involved;
* it avoids the polarization and feelings of betrayal that can result from a contentious "winlose" court hearing and can foster the preservation of relationships; and
* it allows an older person or person with a disability who is subject to a guardianship
proceeding to take an active part in the decision-making process and helps maintain
her/his maximum autonomy.
A court's response to a guardianship petition is limited to statutory solution -- to appoint a
full guardian, appoint a limited guardian, or dismiss the case. As noted above, in the vast
majority of cases, the courts grant the petitions and full guardianship is imposed. The emphasis
is on determining capacity and naming a guardian, not on resolving the underlying problems.
Mediation, on the other hand, focuses on addressing the needs and interests of the people at the
table, and solving the problems they identify. It can provide a vehicle for discussion among the
parties as to what can and cannot realistically be achieved by appointing a guardian. Further, as
many guardianship petitions are filed in the midst of a crisis situation, the parties may not be
aware that other alternatives exist; mediation can help the parties explore various options and
alternatives -- for example, money management and bill-paying services, home care, durable
powers of attorney, advance directives for health care, etc. -- as well as about their availability
and costs. Mediation allows the persons involved to search for creative responses to their real
needs and concerns. It can allow the needs of the older person or person with a disability to be
met without taking away the person's fundamental rights and autonomy. We expected that most
cases going through the mediation process would not result in the imposition of a full
guardianship, and this has proved to be the case.
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The issues involved in guardianship mediation tend to revolve around safety and
autonomy, living arrangements, and financial management. Oftentimes, mediators find that
the
legal issues presented in the court petition or motion are not the underlying issues causing
the
family turmoil. The parties in mediation may focus on quite different issues from those that
would be argued in a legal case. Sometimes there are no contested legal issues, but there
are
significant family disputes or concerns that need to be addressed. Families facing difficult
decisions about care and intervention may be unable to communicate in a positive manner about
difficult choices. Family dynamics may be such that old communication patterns block
constructive decision-making. Changing roles of parent and child may cause uncertainty
in
raising issues. Many of the same issues raised in court cases -- safety and autonomy, living
arrangements, financial management -- along with others concerning planning for the future,
can
be resolved in mediation without court involvement.
When the dispute is over the need for a guardian, the primary issue often presents as one
of safety versus autonomy. Does this adult have the right to make her or his own choices and
decisions if others feel those decisions are unwise and will impact her or his safety? To what
extent is an older adult allowed to make what others may consider to be "bad" decisions? Are
family members attempting to control decisions that should not be theirs to make? For the court,
the question is whether there is sufficient evidence to show that the person meets the legal
definition of incapacity. In mediation, a legal finding of capacity or incapacity is not the issue.
Rather, the issue may be whether there are ways that a person can reduce risks to health
and
safety within a context of dignified autonomy. Other issues in dispute may concern the type
or
level of care and assistance a person might need and should receive, who will provide
services/care to the extent they are needed, where a person will live, how money will be spent
or
invested and who will be involved in decisions about money, or what medical treatment will
be
given.
D.

Essential Policies and Limits for Mediation in Guardianship Cases

While we saw much promise in mediation as we began to test it, we also recognized it
needed to be approached very carefully, and special policies and procedures are needed
to
address the unique issues that guardianship cases present. While time and space do not allow
discussion here, major issues are highlighted and several forms which provide more detail are
included in the appendices.
Perhaps most important is to recognize what mediation does and does not do. It does
help older persons and their families address underlying issues and disputes described in
the
previous section. It does not address the legal question of capacity or incapacity -- only the court
makes that decision. Equally important is to recognize that not all guardianship cases
are
appropriate for mediation, and not all cases need or can even use mediation. We believe
that
cases inappropriate for mediation are those where domestic abuse or substance abuse
are
involved, where an emergency decision is needed by a court, where the parties exhibit volatile
or
extremely hostile behavior, or when the possibility of coercion or intimidation of a vulnerable
party exists. (See appendix for a sample case acceptance and abuse reporting policy.)
There are significant and challenging issues regarding protection of respondents and
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respondents' rights that must be addressed in guardianship cases. When a petition is filed, an
allegation is made that the respondent is legally incapacitated and unable to fully comprehend or
make his or her own decisions about personal and/or financial affairs. This raises questions
about the capacity of the respondent to participate and about balance of power in guardianship
mediation. This requires addressing two related issues. One is providing necessary support and
accommodation for meaningful participation by the vulnerable adult/respondent so that he/she
truly has a voice in the process. While this is important in any mediation, it is particularly
important where one is alleged to be incapacitated. Second is providing the assistance necessary
to protect against undue pressure, and manipulation in the mediation and to assure that
vulnerable adults understand the meaning and consequences of any agreement they enter into or
that they have adequate advocacy to assure such understanding. Essentially, in the absence of a
very clear and knowing waiver, mediation should never be used in a way that will reduce the
rights otherwise available to any party, but particularly the vulnerable adult/respondent. (See
appendix for a sample policy on protection of respondent rights.)
Another critical issue is that of confidentiality and the sharing of information. It is
extremely important to determine what laws/rules exist that apply to mediation in guardianship,
and within the parameter of those rules to determine what information can/cannot be shared, by
whom, and in what situations. Exceptions to confidentiality also need to be considered,
particularly in light of state laws that require reporting of abuse, neglect or exploitation of
elders/vulnerable adults and parties need to be notified prior to the mediation of any exceptions
to confidentiality. (A sample "agreement to mediate" form which enumerates several
exceptions to confidentiality is included as an Appendix.)
E.

Family Caregiver Mediation: The Current Initiative

As our experience with guardianship mediation grew, we became increasingly aware of
the importance of getting to older persons and their families early, before they are on the court
house steps -- before the petition has been filed. In handling post-petition cases, we found that
the act of filing a petition can alienate the respondent and/or other family members, and entrench
people in their positions. Having received a court paper alleging that he or she is "legally
incapacitated" may so anger or upset the respondent that rational discussion is extremely
difficult. Once attorneys are a part of the picture, parties may become more confrontational or
adversarial. Since the court process emphasizes the legal issues, it can make people less open to
discussing underlying issues and needs.
Further in analyzing the kinds of underlying issues and disputes that often lead to a
guardianship petition, and that were the issues being mediated, it was clear that many of them
are, in fact, family caregiver issues. It seemed that if mediation could be used early on, to assist
older persons and family caregivers in addressing problems and disputes that arise as they face
the physical, emotional and financial demands of caregiving, later resort to guardianship might
be avoided. This coincided with the growing recognition by Congress and all levels of the aging
network that more needs to be done to provide support for family caregivers, and that there is a
need to test new and innovative support services. Knowing that caregiving is extremely
stressful, requires very difficult decisions, and that those decisions often erupt into disputes with
the elder and/or other family members, we felt that mediation had great potential for reducing
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tension and pressure. It could help families address their disagreements and move beyond them
to explore mutually agreeable solutions. We therefore proposed and received funding from the
Administration on Aging to test mediation as a support service for elders and family caregivers.
Caregiver Mediation is now being tested in three sites: SE Michigan with our Area
Agency on Aging IB, the Atlanta area of Georgia, and the Champlain Valley area of Vermont.
(Brochures on the project have been provided.) One of the greatest challenges is to get
mediation recognized as a potentially valuable caregiver support At this point, it is not on the
radar screen for many in the aging network who work with family caregivers and could be
referral sources. Our initial efforts have therefore been directed to educating potential referral
sources, and generating support and referrals. While we are still in the early stages, the response
has been extremely positive. We continue to work with the courts and attorneys because many
caregiver cases have already reached the point where guardianship petitions are filed. But based
on early learning and input from the aging network and users of the service, we have changed the
way we describe the service. Instead of calling it "caregiver mediation," which can sound
legalistic and threatening, we now call it "family caregiver mediation and shared decision
making services." This puts the focus on person-centered and family-centered planning and
recognizes the importance of a neutral facilitator helping all parties address their needs and
concerns. The hope is that this slight shift in focus will make mediation a more valuable and
empowering support service for both caregivers and care recipients. An APS worker who was
involved in one of the mediated cases stated that, in three hours, mediation accomplished more in
bringing the family together and working toward a common goal, than she had been able to
accomplish in over a year.
Assuming it succeeds, our long-term goal is to make family caregivermediation and shared
decision making services a part of the mainstream caregiver support system. We are delighted at
the opportunity to share early news of the project with the Committee. Our hope is that Congress
and the administration will recognize the importance of early mediation in caregiver situations
and support it, not only as part of the national caregiver support initiative but also in an effort to
avoid unnecessary guardianship petitions.
PART 1. ADVANCE PLANNING FOR LESS RESTRICTIVE ALTERNATIVES TO GUARDIANSHIP
Beyond considering mediation as an alternative to the court process in guardianship
cases, it is extremely important to educate and encourage not only older persons, but adults of
any age to plan in advance for the possibility that someone else may need to take over the
management of their personal and /or financial affairs. The limited statistics we have indicate
that few people do such contingency planning. Yet without it, if one does become incapable of
handling their own affairs and making their own decisions, the most restrictive form of surrogate
intervention -- guardianship -- is all to likely to be imposed.
The advance planning mechanisms discussed below are divided into two broad
categories: (I) Health Care Decision Making Alternatives and (2) Property/Financial
Management Alternatives. The various mechanisms falling under each of these categories will
be briefly described with a short discussion of the advantages and disadvantages.
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A.

Health Care Decision-Making Alternatives

A very common trigger for a guardianship petition over an older person is the need for a
medical decision maker when a health care provider is concerned that the individual is not
capable of making his or her own decisions. In such cases, advance directives offer important
alternatives to guardianship. These are formal documents that provide a way for individuals to
retain control of health care decision-making in the event of future incapacity or inability to give
informed consent. Also, because some states limit a guardian's ability to make certain medical
treatment decisions -- especially decisions to refuse life-prolonging treatment -- advance
directives may be important even when an individual is already under guardianship.
While the likelihood of accidents or diseases that interfere with decision-making abilities
may be greater among our nation's elders, they can occur at any age. And without advance
planning, the results can be tragic. A vivid reminder of the tremendous toll this can take on a
family, was provided recently with the release of a book, Long Goodbye: The Deaths of Nancy
Cruzan. It was authored by William Colby, attorney for Nancy Cruzan whose medical
treatment case reached the United States Supreme Court. Nancy Cruzan was 25 years old when
in January 1983, she suffered severe and permanent brain damage from an automobile accident,
and moved into what is commonly referred to as a persistent vegetative state. For eight years,
she lay in a Missouri hospital kept alive by a surgically-implanted feeding tube. In 1987, her
parents requested that the tube be removed, but the Missouri Supreme Court refused, stating that
"no person can assume that choice for an incompetent in the absence of the formalities required
under Missouri's living will statute or the clear and convincing inherently reliable evidence
absent here. The Cruzans appealed to the US Supreme Court asserting the Missouri was
violating Nancy's constitutional rights. On June 25, 1990, the high court found that nothing in
the US Constitution prohibits a state from requiring "clear and convincing" evidence before
allowing a surrogate to discontinue treatment. Nancy Cruzan had talked about her desires if she
could not "live at least halfvay normally," but she had not written a living will which would
have provided the "clear and convincing evidence" demanded.
While the Supreme Court decision did not lessen the Cruzan family's tragedy, it did do a
number of other things. It recognized that a competent individual has the right to refuse
treatment, balanced against the state's interest in preserving the lives of its citizens, basing this
right on the liberty interest created by the 14th Amendment. One of the most important
messages in Cruzan was the Court's clear recognition of the value of advance directives to
ensure that one's wishes regarding treatment are clearly known. And this important message
was highlighted for the nation through the publicity generated by this crucial court decision.
1. The Federal Patient Self Determination Act
As you all know, the Cruzan case also led Congress to become concerned about
individuals' rights pertaining to medical treatment. In 1990, you passed the Patient Self
4
Determination Act (PSDA) to enhance awareness of the right to make advance directives. The
The PSDA was enacted as §§4206, 4751 of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990, and went
into effect on Dec. 1, 1991. Pub. L.No. 101-508. 104 Stat. 1388 (1990) (codified as amended at 42 USC
§§ 1395cc, 1396a).
4
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PSDA was the first significant piece of federal legislation that addresses medical decisionmaking. It does not dictate individual state law regarding advance directives in any way. It does
however, require hospitals, nursing homes, home health agencies, HMOs, and hospices that
receive Medicaid or Medicare funds to inform all patients, in writing at the time of admission or
beginning of services of their right: (1) to refuse or accept medical or surgical treatment, even if
refusal would result in death; (2) to make an advance directive; and (3) not to make an advance
directive for health care. In addition, it requires health care providers to document whether the
individual has executed an advance directive, but forbids them from conditioning admission or
receipt of services on the execution of an advance directive. The PSDA and its requirements
received substantial attention at the time the Cruzan case was in the news. It has received much
less in recent years, and efforts are needed to highlight, once again, this important legislation.
2. Forms of Advance Directives for Health Care
Advance directives take two basic forms: (1) a living will , and (2) a durable power of
attorney for health care, also known as a health care proxy. Neither goes into effect until the
person loses the ability to make medical treatment decisions. Executing an advance directive
provides an opportunity to make well-considered judgments about end-of-life care and other
difficult medical situations. Every state has legislation that authorizes the use of some sort of
advance directive, and many have laws authorizing both types. A third source of health care
decision-making comes in the form of health care or family consent laws. Because these do not
involve advance planning and, in this author's view, have significant disadvantages, they are not
addressed here.
Below is an overview of the two types of advance directive. Because state statutes vary
in restrictiveness and technical requirements, state-specific laws should always be examined.
Living Will: A living will allows an individual (the principal), while competent, to express in
writing his or her wish to have life-sustaining treatment withdrawn or withheld if he or she is in a
terminal condition and no longer able to make health care decisions. While some laws are
written from the perspective that the principal has the right to direct that medical treatment be
withheld/withdrawn, others allow the principal to specify that treatments be provided as well as
withdrawn. For a living will to become effective, the principal, in many states, must be in a
"terminal condition," and the laws vary considerably in how they define "terminal condition". A
typical definition defines it as a condition that "within reasonable medical judgment, would
produce death and for which the application of life-sustaining procedures would serve only to
postpone the moment of death." Other definitions can be extremely restrictive, maintaining that
a terminal condition exists only if death will occur "even with the administration of lifesustaining treatment." Some states, with more liberal laws, may include both terminal condition
and persistent vegetative state as qualifying conditions for a living will to become effective.
Living will laws also vary in how they define "life-sustaining procedure." Medications and
procedures which provide for the alleviation of the patient's pain usually cannot be withdrawn.
In addition, some laws explicitly include the right to withdraw or withhold artificial nutrition and
hydration, while others do not directly address this issue, and a few statutes prohibit it.
Generally, living wills require health care providers to follow the instructions in a living will or
to transfer the patient to a provider who will. They also protect health care providers from being
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sued or criminally prosecuted for following the instructions in a living will. Although living
wills are legally binding only in states that have legislation authorizing them, they are often
helpful in decision-making for families or health care personnel in states without such laws.
Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care (DPA-HC): The DPA-HC (also known as "health
care proxy" or "appointment of a health care agent," or in Michigan, a "patient advocate") is a
durable power of attorney which gives the appointed agent or advocate the power to make health
care decisions on behalf of the principal. While it is a variation of the ordinary durable power of
attorney ("DPA") discussed below, most states have a separate DPA-HC statute, while a few
incorporate it into their general power of attorney statute. A recent legislative trend is to
incorporate both the DPA-HC and the living will into a combined advance directive law. The
DPA-HC goes beyond what can be accomplished through a living will. It provides the principal
with the means of maximizing the right to control medical decision-making by designating
another person to act as agent to make his or her health care decisions if he or she becomes
unable to do so. The scope of the agent's power can be very broad or limited and specific. This
power takes effect whenever the principal loses the ability to make his or her own decisions, thus
allowing the agent to direct a range of medical decisions, including, but not limited to, those
involving life-sustaining treatment. While some states have no restrictions on who may serve as
agent, others do impose limits.
Because the DPA-HC goes into effect upon the pnncipal's incapacity, many states' laws
include provisions that mandate a specific method for making the determination of incapacity,
e.g., two physicians must testify in writing that the individual is unable to give informed consent.
In other states, however, it is important to carefully draft the "trigger clause." If the clause only
states that the DPA-HC will become effective upon incapacity of the principal, without other
direction, there is the danger that the principal will be declared incapacitated too early, or that it
will be necessary to use the court system for adjudication of the issue. The document, therefore,
should include both a clear definition of incapacity, and a designation of the individual(s) who
will make the determination of incapacity. Not all DPA-HC statutes explicitly allow withholding
or withdrawal of life-sustaining treatment, but this does not mean that such an action, if directed
by the principal, would not be within the rights of the agent. Additionally, whether or not the
statute expressly permits it, the DPA-HC may contain written instructions regarding the manner
in which the principal wishes to be treated, e.g., whether life-sustaining procedures should be
administered when the patient is in a terminal condition. Because of its flexibility, a DPA-HC is
a significant and valuable tool in controlling one's health care in the event of temporary or
permanent incapacity.
Executing an Advance Directive for Health Care &Choosing an Agent
For an advance directive to be most beneficial, thought and time must be invested in
drafting it so that it can provide clear and, appropriate direction. Because medical treatment
decisions are based on an individual's beliefs, preferences, and values, these should be seriously
considered before writing an advance directive. Individuals need to consider the possibility that
their interests while competent may or may not be the same interests as when incompetent. It is
important to seriously think about this possible conflict in order to draft advance directives that
truly reflect deeply held values. In designating an agent under a DPA-HA, the principal should
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thoroughly discuss these wishes and values with that person. To assure that the principals
health care desires are honored it is best if the principal also discusses those directions with
family members, friends, clergy, and physicians who will be part of the decision-making process.
Any reluctance on the part of the physician to follow the principal's stated desires should be
discussed. If the physician is indeed unwilling to comply with the principal's wishes, for ethical
or other reasons, the principal should consider his or her options, including changing physicians.
If these people are aware of the individual's wishes they are less likely to challenge the living
will or the agent's power to make medical decisions. State laws vary considerably in the
technical requirements for executing advance directives, and in the form they are to take. While
an attorney is not necessary to draft an advance directive, it may be wise to consult an expert in
this area who can ensure that it complies with state's technical requirements. In many states the
principal must sign and date the advance directive in the presence of two witnesses who must
also sign. Some states also require that a living will be notarized and/or recorded. It is important
to note that while compliance with legal requirements is crucial, the principal's primary goal
should be to create a document that states her wishes and reflects her values. Further, to ensure
that the advance directive continues to express the individual's current wishes, it should be
reviewed and updated regularly.
The principal should notify family and physician of the existence of the living will and/or
DPA-HC and ask to have a copy placed in his or her medical records. In addition, the principal
should keep a copy with other important papers, be sure the agent has a copy and consider asking
a close friend or relative, and perhaps a lawyer, to keep a copy. Most states provide that
implementation of an individual's living will does not constitute suicide under the laws of the
state. and therefore does not invalidate life insurance policies.
Enforcement in Other Jurisdictions
Many individuals are concerned about whether an advance directive executed in one state
is valid in another state. Because states vary significantly as to what they allow, there is no clear
answer. Approximately two-thirds of state statutes include a "portability clause" that specifically
provides that advance directives executed in compliance with the law of other states are valid in
the principal state. Of these, some states will honor the directives to the full extent allowed by
the law of the state in which it was executed, while others honor them only to the extent allowed
by the principal state's law. Some states only accept advance directives prepared in compliance
with that state's own law, and still others do not address this issue at all. To avoid later
complications, individuals who have executed an advance directive in their primary state of
residence should review the law of any other state in which they spend considerable time.
Advantages of Advance Directives
Both the durable power of attorney for health care and the living will are valuable tools
for retaining control of one's medical care after incapacity. They increase the likelihood that
health care decisions will be made privately, not in court, and that the principal's values and
wishes will direct the decisions made. Furthermore, the individual remains in control of the
decision-making process as long as he or she is competent; his or her decision cannot be
overridden. The absence of any legal direction in medical decision-making creates problems
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when there is a disagreement among family members or between family and doctors. In
addition, some doctors, fearing possible litigation, may refuse to proceed with medical treatment
unless a decision-maker has been legally designated which may require adjourning to the
courtroom for a judicial determination or appointment of a guardian.
Living Will: The primary advantage of a living will is that it provides written evidence of a
patient's preferences, thus giving a measure of control that would not exist if no instructions were
left. Further, if properly prepared, it legally binds doctors to respect a patient's wishes, or to find
a doctor who can, and it protects medical caregivers from civil and criminal liability for
following its instructions. Finally, even if the patient has no close friends or relatives to whom
she wishes to give a DPA-HC, a living will provides the opportunity to ensure that one's health
care wishes will be followed in those situations covered by a living will.
Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care: The DPA-HC can be a particularly powerful and
meaningful document, because it allows the principal to maintain the maximum amount of
autonomy. Prior to incapacity a patient is unable to foresee all possible medical circumstances
that might arise. With the use of a DPA-HC, the principal may hand pick a trusted friend or
relative to act as medical decision-maker, and then thoroughly discuss his or her values and
treatment wishes with this person. When called upon to make a medical decision, the agent can
talk with the doctors about the alternatives, assess the pros and cons, and make the appropriate
decision based upon the principal's wishes.
Disadvantaees of Advance Directives
One advantage of advance directives is also a disadvantage. While advance directive
laws have provided increasingly complex safeguards to prevent abuses from occurring and to
ensure that any grant of authority is voluntary, these laws may also deter individuals from
executing a directive because they are so complex and legalistic. In addition, as noted earlier,
advance directives valid in one state may not be valid in other states. To prevent this from
happening, individuals should review the law of any state in which they spend considerable time
before drafting an advance directive.
Living Will: The most significant weakness of many living win laws is that they apply in
restrictive circumstances, ie., the principal must be in a terinal condition. Living will statutes
do not provide direction in the frequent situations where the principal is unable to make
decisions but is not facing the end of life. Overall, they are static documents, becoming
operational only in limited circumstances and cannot be adapted to specific situations. Some
recent living will statutes allow the principal to name someone to make life-sustaining treatment
decisions if he or she becomes terminally ill or is in a persistent vegetative state. But, again, if
this designation is made in a living will, the designated person can only act in limited
circumstances. Also, as noted above, some living will laws are also limited in terms of the
treatments that may be withdrawn.
Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care: The primary disadvantage of the DPA-HC is that
some statutes do not explicitly authorize the withdrawal or withholding of life-sustaining
treatment. However, in a properly executed DPA-HC, written instructions to withdraw lifesustaining treatment if the principal is in a terminal condition would likely be given significant
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weight As with the regular durable power of attorney, broad powers may be granted to the
agent with a DPA-HC, opening the door for abuse by the agent. However, this risk can usually
be controlled with the inclusion of detailed instructions about wanted and unwanted treatments.
Finally, the existence of a DPA-HC does not always relieve the physician or other health care
provider from the threat of legal action by family members. 5 Some nursing homes and health
care facilities may then be unwilling to follow the patienes wishes, as presented in a DPA-HC.
B.

Propertyffinandal Management Alternatives

Beyond health care decisions, another very common trigger for a guardianship petition is
an older person's diminishing capacity to handle financial affairs. There are a number of
alternative arrangements, short of guardianship or conservatorship, that can be established to
handle various types of financial matters. These include: money management alternatives such
as bill paying services and utility shut-off protection plans, joint property arrangements, durable
powers of attorney, trusts, and Representative Payee. Time and space do not permit discussion
of all of these; the discussion here will be limited to the one that is perhaps most important -- the
durable power of attorney.
The major caution that applies to any of the alternative arrangements is that, unlike
guardianship and conservatorship, there is no court involvement or oversight
Durable Powers of Attorney
A power of attorney is a written document by which one person (the "principal") appoints
another as his agent (or "attomey-in-fact") and confers upon that agent the authority to act in his
place for the purposes set forth in the writing. Despite the appellation, the agenttattomey-in-fact
need not be a lawyer. 6 The agent is a fiduciary 7 of the principal, and as such, is legally required
to act with due care and within the bounds established by the power of attorney. This
requirement allows the principal to sue the agent if he breaches his-duty. Except in the medical
power of attorney context, discussed above, the power of attorney generally gives the agent the
power to exert control only over the principal's property, not his person.
For a power of attorney to be valid, the principal must be mentally competent at the time
the power is executed; i.e., the principal must have the capacity to contracts Thus, powers of
attorney, while potent planning devices, can do nothing to organize the affairs of one who is
already incompetent. They must be executed in advance of incompetence. Powers of attorney
remove none of the principal's power. As long as the principal is competentL his actions always
supersede those of the agent and he may contract or buy and sell things, despite any actions of
Kathlen
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the agen. Similarly, the competent principal is always free to revoke the power of attorney. It is
always a matter of good practice, however, to notify anyone who is likely to rely on the power of
attorney, such as a bank, pension funds, etc., of the revocation of the power.
Forms of Powers of Attormey
Powers of attorney allow for a good deal of flexibility in determining the boundaries and
the duration of the agent's power. Subject to state law, powers of attorney can be limited or
general, ongoing or of a fixed duration, springing or already operating. The definitions and
descriptions of the various forms of powers of attorney are delineated below.
The non-durable power of attorney is based completely on rules of agency. Under the
common law rules of agency, the power of the agent ends upon the incompetence or death of the
principal. Accordingly, this power of attorney is non-durable, and is automatically terminated
upon the subsequent incapacity of the principal. This power is useful in authorizing the handling
of short-term financial and business matters when the principal is not available. However, this
power is not a useful planning tool for an individual concerned about future incapacity. Because
it is limited in this way, the non-durable power of attorney has now been supplemented with the
durable power of attorney in every jurisdiction.
As its name suggests, a durable power of attorney ("DPA") generally continues to
operate after incompetence, or becomes effective upon incompetence (the "springing" power
discussed below). Every jurisdiction has a statutory provision that allows for the creation of this
device. In the majority of states, a DPA is created by the use of language in the writing which
clearly and explicitly manifests the principal's intention to have the power continue after the
onset of incapacity or mental disability. It is this power of attorney which provides a viable
alternative to guardianship; therefore, the remainder of this discussion will focus on the DPA.
A DPA may be adapted to suit the person's particular needs through the use of general
and limited DPAs. A general DPA grants the agent very broad powers, allowing the agent to
conduct all business which the principal could do herself or himself. Typically, this might
include handling bank accounts, paying bills, handling real estate transactions, filing taxes,
prosecuting or settling claims, running a business, or handling stock transactions. Some statutes,
however, limit the agent's power to perform certain activities. A limited or special DPA grants
the agent only those powers specifically enumerated in the document. Examples include
managing a rental apartment while the principal is out of town, handling the principal's banking
matters, and selling a house for the principal.
Differences Among Statutes
The DPA statutes in the 50 states and D.C. are not uniform. Although the majority of
DPA statutes are based on the Uniform Probate Code (UPC) (1975) or The Uniform Durable
Power of Attomey Act (1979), there are several states with nonconforming statutes. Therefore,
while all jurisdictions provide for the creation of DPAs, there is much variance among the laws
regarding execution requirements, "springing powers," statutory short forms, and limits on the
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authority granted to the agenL Prior to any consideration of implementing a DPA it is important
that a person check his/her own state statute and relevant case law.
Establishing a Durable Power of Attorney
In general, DPAs must be executed with substantial formalities. While DPAs, like wills,
can be written by a non-lawyer, it is advisable to have them drafted by a lawyer. This will help
to ensure that the power addresses the principal's particular needs. and meets state requirements.
Generally, the documents must be signed and notarized. Sometimes, they must be witnessed. In
drafting a DPA it is important not only to check the law of the state of the principal's residence,
but also the laws of any jurisdiction where the power is likely to be used. In this way the drafter
can be sure that the power of attorney conforms to the requirements of any jurisdiction in which
it may need to be effective.
Finally, it is important to use DPA forms provided by banks and other financial
institutions, if there is any probability that the agent will be dealing with them. Failure to do so
may result in the bank's refusal to honor the power, defeating the principals original purpose in
granting the power.
Choosing the Agen

The principal may choose the agent. There are generally no qualifications to be an agent;
some state laws, however, limit the principal's choice to specific categories of individuals, such
as family members. Because there is no court supervision of the agent in many states, it is
imperative that the principal make a thoughtful and careful choice. It is a good idea to designate
a successor agent, in case the primary one is unable to act. Any compensation that the agent will
receive should be determined in advance by the principal and the agent.
Effective D~ate of Power
Without the inclusion of any provisions to the contrary, it is presumed that the agent's
power begins at the time the power of attorney is signed. However, the document may provide
for commencement of the power at some future date or event. This is known as a springing
power of attorney. To our knowledge, although no statute expressly prohibits a springing
power of attorney, some are silent regarding this power.
This device can be useful in planning for the possibility of incompetaice. An individual
who does not wish to give up control over his affairs unless he becomes incompetent can create a
springing power of attorney, to become effective only upon the occurrence of incapacity. If this
type of DPA is used, the document should specify the meaning of incapacity and who will make
the determination that the principal is indeed incapacitated. This 'trigger' clause should be
drafted with great care. If the clause merely states that the power of attorney shall become
effective upon the incapacity of the principal, there is serious danger that control will be removed
from the principal too soon or too late, or that it will be necessary to urn to the courts for an
adjudication of incompetence, which is what the power of attorney is meant to avoid. The
principal should carefully consider what criteria he or she wishes to have used in order to bring
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the power into operation. As an example, the power might be triggered when a physician and
two other persons designated by the principal agree that the principal is incapacitated. It is
probably not a good idea to leave the determination of incompetence up to the individual who
will be acting as agent. Whatever the criteria, it is important to carefully consider and draft the
trigger provision.
Revocation(Termination
As mentioned above, the competent principal is always free to revoke the DPA.
However, the methods of revocation vary among the states and are often unclear. The most
common way to revoke a DPA is to destroy the document and then notify parties, who are likely
to have dealings with the agent, of the revocation. If original or duplicate copies of the DPA are
in the possession of the agent it is advisable to send a certified letter (return receipt requested) to
the agent, notifying him or her of the revocation of the DPA. This letter is called a "notice of
revocation." It should be signed by the principal and notarized. It is also a good idea to have
witnesses. If the original DPA was recorded, the notice of revocation should be recorded as
well. Even if the original power was not recorded, it is a good idea to record the notice of
revocation; recording is the best way to notify all parties involved of the revocation. Copies of
this revocation letter should also be sent to anyone who might be expected to rely on the DPA.
DPAs may also be terminated in at least three other ways. First, the principal's death or9
the agent's knowledge of the principal's death automatically destroys the power of the agent.
Secondly, in some states a DPA is destroyed upon the appointment of a guardian for the
principal. Finally, the document itself may specify the time at which the power shall terminate.
This can either be upon the occurrence of an event, e.g. "this power shall remain in effect until I
return to my residence from my trip to Pakistan" or upon a date certain, e.g. December 25, 2003.
Advantages of the Durable Power of Attorney
The DPA is probably the simplest and least expensive way to plan in advance to avoid
the possible future necessity of a guardian. It affords the individual flexibility and control over
the decisions that will be made for him/her. She/he can personally choose the decision maker
rather than have that person appointed by the court. She/he can limit or broaden the scope of the
decision makerss powers to suit his needs, and choose the time and the method of deciding when
the substitute decision maker should take over. The durable (and non-durable) power of attorney
also gives the individual the power to override any decisions made by the substitute decision
maker while the principal remains competent, thereby insuring the principal retains maximum
control over his affairs. In addition, the competent principal can revoke the grant of power at
any time. Through the use of a DPA one is likely to avoid costly, time consuming and
embarrassing litigation over guardianship.
The DPA offers advantages not found in the joint tenancy alternatives. Because the agent
is a fiduciary, there is a greater obligation of due care required of him, and he is less able to use
the principal's resources for his own purposes. Secondly, the DPA can allow simple money
9

Note that many state statutes allow the agent to continue to act until he learns of the principal's death.
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management, without establishing any after death distribution presumptions (as might arise with
a joint bank account). Finally, DPAs allow the substitute decision maker to handle a greater
-range of property matters if the principal so wishes. They can be used to buy and sell property
(in most jurisdictions), to file and pay taxes, to enter into other contracts, to fund inter vivos
trusts, and to bring or defend a suit.
Disadvantages of the Durable Power of Attorney
An important limitation of the DPA is that it can only be created before the individual
becomes incompetent. A DPA is void if, at the time of signing, the individual does not have the
capacity to contract. This may mean that the attorney-at-law drafting a DPA must be very
cautious to document his client's (i.e. the principal's) competency at the time of execution. If an
attomey-at-law has a client who has periods of lucidity followed by periods of confusion (for
example a client with Alzheimer's disease) it is important to have witnesses who can testify to
the client's competency at the time the DPA was executed. It would be useful, in some
circumstances, if at least one witness to the execution was the principal's physician; however,
this is not advisable for durable powers of attorney for health care. Similarly, an audiotape or
videotape of the document's signing might be good evidence of the client's competency.
Another problem of which to be wary is that many banks and other third parties will not
recognize the power unless it is set out on their own forms. This can cause problems if the
principal executes a DPA, becomes incompetent and the agent then tries to transact business with
the bank as the agent for the principal. It is very important to be sure you have used the bank's
form if the DPA is to include the power to transact banking business. In addition, there may be
others, i.e. prospective purchasers of property, who will balk at the idea of transacting business
with the agent.
The utility of a DPA may be limited in other ways. For instance, the agent may not
possess the power to perfosm certain acts that later become necessary. Without careful planning,
guardianship may be the only possible course of action. Further, if a guardian is appointed,
many statutes provide that the DPA terminates automatically, and the guardian retains all
decision-making power.
One of the advantages of a DPA is also one of its disadvantages, depending on the
perspective taken. Because the principal always retains the power to supersede the agent's
actions, the power may be an ineffective safeguard for the individual who, while legally
competent, may go through very belligerent phases, such as sometimes happens with an
Alzheimer's patient. This principal can override the actions of the agent unless the agent goes to
court to have the principal adjudicated incompetent. A different result is possible with the use of
a springing power of attorney which clearly states those conditions upon which the principal is
deemed incompetent and his authority is overridden.
However, the use of a springing power of attorney also may have disadvantages. For
instance, if a springing power is based on incapacity, the process for determining the principal's
incapacity may be as burdensome as a guardianship proceeding, and may entail expenditures of
time and money that the principal originally sought to avoid. In addition, if capacity must be
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determined for the power to take effect, this could delay action that needs to be taken
immediately.
Finally and most important, it is essential to note that the DPA is open to possible abuse
by the agent, and numerous cases of such abuse have been reported. Although the agent owes
the principal a fiduciary duty, that duty will not be put in issue unless raised by the principal or a
third party. There is very little formal regulation or monitoring of DPAs. If the principal is
incompetent and in the care of the agent, there is always the danger that the agent may abuse the
powers granted to him. In practice very few elderly principals are prepared to take the agent
(frequently a child or other close relative) to court One way to guard against the power being
abused is to thoroughly explain to the agent all the duties, responsibilities and legal liabilities
connected with the power. To impress the responsibilities upon the agent, it might even be good
to draw up a second document which enumerates those duties and ask the agent to acknowledge
those duties, by signing this document. Also, because the DPA is so flexible, it is possible to
write provisions into the document requiring accountings, bonding and insurance.
Conclusion
Although, as noted at the start of this section, there are other important alternatives that exist for
property/financial management, time and space do not allow for discussion here.
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The CHAIRMAN. Let us now turn to Robin Warjone of Seattle. I
mentioned earlier that she was the subject of a guardianship petition filed by her three children.
Please proceed.
STATEMENT OF ROBIN A. WARJONE, SEATTLE, WA

Ms. WARJONE. Hi, everybody.
In May 2000, I was 56 years old with grown children 30, 31, and
26. I lived in my own home with a high yearly income of about
$140,000 and a vigorous investing program which included T-bills,
IRAs, and a small portfolio.
I would have had $7,000 minimum each month after I was 65.
Now I will have less than $2,000.
After my divorce, I left behind an exhausting life as a professional executive wife, and I stopped entertaining, gave up as much
cooking and cleaning as I could possibly manage. I was living very
happily in my messy house. I had a small antique shop in a large
mall. I was gathering items for the shop, which I enjoyed, and that
made for dozens of boxes around my house.
I had a new man friend. I remember how often the stars spread
in all their glory across the night sky that winter. It was the
happiest year I had had in 15 years.
Today, after being nearly destroyed by a financially and emotionally exhausting guardianship law suit which lasted almost 11
months, from May 18, 2000 until March 29, 2001, it cost me nearly
all I had.
The first hint that trouble was coming in the spring of 2000, was
when my lawyer completed revision of my revocable trust and
phoned my three children to come in and sign it. They refused, saying, "Our lawyers advised us against it," and "our lawyers said it
will make us responsible for your debts." Wow, I thought, pretty
rotten financial advice. Full inheritance, without probate, is not
such a bad deal.
On May 18, 2000, a ratty little man rang my doorbell and thrust
a lawsuit into my hands. It was a Petition for Guardianship naming me as an "alleged incapacitated person" and listing my three
children as the plaintiffs. Of course, I was horrified.
I knew they had not read the statute, and they had not done
their homework. They must have had some pretty ruthless lawyers
urging them into this extreme, almost violent, action.
Later, the kids said things like: "We did not want to have to take
care of you when you were old." One volunteered: "I asked the lawyers how we could get control of our mother, and they said that
that it wasn't possible except by one method-the Guardianship
Suit."
I call this the "Capone Trick"-they could not get Al Capone on
racketeering or murder or prohibition violations, they could get him
by income tax evasion.
What does this tell you about the guardianship laws? Diane Armstrong's book, "The Retirement Nightmare," has plenty of horror
stories about the "backdoor" approach.
A court appointment was made for the Case Investigator, whom
they call the "G.A.L." or "guardian ad litem." I did not get to be
the defendant. I called the "A.I.P." alleged incapacitated person.
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I hired a topnotch private law firm, because I had just learned
that almost no one escapes a guardianship perhaps 6 percent,
mostly those who have the time and money to resist.
Diane Armstrong and I went to college together. The day that
the petition was served me, my Alumni Bulletin from Scripps College came, and Diane's book about contested guardianship was reviewed. I called her immediately and she worked with my attorneys throughout the almost one year that this system held me up.
If you have not looked at those graphics over there, really, really
look now. This can happen to anyone in this room, and that is what
you lose. This system is so corrupt-and I do not mean moneyunder-the-table corrupt the system has no checks and balances; it
has no oversight. It is so terribly unorganized that it operates on
its own, in a little void. In Seattle it is a department of the Washington State Superior Court, called "Ex Parte and Probate," and it
is a law unto itself. We had no appeal system to get me out of it.
In my report, I have little checks, and there are dozens of them
here-how disorganized and therefore abusive and corrupt, the system is, I have just gone through this. So take a minute and count
those checks.
I do not think you are a person if your legal identity is taken
away, which happens under this law. You do not exist under the
law without your rights. If you do not exist under the law, you are
a slave in ancient Rome or the Old South, or you are somebody in
a concentration camp. You do not exist. Therefore, whether you are
capacitated or incapacitated does not matter, because you can be
abused either way.
When I got the attorneys, I said "The first thing is that the
G.A.L., guardian ad litem, cannot talk to me unless one of you guys
is there." I had the good sense to do that. The next day, the G.A.L.
comes to my door and tried to get in; he was ignoring the injunction.
The G.A.L. had to read me the petition, the law, which had just
been served to me. That is required in Washington State. We did
it in my lawyers' offices. When he is through reading it, Pam leans
forward and says, "Well, tell me, Mr. W., how are you going to go
about this investigation? The sole decision on whether you are
going to have guardianship or not is based on a single report by
this investigator-that is it. There is one other thing, but it does
not necessarily work.
OK. She leans forward and says, "How are you going to go about
this investigation?"
The G.A.L. is an attorney, but he answers, "Well, by the nature
of the report I have to write, I rely almost solely on hearsay and
gossip for my information." Everybody's necks at that table went,
'What? Did he just say hearsay and gossip? But he is an attorney,
and this is supposed to be a legal matter!"
One of leading judges-and they call them "commissioners"they make nice language one of the commissioners sitting on a
panel discussion recently said, "We are not so much a court as a
social agency." Wait a minute. You are not a social agency. You are
a court.
According to the statute, you are supposed to be heard. There is
a hearing 30 days after you are served the petition. Hopefully, a
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decision will be made. The G.A.L. canceled that meeting; he was
busy. He did not even begin his research on me until August. His
research eventually included talking to my accountant, my doctor,
the trustee of my revocable trust-all those people. He did not even
start until we were mostly through the summer.
I had good attorneys. By the middle of July, I have spent
$20,000. In July, I had to sell the first of my major investments.
Twenty thousand dollars went to the attorneys, and the rest I used
to buy a rental house in a nice neighborhood, I figured that financially, I could recover enough on the rental to make up for the interest income I lost by selling the T-bill.
My children urged the guardian ad litem and their attorneys, to
ask for a special hearing to stop me from buying the house. My attorneys did a precedent search, which had to be done by hand, because the stuff was so old that it was not on the computer.
The CHAIRMAN. Robin, you are about 5 minutes over. If we could
ask you to shape your time a little.
Ms. WARJONE. I am so sorry. OK, I will.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Ms. WARwoNE. They found a precedent in 1852 which ruled that
anyone who has not been convicted of a guardianship still has all
their civil rights.
The trial went on in that fashion. The court abused every law,
every custom. It is here if you want to read it; and I recommend
Diane's book. So thanks, everybody.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, Robin, we do appreciate you being here,
and I will have some questions, but I have to believe that you
viewed that as a living nightmare.
We thank you very much for that testimony.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Warjone follows:]
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United States Senate
Special Committee on Aging
February 11, 2003
Testimony of Robin Adair Warone
Seattle, Washington

Matter Subject
A very competent person, aged 56, defendant in suit requesting
a guardianship be placed on her as an "alleged incapacitated
person lacking the capacity to manage her person or estate"; and
describing her held as a sort of hostage by the guardianship
process for 11 months, totally destroying her financially, and
making her ill and 'sleepless' (in Seattle) for almost 3 years,
now!!
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In May 2000 I was 56 years old with grown children - 30, 31, and 26. I
lived in my own home with a high yearly income ($140,000), and a
vigorous investing program including T-Bills, IRAs and a small
portfolio. I would have had $7,000 each month after I was 65.
After my divorce I'd left behind an exhausting life as a "professional"
executive wife and I stopped entertaining, and gave up as much cooking
and cleaning as I could possibly manage. And I was living very happily
in my messy house, I had a small antique shop in a large mall and it was
the gathering items for the shop which I enjoyed and that made for
dozens of boxes of "stuff " piled up ready to label and haul to my shop. I
had a new man friend. I remember how often the stars were spread in all
their glory across the night sky that winter. I was perhaps as happy as I'd
been in 15 years!
Today after being, nearly destroyed financially, emotionally by a
guardianship suit which lasted from May 18, 2000 until March 29, 2001
and cost me all I had: Portfolio, IRAs, T-Bills. My income ends in 5
years and I will have nearly nothing after that time.
In my typed Addenda "A" I describe some of the policies of the
guardianship court and process, and some of the actions of its agent (the
court appointed investigator _ G.A.L. (Guardian Ad Litem)) which
caused the wreckage of my life. Here I will discuss even worse abuses of
the system against me.
I had the first hint that trouble was coming in spring 2000 when my
lawyer completed revision of my revocable trust and phoned my 3
children to come in and sign it. And they refused, saying "Our lawyers
advised against it", and "they said it will make us responsible for your
debts." WowI thoughtpretty rotten financial advice! Full inheritance
without probate isn't such a bad deal!
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On May 18, 2000 A stunning and beautiful Seattle day the nightmare
began. A ratty little man rang my door bell and thrust a law suit into my
hands. It was a "petition for guardianship" naming me as an "alleged
incapacitated person" and listing my 3 children as the plaintiffs!
I was Horrified!!
I knew they hadn't read the statutehadn't done their homeworkand
must have had some pretty ruthless lawyers urging them into this
extreme, almost violent action. Later they explained: "We didn't want to
have to take care of you when you were old." And one volunteered: "I
asked the lawyersHow we could get control of our mother? They said
that was a constitutionally impossible requestexcept by one method: A
Guardianship Suit! !" [I call this the "Capone Trick"_couldn't get him on
racketeering or murder or prohibition violations: but sure could by
income tax evasion!!]
What does this tell you about Guardianships? (See Diane Armstrong's
book The Retirement Nightmare for more !!)
A court appointment was made for the case investigator. I hired a top
notch private law firm because I had just learned that almost no one
escapes a guardianship suit. Perhaps 6% mostly those who have the time
and money to persist! And I learned that anyone may file a suit against
anyone else even if they do not know the other person; they have only
to list their "Allegations" (unprovable statements against the defendant)
knowing these do not have to be provable.
The guardianship court does not provide attorneys for those who cannot
afford one. Now that court will decide whether a person will lose: His
legal identity (part of the process the guardianship assumes as its right
(ie, suspending all constitutional and civil rights and protections of a
convicted defendant by fiat), as well as losing control of his person, and
of his goods and assets, of his decisionnaking rights, his health
decisions, his right to an Attorney, etc, etc.
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See that graphic poster chart - - listing these things in the wording of the
guardianship paper work)
That can happen to you - no one is immune!! It happened to me (Robin)
and it can happen to you!! Also be aware there is no indictment or
screening process - - you get served this paper and you come out of the
gate running: There is also no review process, no oversight, and no
checks and balances to the system.
'Take a minute and count the checks in the margin of page three: And
these are only the things you must face before the decision process
begins which then determines whether you will become a person without
a legal identity and completely at the mercy of others (truely at their
mercy: One without a legal identity is no better than a slave in the old
south or a prisoner in a concentration camp! !!)
In May I requested my Attorneys restrained the G.A.L. from tailcing to
me without an Attorney present In spite of this the G.A.L. rushed to my
house and demanded entrance to examine my life style. I refused!
Next the G.A.L. had to read me the petition by law. So he came to my
lawyers nice offices. After the reading my lawyers questioned him. First
question, "Well, Mr. W., you are to write a report (one report) upon
which the court will make its decision about the capacity of our client?
Yes? And how do you go about doing your investigation for your
report? The G.A.L. without missing a beat replied as follows: "Well, by
the nature of the report, I have to rely almost solely on hearsay and
gossip for my report information". Well as you can imagine all the
lawyers and me found their heads snapping to attention at these words!!
Can you imagine!! (and the G.A.L. was himself a lawyer!!)
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Now began the G.A.L.'s harrassment of me. (See Addenda 'A') He
cancelled the 30-day (after the suit was served) hearing [The logical
place when the court should have thrown out the suit and apologized to
me!]
The G.A.L. didn't begin his "research" on me until August, the fourth
month after the law suit had been served. In addition to contacting my
trustee, my doctor, my accountant, my brother-all good references. He
even called my former husbandno doubt after some of that hearsay and
gossip (and he did, finally and he featured it prominately when he finally
wrote his first report (November!)
In July I had to sell the first (major) investment but out this unhappy
experience my lawyers and I got another view of this miserable excuse
for a law court. With the sale money I paid my lawyers $20,000 (2
months fees) and took the rest of the capital and I invested it in a small
rental house (which I estimated would earn me an equivalent amount to
replace the interest income on the other, sold investment.) But all Hell
suddenly broke out!! The G.A.L. rushed to court and scheduled an
emergency hearing with 4 days notice to us. The children were trying to
stop buying the little house!
My lawyers did a "precedent search" which went far enough back that
they found what they needed in 1852! A guardianship case where the
defendant had the same problem I did. But the court ruled that an
accused person retains all constitutional and civil rights!
When my lawyer explained to the court the judge (commissioner) said:
"Very good work Mr. Mindrchio!" But the G.A.L. rushed the bench and
yelled "I'm going to go to her mortgage broker and tell her Robin is a
defendant in a guardianship case!" The commissioner spoke and
enjoined the G.A.L. from doing that! (So one of my daughter's jumped
up and shouted "then I'm going to go!") It wasn't a court it was a mad
house!!
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Do you see: Neither the G.A.L. nor the kids' lawyers knew the law!
Some court! At least the commissioner who didn't know the law either
made a gracious recovery!
At the end of the summer, after 2 more hearings, my Attorneys realized
that the court commissioner(s) [Judges] did not know that I was the
defendant: They thought I was one of the defense team! But what this
illustrated was: no continuity with this court and its Judges! And without
a good presiding judge for my case what protection did I have from this
loose-cannon G.A.L?
My lawyers decided to appeal to the regular part of the Washington State
Superior Court for a jury trial. But ther superior court sent us back to the
"ex parte and probate" court and wait for that court to give its decision
first. It was quite a blow!
During all these months the G.A.L. is moving from one thing to another
trying anything to convict me! And meanwhile to delay. He decided he
had to see my entire 15 years of medical records with my psychiatrist
(neurologic disorder). But Dr. B. refused giving only what the law
required so he delayed 2 months trying to get them anyway! One of my
children wanted to see my sealed divorce papers and held up the
proceedings for 3 weeks with the G.A.L.'s help.
The G.A.L. finally produced "his report" 27 pages long! With not one
thing right! He misquoted me, the lawyers, even some of the
"witnesses." He took 5 pages repeating one of the children's allegations
and lecturing me (i.e. that I hadn't paid my income tax in 3 years!) I
walked over to the IRS and got a print out and slapped it into the
G.A.L.'s hands and asked him why he hadn't asked me? (Idiot!!) We
rejected his first report!!
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And my attorneys asked the court to stop the children from continuing to
add more and more charges against me! And that was granted! The
commissioners then the G.A.L. announced he was going to get his own
psychiatrist to test me! Another attempt to set me up in a situation he
controlled and could use to convict me!!
My lawyers worked for 8 months trying to convince the solution he
finally did use my "revocable trust" to convey some control. So he
rewrote the trust to make the trustee a "Co-I" (therefore a sort of
guardian). 6 long wasted months.
There is moremuch morebut this is enough for now!
There is no Jeopardy in these cases. I could be filed again tomorrow and
face the same kind of fight!
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Testimony of Robin Adair Warjone --United States Senate Special Committee on Aging -February 11, 2003 - Washington

AN INTRODUCTION:
Re: her protracted "trial" resulting from a Law Suit filed against her as the defendant by
her 3 children as Plaintiffs, who requested guardianship of their mother as an "alleged
incapacitated person lacking the capacity to manage her person or estate". The "trial"
lasted from May 18, 2000 to March 29, 2001. The defendant, upon advice, hired the finest
private attorneys in Seattle Washington to act on her behalf: having been warned that
fewer than 6% of persons sued for a guardianship are not granted a guardianship: A
hearing is required 30 days after serving of a lawsuit by Washington State statute
and usually provides sufficient time to enable investigator appointed by court to
issue report deciding the issue. By Washington State Law the primary means to
resolution of guardianship suits by this court is through a report which the court
appointed investigator writes making his recommendation for a guardianship, a partial
guardianship, no guardianship, etc.). The only alternative way to be judged is that of
requesting a jury trial in the regular Superior Court of Washington State but when that
was attempted by the defendant and her attouneys it was denied and she was sent back
to the guardianship court (the "Ex Parte and Probate" department of the Superior Court) .
This left her in an absolutely "no win" position because it soon became obvious by the
behavior of the court appointed investigator that he was poing was going to use every
technique he knew to prevent her from gaining her freedom: (. His personal antipathy to
the defendant seems to have derived from the fact he had formed a relationship with
her children ( and they had convinced him that what seemed obvious, that the
defendant was perfectly capacitated., was not true. Also before he met the defendant he
had formed some unusual and personal beliefs regarding her life style. And
apparently he was challenged by the caliber of her attouneys).
The investigator began his harassment with a series of delays and continued
that technique for all 11 months of the "trial". The situation became vastly more
complicated when the investigator began to demonstrated areas of incompetence and a
lack of knowledge about the law and proper procedure (although he was a lawyer).
Those who might have exercised some oversight on his behaviors did not do so and the
statute did not allow for this eventuality in any case.
The court investigator remained a terrible threat to the defendant: he knew he
held all the power because he was the one who would write and decision-making
document!
Another extremely important factor in Robin's casc (and many other cases) is
that while the courts rarely release anyone without a guardianship, it is especially true for
someone of means because these courts have the right to seize the assets of someone
convicted and use the funds to ( first ) pay court and lawyer and investigator fees, (
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then ) the appointed guardian's fees, and (lastly) administer the remaining funds for
the benefit of the convicted person.
The defendant informed the court investigator at regular intervals of the huge bill
he was causing her ($20,000 in July;$68,000 in November; $ 101,000 in January; etc.)
and his response was to complain to the court that her expensive attorneys were
grievously over-charging her!!
As the case continued it became more and more apparent that the inadequacy of
the statute was actually standing in the way of Justice being served. !!!
This introduction does not begin to tell my story --1, Robin have written the abov e. This
is only a short introduction into the morass I found myself in for 11 months. I lived
through countless sleepless nights lying with the cold tendrils of fear twisting my gut
and wondering how I was to survive because this case has cost me my entire pension
and all my investments and I have nothing left but my home which is now highly
mortgaged. As you will hear in my testimony I had everything ready for my retirement
before I was ravaged by this pernicious system!!!
This case and the abuses of the system -- much of it in the person of the investigator -but all of it really stemming from a system so isolated that it has developed into its own
shape and has institutionalized its manifold abuses. It has forgotten it is first and court we have a quote from one of the judges saying: "this is not so much a court as a social
agency" !! (Wrong!) It has assumed powers it cannot have under the Constitution of the
United States of America -- such as claiming the right to deny legal help after you are
convicted . ( The term used by this court is "granted a guardianship" -- and a nicer
inl Me for it does not change its terrible finality and cruelty!!)
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Miami Herald, The (FL)
September 5, 1999
Section: Front
Edition: Final
Page: 1A

WOMAN FINDS GUARDIAN NOT ALWAYS AN ANGEL THE
STATE TOOK HOLD OF BERYL PARKS' UNTIDY LIFE UNTIL A
JUDGE INTERVENED
CHARLES SAVAGE,Herald Stiaff
Mier
In thejudge's chambers, Beryl Parks smoothed her worn cotton printdress,glared across
the polished dark wood table at Ron Espinoza, and exploded in angerM
"If he had a hotel
with a thousand rooms, I wouldn't be sorryto find him dead in every single oneof them.'
Beryl Parks Is 83 Espinoza is a caseworker for the Guardianship Programof DadeCounty
and inrurred Parks' furydurig her 11 months as its urnwilingward.
For the cDimeof living in a cluttered home,she said bitterly, she lost the nght to run her own itfe
"This makes me mad as hell," Parks said. "I'm a nervous wreck. I teel harassed andinsulted and
bed and I haven't done a thing to deservethis.
I'-hey threw away mywhole iibrary. instudinga 30-year colctkon of autographed hardcover
cookbooks that I tumed down an offer of S3,000 for froma colector 10 years ago. I was so ..
heartbroken I spent a whole weekend bawtng I'm not kiddtng you. Ire so disgustng."
As Amenca's popultion ages, the problem intensntiesHowdoes sodety determine when elderly
people can no longer carefor themselves? The courts establish who Is incompetent and appoint
caretakers as legal guardians.
"A guardianship is an impearect
solution," ackinowledged
Frank Repensek, executive diredor of
the Guardianship Program of Dade county. -Irs a iegal ailempi at a solution to a very
compticated human problem. Sometimes you cart make the damn thing work. I thinkthafsswhat
happened Inregards to Mn. Parks."
In June, Inthe middie of her fight to haveher rights restored,Parks invitedThe Heratdto attend
dosed court heertngs and readher seatedguardianship and mentalheaslhfles. Shewarded her
story to come out.
HOW PROBLEM EVOLVED
Theft of guns touched Off
dhain of cdrnumstances
Beryl Parks was bom In 1912,the year the Titanic sank, and she grew up Ina relatively affluent
denbstfs family in Chicago,She was an asid horseback rider and sharpshooter as a gir. She
manied thifa and was wkorwed twics. She has no children.
In the 19650s.
she ran a plant nursery andwrote a horticultunal
columnfor The St Petersburg
remes.
For years,she owned a decorative ceremics hobby store in Homestead cagedMidas Touch,
stocked mostly with her owr creabons.
Just before Hurricane Andrew, Parks bought a one-story home in southwesiMlani-Dade. She
led into a life f reading andtaking careof her tour cats -Penelope. Meisha, Sugarand Sugar's
'int Ditto. Parks has a badhip but is otherwise energetic and healthy She cooked for hersseand
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hired a neighborhood boy to keep her lawn well dipped.
Then, in the spring of 1998, a burglar stole two .38-caliber handguns from her kitchen. She had
bought them years before when she was a fund-raiser for the Disabled Veterans of America.
She wondered if the thief might use them in a cnme. "I didn't want to be held responsible.' She
called police to report the serial numbers.
That's when her troubles began. Miami-Dade Officer Cathy Brooks visited her house in Leisure City
and alerted the Florida Department of Children and Families of her finding books, papers and
clothing everywhere and a strong odor of cats.
"It was messy because a lot of stuff was lying around and I don't walk so well, so everything isn't
in what you would call apple-pie order," said Parks, a candid woman who is often slightly profane.
'But I'm the only one that has to live in it,' and I don't think its any of their g-- business."
INSPECTOR SHOWS UP
Cleanup is carned out,
and lawn gets cluttered
The agency launched an investigation to determine whether Parks was capable of canng for
herself. On April 23, 1998, a health inspector found parts of her house 7unaocessible because of
books and other items piled as high as six feet"
On May 5. the department filed a petition, asking the circuit court to authorize emergency adult
protective services for Parks. Judge Allen Komblum granted it and appointed lawyer Sean Perez to
represent her.
"Usually when we have a problem with a very dirty house, we call a county program called
Homemaker Services and they go clean,' said Caridad Planas, a lawyer with the agency. "She
was beyond that. So there is another program called Heavy Chores, which goes out and deans out
heavy messes like this on a onetime basis,"
Heavy Chores areved May 14 "They insisted on having entrance to my house and threatened me
that if I didn't let them in, they were going to break down the door and have a doctor throw me into
a mental hospital," Parks said. ' I thought I was in deep Russia"`
The cleaners emptied her refrigerator and tossed out loads of clothes, throwing things into the yard
in plastic bags -too far back from the curb for trash pickup, she said. The huge pile festered there
for a month.
An unsettling sight
Joe Piccini, a friend who came over afterward, confirmed this account. "Beryl showed me six
shoes, either left or nght. I don't remember which. They had thrown out their mates.
"Basically, she had to stare at her belongings, which she didn't want to throw out, lying on her
lawn for four weeks. The food started rotting, and the neighbors called the county to say rats were
coming by. Then Team Metro came out and cited her for the trash pile."
Parks picked through the pile to rescue some of her belongings and rented storage space from
Picdni's Florida City Warehouse in June 1998.
'Beryl literally had books piled from floor to ceiling in some rooms," Picdni said. "She seemed
like she was under a lot of stress to get it done."
She eventually filled six bins full of her life's possessions. But she didn't move fast enough.
EVALUATION ORDERED
Committee recommends
a limited guardianship
On July 20,1998, investigator Ricardo Vega filed a court petition to determine whether Parks was
incapacitated. Following standard procedure, Judge Arthur Rothenberg appointed an examining
committee consisting of a physician, a psychologist and a social worker.
Albert C. Jaslow, Leonard Haber and Lucy Amos McPhaul were on the courts rotating lists to
evaluate people. They received $100 to $150 each for paying Parks a visit, records show.
'Just put yourself In her shoes," said Repensek, the director of the guardianship program.
"Someone shows up at your door criticizing you. Even though a benefit may come from it, you're
still faced with 'What the hell are you doing in my life?'"
The committee reported Aug. 20 that Parks "was quite alert, able to understand hilly, but resented
the 'health people' who threw things out of her kitchen and accused her of living in poor
circumstances."
But they said she had "no real insight into her situation." They
recommended a limited guardianship.
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On'Sept 9. 1998, Perez submitted a report about his client He strongly cautioned the Courtnot to
remove Parks from her home lestshe slipinto irreparable depression. He attached to the report
about a dozen photographs showing a house full of books such as John Updike's Brazil and a cat
litter bxe with cat droppings in it, and two photos of the pile of trash bags on her lawn. His report
failed to mention that Heavy Chores, not Parks, put the trash out.
'--ling of incompetence

'* next day, Korrblum declared Parks incompetent Five days later,
we appointed the GuardIanship Program to handle the state's newest ward.
The Guardianship Program of Dade County grew out of a service provided to elderly Jewish
residents of South Beach in the 1970s. It is now a private nonprofit agency.
Local programs sometimes catch the attention of the public, most recently in the case of Eunice
Liberty, 95, a civil rights activist. On a sidewalk outside the cou'thouse, protesters denounced a
guardian program that dosed her home to visitors. A judge reversed the decision in July.
Most of the Guardianship Program's 750 clients are In nursing homes and have no children to
.take care of their business affairs, Repensek said. He estimated that 10 to 15 people such as
Parks, whose cases are much more ambiguous, end up in the power of his program every year.
Said Parks: "'Ifthey treated me this way, I-know they must be doing the same to other people out
-there less able to stand up for themselves.
Suddenly, Parks discovered that her mail had been intercepted and rerouted to the Guardlanship
Program. Her chedking account was dosed: Her monthly $824 Social Security check went to the
program. She was told that she could no longer decide on tier own medical treatment sign a
contract, decide where she would live, or sue anybody.
PROPERTY EXAMINED
Boxes of clothes, books
stated to be thrown out
In November, the program sent Lo Doughty to Inventory her property In the warehouse. Doughty
reported that three boxes of Parks' clothes and 11 boxes of books were full of silverfish and needed
to be thrown out, although one box of cookbooks was eventually returned to her.
r ughty appraised all of the Rems she didn't have thrown away at $1.872. After her commission
expenses, Parks would get $552, she wrote.
An the while, Parks proclaimed that she didn't belong in the program and that her rights were being
violated.
The program assigned Espinoza to try to straighten her home. But when he came to organize
things, she angrily put them back where they had been.
"They intimidated the hyIng hell out of me and made me feel I was not up to i mentally, physically,
or anything They looked down their nose at me. The arrogance was absalutely capital letters."
Guardianship statutes allow a ward to request a hearing to review the edjudication after 90 days.
Parks seized the opportunity. On Decr 14,1998, the Guardianship Program filed a petition on her
behalf, taking a neutral stance.

.
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A new evaluation
Miami-Dade Circuit Court Judge Bruce Levy appointed a new aitomey for Parks, Michael Swan.
The judge also asked Sanford Jacobson, a University of Miami psychologist, to evaluate her.
Jacobson submitted that evaluation Feb. 1. He found her to be 'quite articulate" and said her
"thoughts were organized." He said he had "noted nothing to suggest delusional thinking.'
He suggested a restoration of alt her rights -except the choice of where to travel or live.
But on Feb. 22, despite the ongoing process that might restore Parks' rights, the program asked
for permission to sell off or throw out most of her property In the warehouse.
The request, sgned by program director Barry Feiger, stated that "there is no reasonable belief
that competency wilt be restored." The nerd day, records show, Lavy authorized the liquidation
Today, all that remains of those belongings is the $552.
Felger said the decision was made In light of Jacobson's reservation about restoring Parks right to
determine her own residence. "She was paying a fee to a storage company which would not astow
her to pay for an (assisted-1ing facilityl," Felger said
Over the next few months, things moved slowly. Hearings on the matter were postponed until
r %
ks got her house cleaned up.
tNING POINT REACHED
Vvman's plight reversed
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On'Sept 9, 1998, Perez submitted a report about his client. He strongly cautioned the court not to
remove Parks from her home lest she stip into irreparable depression. He attached to the report
about a dozen photographs showing a house full of books such as John Updike's Brazil and a cat
litter box with cat droppings in it, and two photos of the pile of trash bags on her lawn. His report
failed to mention that Heavy Chores, not Parks, put the trash out.
'iling of incompetence
i next day, Komblum declared Parks incompetent Five days later,
"Pi appointed the Guardianship Program to handle the state's newest ward.
'TheGuardianship Program of Dade County grew out of a service provided to elderly Jewish
residents of South Beach in the 1970s. It is now a private nonprofit agency.
Local programs sometimes catch the attention of the public, most recently in the case of Eunice
Liberty, 95, a civil rights activist. On a sidewalk outside the couthouse, protesters denounced a
guardian program that closed her home to visitors. A judge reversed the decision in July.
Most of the Guardianship Program's 750 dients are in nursing homes and have no children to
take care of their business affairs, Repensek said. He estimated that 10 to 15 people such as
Parks, whose cases are much more ambiguous, end up in the power of his program every year.
Said Parks: "If they treated me this way, I know they must be doing the same to other people out
there less able to stand up for themselves."
Suddenly, Parks discovered that her mail had been intercepted and rerouted to the Guardlanshtp
Program. Her chedoing account was dosed. Her monthly $624 Sociel Security check went to the
program. She was told that she could no longer decide on her own medical treatment, sign a
contract, decide where she would wie,or sue anybody.
PROPERTY EXAMINED
Boxes of clothes, books
stated to be thrown out
In November, the program sent Lo Doughty to Inventory her property In the warehouse, Doughty
reported that three boxes of Parks' clothes and 11 boxes of books were full of silverfish and needed
to be thrown out, although one box of cookbooks was eventually returned to her.
"ughty appraised all of the items she didn't have thrown away at $1,672. After her commission
expenses Parks would get $552, she wrote.
AT]the while, Parks proclaimed that she didn't belong in the program and that her rights were being
vicated.
The program assigned Espinoza to try to straighten her home. But when he came to organize
things, she angrily put them back where they had been.
"They intimidated the Irvinghell out of me and made me feel I was not up to it mentalty, physically,
or anything. They looked down their nose at me. The arrogance was absolutely capital letters."
Guardianship statutes allow a ward to request a hearing to review the adjudication after 90 days.
Parks seized the opportunity. On Dec. 14, 1998, the Guardianshtp Program filed a petition on her
behalf, taking a neutral stance.
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A new evaluation
Miami-Oade Circuit Court Judge Bruce Levy appointed a new attorney for Parks, Michael Swan
The judge also asked Sanford Jacobson, a University of Miami psydhoiogist, to evaluate her.
Jacobson submitted that evaluation Feb. 1. He found her to be "quite articulate' and said her
"thoughts were organized.' He said he had "noted nothing to suggest delusional thinking.'
He suggested a restoration of all her rights -except the choice of where to travel or live.
But on Feb. 22, despite the ongoing process that might restore Parke rights, the prcgram asked
for permission to sell off or throw out most of her property In the warehouse.
The request, signed by program diredtor Barry Feiger, stated that "there is no reasonabte belief
that competency will be restored." The next day, records show, Levy authorized the liquidation.
Today, all that remains of those belongings is the $552.
Feiger said the decision was made in tight of Jacobson's reservation about restoring Parks' right to
determine her own residence. "She was paying a fee to a storage cormpanywhich would not allow
her to pay for an [assisted-living fall,
Feiger said.
Over the next few months, things moved slowly. Hearings on the matter were postponed until
P-ks got her house deaned up.
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The CHAIRmAN. Now let me turn to our concluding witness, Robert Aldridge of Boise, ID, an elder care attorney in Boise who has
been a strong advocate in Idaho for guardianship reform.
Bob, we appreciate you being before the committee. Please proceed.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. ALDRIDGE, ATTORNEY AT LAW,
BOISE, 1I)

Mr. ALDRIDGE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a great honor to
be here.
I believe that one of the defining, fundamental characteristics of
any society is how they treat their elderly and their disabled. It is
difficult to summarize 14 years and hundreds of bills, so what I am
going to go through is merely some tips of what we have done.
Each of them tends to come from cases like the Orshansky case.
Those cases tend to scar all of the people involved, and each of
them then becomes an imperative to change.
The first is that we have greatly changed the definitional concepts in the statutes. The existing Idaho probate code as it was
adopted in 1972, and the Uniform Probate Act as it exists tend to
put people under labels. One of those labels was "elderly." The
mere fact of being old was enough to have guardianship.
So we removed those and went to a question of legal-not medical-disability, and that incapacity was to be measured by function
limitations. The question was not what you fit into, especially if it
was chronic conditions, but what you could not do and what you
needed help with.
We also provided that the evidence and the inability had to be
recent and had to be evidenced by actual acts. I have often expressed before the legislature the right of the elderly and all of us
to be eccentric and even occasionally stupid. Put more elegantly, we
have the right to age, to live our lives with dignity and with individuality. We are not to be put into cookie-cutters of what someone
in disinterested status might believe is the only way to do things.
We also greatly.strengthened the due process changes and the
appointment procedures. First, the guardian ad litem. As has been
referred to, the guardian ad litem can be a strong advocate for the
person, or they can-be merely an instrument for bringing them
under the system. So we greatly expanded the requirements, what
had to be investigated, representation needed, and especially the
ethical duties of the guardian ad litem, those of loyalty.
We have a separate court visitor. That person is to be a completely independent disinterested person. On what I would have
thought would have been inherent and built into their structural
methods, we finally ended up writing what I am ashamed to admit
is a 485-word statement of what is required to be in their reportan exhaustive listing.
But as in many of our laws, we found that we had to create primers. We had to lay out excruciating details of what had to be done
so that it had to be followed. We also strengthened the right of the
person to absolutely have independent counsel at any point in time.
We also went through the priority appointments. As has been
noted in many of the cases here, there is often an outside appointment initially. The question has been raised what happens with
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the person's own planning, so we provided that if the person himself cannot give a recommendation, that is the recommendation
that the court has before it; if the person cannot give, either orally
or in writing, a recommendation, then we look to their lifetime recommendations made through power of attorney, through durable
powers of attorney for health care, and so forth, and those are the
next layer. Only after we have gone through all of those and found
nothing do we go down the list of family and so forth. Family is
always looked at next; we do not go to outside persons unless there
is simply no one there.
An area of abuse that is often used is temporary and special appointments. Very often, emergency is used as an excuse to place a
tremendous amount of restraint on a person without any hearing
and without any review. So we almost eliminated that. In order to
have a temporary or special appointment, you have to have severely limited powers; it can only be done in extreme emergency
and for a limited period of time. There is the required appointment
of a guardian ad litem. They have to have hearings within very
short time periods, and again, it is to be carried out only as long
as necessary to get into the question of whether guardianship is
needed at all. In the old days in Idaho, there used to be 6-month
appointments which were done without any notice even to the person involved, and they could be renewed indefinitely.
We have also striven and will continue to strive to make sure
that guardianship is almost the most limited form possible. It is
not to be general unless it is absolutely necessary, and it should
be the exception, not the rule.
We have also worked on having coordination between States. We
often have cases where someone has contacts both in the State of
California, or Oregon, and Idaho. We have set up a method where
the judges can work directly with each other, not through the formal court settings but one-to-one.
We have also worked with the question of training of judges and
tried to educate them as to what needs to be done.
We also need to preserve the estate plan of the person, so it is
literally forbidden for the guardian or conservator to interfere with
that estate plan; it must be preserved.
We have also gone into the post-appointment procedures to make
sure that after the appointment is done, if it is necessary, that it
is correctly carried out.
A lot of the problems are those that have been raised. We found
that in the State of Idaho, we could not even find out how many
existing or old cases there were. Courts simply would not identify
them. So we spent a year and a half reforming that system with
the Idaho Supreme Court and then identified cases. We then found
that of the approximately 400 open cases in Ada County alone, 90
percent have no recording of any kind of accounting or status reports.
We then formed an independent fiduciary review committee on
a voluntary basis-I and several other attorneys and a trust officer-and in about 3 years of purely voluntary proceedings, we recovered in Ada County alone well over $3.5 million of misspent
money. I would like to say that that had been outside persons,
stranger, but it was not-it was family.
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We have also established an ongoing program to create a list in
association with the AARP, the Department of Finance, and the Attorney General's Office, to have a pilot program to monitor those
on a statewide basis. Many smaller courts simply do not have the
time to do so.
We have established another program to do guardianship monitoring and training, again with the assistance initially of the
AARP.
We also have to look at court enforcement. As has been noted,
courts have laws before them, and if they do not follow them, they
are not any good. So we have given two different areas to the court.
One is the ability to enforce through fines, surcharges, and so
forth; and second, we give training to the courts. We try to get to
the magistrates conferences and so forth. We have also created
guardianship and conservatorship handbooks which are given to
both courts and to all appointed conservators and guardians to
walk them through their duties.
There is obviously much more, but I think it would be better to
respond to questions.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Aldridge follows:]
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ROBERT L ALDRIDGE, CHARTERED
Attorney at Law
1209 North Eighth Street
doise, Idaho 83702-4297
Telephone: (208) 338-9880
Fax (208) 336-9882
State Bar N2 1296
STATEMENTITESTIMONY
Senate Special Committee on Aging
February 11, 2003
Adult Guardianship
1. General Background
Idaho adopted the Uniform Probate Code In 1972, the first State in United States to do so. The Code
covers a multitude of subjects, but primarily deals, on the one hand, with probate and related procedures
at death, and, on the other hand, protective procedures. This Code, commencing primarily In 1989, has
been substantially revised in its subportions dealing with protective procedures, especiallyconservatorship
and guardianship. The emphasis of the changes has been to provide increased protection to the elderly
(and others who are the subject of such actions, normally because of age or disabilities). Most of these
changes have not been proposals from the Uniform Code Commissioners; instead, they have been crafted
to deal with specific problems in the setting of a State that has few public protections for the elderly and
extremely limited budgets for any public protections that do exist
The primary impetus for the changes has come from the Taxation, Probate &Trust Section of the Idaho
State Bar, often in partnership with other interest groups. At the time of the commencement of the
changes, Iwas the chairman of the Section, and I have been the Legislative Committee Chairman for the
Section for the last fourteen years. The Legislative Committee now consists of approximately thirty-two
members, from a wide range of interests, induding law, banktrust departments, governmental and quasigovernmental agencies, social workers, accountants, and others, depending on the exact issue. All
participation is voluntary and without pay of any nature, other than one hired law clerk. Funding for
expenses, and the law derk, is provided by the Bar Section.
The Idaho legislature meets annually for approximately sixty days, commencing In the first week of
January. The legislature itself has very limited expertise, and essentially no professional staff, in areas
relating to the protection of the elderly. The administrative agencies charged with such protection
(primarily the Idaho Commission on Aging and the Adult Abuse section of the Department of Health &
Welfare) have severeiy limited budgets and personnel.
The Idaho judicial system hears cases regarding the elderly almost exclusively at the Magistrate level.
Only one Magistrate in the entire State of Idaho, in Ada County, works primarily in the probatefprotective
proceedings area, and that Magistrate is also assigned other cases. In all other counties in the State,
assignmentof such cases is random among all available Magistrates. Magistrates also have, atmost one
staff member.
2. Philosophy of changes to Idaho statutes
Because judges, and practitioners, in Idaho have limited experience in protective proceedings, statutory
changes have concentrated in spelling out In detail the procedural steps and necessary findings In
protective cases. Additionally, the Bar Section has prepared a detailed Forms book for protective
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proceedings, with checklists and procedure charts, to guide practitioners, and courts, through the process.
For clarity, it should be noted that Idaho calls those who deal with the financial affairs of the protected
person a 'conservator and those who deal with the care issues of the protected person a 'guardian'.
unlike many States which refer to those categories, respectively, as guardian of the estate and *guardlarr
of the person, or similar Wes.
3. Specilfic changes to Idaho statutes
a. Definition and concept changes The original Idaho Probate Code defined an incapacitated person by
a series of categories - e.g., the person was elderly or a chronic alcoholic, or other such labels. The
emphasis was on medical disabilities or status. The changes to the Code completely eliminated this
method and made the following rules:
1. Incapacity was a legal, not a medical, disability.
2. Incapacity was to be measured by function limitations, which must threaten substantial harm
to the person due to an Inability to provide for personal needs for food, dothing, shelter, health, or
safety, or an inability to manage property or financial affairs.
3. The Inability had to be recent, not In the remote past Isolated instances of simple negligence
or improvidence, lack of resources, or of acts which were made by an informed Judgment did not
show inability to manage one's own affairs. I have frequently, before the Idaho legislature, and
other groups, expressed this as the right of the elderly, and each of us, to be eccentric and even
occasionally stupid'.
All of the foregoing changes were supported by extensive detailed definitions.
b. Due Process chanoes in appointment procedures
The following were added, or greatly expanded:
1. Guardian ad Li'm The Guardian ad Utem is. essentially, an attorney appointed to represent
the protected person. The roles and duties of the Guardian ad Utem were greatly expanded to
require full investigation and representation. Provisions were added to the Probate Code that the
Guardian ad Litem could not be a member of the same law firm, or an employee thereof, as the
Petitioning Attorney and the ethical duties of the Guardian ad Litem were laid out in detail.
2. Court Visitor The Court Visitor is appointed to fully investigate all circumstances surrounding
the protected person and to submit a written report to the Court, with recommendations. Provisions
were added to the Probate Code which set forth in detail an exhaustive listing of the qualifications
necessary for the Visitor and the requirements for the investigation and the written report by the
Visitor. The Visitor was required to be trained in law, nursing, psychology, social work, or
counseling, and was to be an officer, employee, or special appointee of the court without any
personal interest in the action. Like the Guardian ad Litem, the Vasitor could not be a member of
the same firm, or an employee thereof, as the Petitioning Attorney. The Visitor also had to be a
different person than the Guardian ad Litem and could not be the proposed guardian or
conservator.
3. Independent Counsel The protected person was given the right to retain independent counsel
at any time.
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4. Priority of appointment The Code priority list was substantially changed to provide that, prior
to the customary lists of spouse, children, and so forth, the protected person could nominate the
conservator or guardian orally or in writing during the proceedings, if capable of doing so. If no
such nomination was made, then those that the protected person had previously named to fulfill
similar roles (agents named in financial powers of attorney as to conservatorship, and/or agents
named in medical directives or medical powers of attorney as guardianship) were the first priority
for appointment. Only if none of those choices had been expressed were the listings based on
relationship to be used.
5. Temporarv and Soecial Apoointments The prior Code allowed ex parte temporary appointments
of conservators or guardians forup to six months (butwith unlimited renewals)without any hearing.
without any notice to the protected person, without appointment of a Guardian ad Litem, without
appointment of a Court Visitor, and without any required reporting or notices to the protected
person oranyother interested persons underthe Code. This allowed tremendous abusewithout
any protection. The Code was revised dramatically to severely limit the ability to obtain temporary
appointments without showing of extreme emergency and to require notice within forty-eight hours
to the protected person and others, and with an extensive listing of the rights of the protected
person to obtain immediate hearings and other protections. The maximum time limit for
appointment was deceased to sixty days. Only the limited powers absolutely necessary to protect
the immediate health and safety of the protected person could be granted. A Guardian ad Litem
was required to be appointed and the protected person additionally had the right to independent
counsel. On request of any interested person, a hearing must be held within five days and a Court
Visitor appointed. Temporary appointments could not be renewed.
6. Limited powers The Code was substantially amended to require that only the most limited form
of conservatorship or guardianship be granted, with express listings of the actual powers granted,
and that the protected person was to retain the maximum rights possible. General conservators
and/or guardians were only appropriate when the protected person was completely incapacitated.
c. Post appointment Protections
1. Fidudary Review Committee, Guardianship Monitoring Initial attempts were made by the Bar
Section to determine whether required reporting by guardians and conservators were being filed
generally, and if filed, were being reviewed by the Court. Incredibly, the case computer listing
system of the State could not even identify which cases were conservatorship/guardianship cases.
much less whether reports had been filed. After prolonged work with the Idaho Supreme Court to
revamp the system, an analysis was made of existing cases in Ada County, Idaho. The vast
majority had no Initial inventories or any annual reports. A Fiduciary Review Committee was
established, composed of several attorneys (including myself) and a trust officer and an
accountant. The Committee attempted to track down non-reporters and then obtain reports. Then,
the reports which showed serious violations on their face were assigned to a committee member
who pursued correction of the violations, including court action if necessary. All participation was
on apro bono basis, with expenses provided by the Bar Section. Ina three year period, in onlyAda
County, millions of dollars were recovered. The Bar Section has now, with major assistance from
the AARP, started building a pilot program through the Idaho Department of Finance and the Idaho
Office of the Attorney General to extend this program Statewide and to institutionalize the process,
rather than relying on volunteers. The Bar Section has also estabtshed a program, in Ada County.
to provide a staff person attached to the probate judge to coordinate training and monitoring of
guardians, again with MARP assistance and funds from Ada County and from the Bar Section.
2. Guardian ad Utem A program still in its infancy stages is to provide for required participation
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by the Guardian ad Litem in assuring that proper post-appointment reports are filed and in
reviewing those reports. Currently, I am one of the few, and perhaps the only, attorney in Idaho
who continues actively in the case as Guardian ad Litem after appointment of a conservator and/or
guardian. Legislative changes to cianfy and amplify the role of the Guardian ad Utern wilt be
introduced in the next legislative session.
3. Court enforcement A new section of the Code was created to give the Court clear ability to
enforce reporting and properactions by conservators and guardians. The Court could impose fines
and could surcharge the conservator/guardian for misapplied funds.
4. ALTERNATIVES TO APPOINTMENT, OTHER PROTECTIONS
1. Financial abuse of 'he elderiy Through a committee of concerned entities and persons, a
statutory method was implemented to give financial institutions, and others, the ability to report
potential financial abuse of the elderly and for those reports to be acted upon by law enforcement.
Through funds provided pnmarily by the Bar Section, training sessions were set up for bank officers
and bank employees throughout the State.
2. Powers of Attorney A substantial review of the Idaho statutes on financial powers of attomey
is currently in progress. Such powers are a major source of financial abuse of the elderly. Major
revisions will be submitted to the next legislative session, primarily directed at protection of the
elderly.
S. REMAINING NEEDS, PROBLEMS
1. Appointment procedures of Guardians ad Litem and Court Visitors Appointments need to be
truly independent, made by the Court from approved lists of trained qualified individuals without
Influence by the Petitioning Attomey.
2. Grants for State or private programs Idaho, like many States, is experiencing severe budget
defits.,withoutsourcesforfunds forinnovative programs. Existing programs protecting the ederly
are being stashed or eliminated. State legislators are reluctant to fund programs until they are
proven. Federal grants to establish pilot programs for innovative methods to protect the elderly
would enable local volunteers to establish the programs and then, when the worth of the programs
is documented, lobby them into existence as State programs.
.3. EstablIshment of basic rights of the elderly as fundamental due process Fundamental nghts
of the elderly to self determination must be protected. These rights must be enumerated and made
a part of the very fabric of protective proceedings. Such rights must be removed from the elderly
only as a tast resort, only to the extent absolutely necessary, and only after full due process, and
with careful examination of all available alternatives. The emphasis must be on protection, not the
convenience of others,-including the convenience of thejudicial system. Dignityof the elderlymust
be preserved at all costs, in the face of a system which creates justifiable fear in the elderly and
which Is often Indifferent to, or even contemptuous of, their emotional needs when that justifiable
fear Is expressed. The understandable fear by the elderly Is even used as proof of the need for
protective proceedings. Far too often, the system strips the elderly of their assets, their comforts,
and, ultimately, their human dignity.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Aldridge, thank you very much for that testimony and example of what one State has done and I hope others
are doing to improve this situation.
Let me ask you all some questions. Mr. Johns, one case came to
my attention where an elderly man was forced to divorce his wife
pursuant to a guardianship order. I find this highly disturbing. On
what possible basis can that be allowed to happen in this country?
Mr. JOHNS. Mr. Chairman, if the facts are carefully studied, such
a situation could present itself when, for example, the person presenting as spouse is in a late marriage with someone one-fourth
the age of the protected person, who may be described by some as
a "golddigger," who in fact takes position in such a way that cuts
the rest of the family members off from any access to the elder person, begins diverting assets of the estate in a way that truly brings
to the attention of the judge a reason for addressing issues that
would include divorce.
However, the focus of your concern and your question may generate more from this scenario, where the person marries late in
life; it is a person within 10 or 15 years of his or her own age; the
person has some wealth of his or her own; they are truly in love
and are in companionship, and the children of one or the other
spouse are irate at the fact that mother or dad would remarry, and
that would in fact, maybe, move some of what was to be their inheritance to this new love in life. Those children intervene asserting that the marriage is a sham and should be dealt with by divorce exacted potentially by the probate judge if he or she has jurisdiction, or moved to a family court forum in which the issue of
divorce is raised, or even some form of annulment.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I thank you for outlining that, because I
find this in a Florida case-I think it was referencing an article in
The Orlando Sentinel of 1994 on the Norma and Buford Bonds case
in Florida-where I think the latter was true.
Let me ask another question of you; I will complete my questioning of you before I turn to a colleague who has just joined us for
any comments that he would wish to make, and then we will move
on with further questioning.
Is it typical for guardianship orders to trump prior existing legal
arrangements made by an incapacitated individual, and under
what circumstances can that occur?
Mr. JOHNS. The answer is yes. Guardianship orders may in fact
trump the pre-planning if, on the facts presented before the judge,
there is some reason to believe that what had been pre-planned has
become something that will in fact do harm to the person who is
supposed to be protected.
However, the reality is that-much as happened with Mollie
Orshansky-many judges do not pay attention to what pre-planning is there and do not examine whether there are benefits to be
gained by simply saying the efficiency of the court's time is bestserved by dismissing the case.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
We have been joined by Senator Carper, and I appreciate him as
a valuable member of this committee who attends on a regular
basis. We are glad that you have taken time to come by this morn-
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ing and be with us. Do you wish to make any opening comment before we proceed with additional questions?
Senator CARPER. I do not. I am delighted to be here.
As you know, we serve on a number of committees, and I have
-just jumped out of one committee with Chairman Greenspan, who
is talking to us about the economy and monetary policy, and I am
pleased to be able to join you for a bit and I thank you all for coming and testifying before us.
I have a question or two that I would like to ask at the right
time.

Thank you.
The CHAIRmAN. Why don't you go ahead and ask questions now,
and then I will come back to mine?
Senator CARPER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, in reading through the materials that my staff
has provided for me for today's hearing and some materials provided by the committee staff, there are several referrals to a State
which seems to be doing it right with respect to guardianships and
their approach on these issues. The State that kept coming up in
the materials I read was Idaho. [Laughter.]
Proceed, and we will see if it is a coincidence or not.
Senator CARPER. When I ran for the U.S. Senate in 2000, I had
been Governor of Delaware for 8 years, and I talked a lot on the
economy about Delaware as a model for the country and the way
we manage our economy, create jobs, overhaul our schools and welfare. But we never thought of trumpeting the way we had overhauled guardianships or addressed alternatives to guardianships. I
do notice that Idaho keeps coming up.
"Idaho's statutes and practices are models for emulation." That
is a quote right out of my materials.
I am not sure if any of you are from Idaho, but can somebody
just tell me what they figured out in Idaho that the rest of us need
to emulate?
The CHAIRMAN. Just before you came in, or as you were coming
in, Robert Aldridge, who is an attorney from Idaho and very much
a long-time reformer in this area, had just concluded his comments,
so I will turn to Mr. Aldridge to respond to Senator Carper.
Mr. ALDRIDGE. Senator, what we decided in Idaho was first of all
that society has given us as attorneys a lot of gifts, a lot of prerogatives, and that we owed it to give back something to the community. What we can do best, I think, is first, to see problems and second, write bills to correct them.
So in the State of Idaho for now 14 years, we have entered into
a very active coalition-building method of going to the Idaho legislature and changing rules, changing laws, when they do not make
any sense, when they work incorrectly. We have done that in part
looking internally to problems; we have also gone to a lot of other
States and attempted to glean from other States what they have
done right and then bring that in and incorporate it.
There is no single set of model laws out there that can be used.
Even Idaho's laws are in a constant state of flux. I have seven bills
in front of the legislature right now, and we are working on some
huge bills on the Uniform Trust Act, on special powers of attorney
and so forth.
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So it is an ongoing procedure and, to paraphrase Robert Frost,
we have many promises yet to keep and many miles to go before
we sleep.
Senator CARPER. Another way of saying that is: The road to improvement is always under construction, even in Idaho.
I have one more question if I could, Mr. Chairman. Looking over
my materials, one of the possible results of this hearing would be
to encourage the use of something called the "representative payee
system" wherever possible as an alternative to guardianship. I do
not understand what a "representative payee system" is, and perhaps one of our witnesses could explain that and tell me why that
is a good idea, or not.
The CHAIRMAN. I believe Penelope Hommel might be the person
who could respond to that. She certainly has had some experience
in observing it and tracking it.
Senator CARPER. Ms. Hommel, would you be willing to tackle
that one?
Ms. HOMMEL. I can try. Basically, representative payeeship is a
system that applies to a number of government benefit programs,
for example, Social Security, Supplemental Security Income. It provides that when an individual is unable to handle the funds that
come through that government benefit program, another individual
or representative payee can be appointed to handle those funds. In
cases where financial estate is small, the income is limited pretty
much to the government benefits that we are talking about, it can
be a very important alternative to guardianship that does not deprive the person of the basic right to control their other aspects of
life and their decisions.
Having said that, it is not one of the alternatives that you plan
in advance. It tends to be when you have not done the advance
planning and executed a durable power of attorney, then the representative payee program can come into play.
Among the downfalls or potential downfalls of representative
payeeship are that it looks the procedural safeguards of a court
proceeding; there is not court oversight; and there is clearly the potential for misuse of the funds by the person appointed as representative payee, rather than making sure that they get used for
the benefit of the individual. There have been a number of hearings, and substantial work has been done by people in this room
and others to try and come up with ways to make sure that necessary protections are in place. So it needs to be done very, very
carefully, but it is an alternative to guardianship that maintains
the individual's rights.
Senator CARPER. Good. Thanks.
Does anyone else want to add to or take away from that response?
Mr. ALDRIDGE. If I could, Senator, one of the problems that we
have had in the State of Idaho is that the representative payee can
sometimes tend to be whomever walks in latest to the local office,
is 98.6, and can sign their name. So we have had situations in
which financial abuse has been coming from a particular individual; we get a conservatorship, we get a new representative payee,
and then that same person walks back in and becomes the new
representative payee. That is a problem in the system.
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Senator CARPER. Good. Thank you all again, and Mr. Chairman,
thanks for the opportunity to ask those questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Tom, thank you very much.
Dr. Armstrong, I understand that a member of your family went
through a legal battle involving the opposition of a guardianship
petition. Can you tell us about it and what you learned from that
experience?
Ms. ARMSTRONG. In California, these are call conservatorship
hearings. The case began when four of seven children ganged together, approached an attorney and spent 5 months working on
their petitions against my mother, who at the time was 72. The petitions claimed also that an emergency existed in the case. Therefore, when she was served with her petitions on a Friday evening,
she had 4 working days to organize a case to defend her freedoms.
In that period of 4 days, she arranged for the help of two attorneys; she had a neuropsychiatric evaluation done at UCLA; she
had to get testimony from all sorts of individuals; she enlisted the
aid of her financial planner, and she appeared in court on a Friday,
told by everyone that the court would throw the case out as frivolous and totally unnecessary the moment she said, "My four children are angry at me, and I am angry at them." 'This is a family
squabble."
But the court did not let her speak. He assigned another date,
and we came back a week or two later, and the court again would
not let her speak. The court said, out of the blue, at the end of the
day: "I think I will assign a conservator of the estate; after all, it
will not hurt, and it might help." We had time, though, because he
did not have the name of a conservator with him. So my mother
had to hire a corporate litigator who, just before Thanksgiving,
sued to have an evidentiary hearing held so she could be heard. We
spent the entire time before Christmas getting ready for that.
There was finally a hearing on issues of the temporary in December, 2½ days of testimony after Christmas. At the end of that proceeding, the judge announced that obviously, this woman did not
need a conservator, but we are going to file a court date 6 months
hence to see if she needs a permanent conservator.
At this point, it felt like the Mad Hatter's tea party. Here was
a woman battling for her freedoms, for all of those freedoms listed,
and the judge was saying, "Oh, she obviously is fine, does not need
a temporary, and there is no emergency, but let us put her under
this stress for 6 more months and see what happens."
The fees that were generated by this point in time were outrageous. A court-appointed investigator in the role of a guardian
from the probate volunteer panel investigated my mother prior to
the hearing. They hated one another. When my mother went to
court, she fired that woman. She did not need her-she had two
attorneys. The woman turned to the judge and said, "I am not
needed in this regard, but I can serve as friend of the court and
help you." The judge permitted her to be on the payroll as amicus
of the court, and that woman made my life, my family's life, just
turn upside-down and split down the middle. It went on and on for
18 months.
The CHAIRMAN. So from that experience, what conclusions can
you draw that might have put in place from those conclusions a
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law that would have protected your mother from this kind of proceeding?
Ms. ARMSTRONG. I think the fundamental change that needs to
be made is that these proceedings cannot be brought against any
adult whose decisionmaking powers are intact. They do not have to
be reasonable, they do not have to be fashionable, they do not have
to be like the judge's.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, in Mr. Aldridge's words, they can
be "eccentric" if they wish.
Ms. ARMSTRONG. Absolutely. Why can you not be eccentric at 40?
The CHAIRMAN. Some are. [Laughter.]
Ms. ARMSTRONG. Sure. They can lose all their money at 40, and
they do not risk their freedoms. But if this happens when you are
62 and older, you are at risk of losing every freedom you have. I
do not think it is correct to require that decisions be "reasonable"
or "responsible." If they can make the decisions they have always
made, these proceedings should be thrown out of court, and any
proceeding that is brought should either be at the wish of that elderly person as a voluntary conservatorship or guardianship, or it
should be an incredibly limited one, as are the limited proceedings
against the developmentally disabled in the State of Californiaterribly respectful of the individual's unique way of going through
the world.
The CHAIRMAN. In your writings, are there concerns of financial
abuses perpetrated by professional guardians, whether it be excessive fees or direct mismanagement of funds?
Ms. ARMSTRONG. It is rife in the system, absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN. You asked a question-Tom, Ms. Armstrong
asked a question; she has written on these issues and has spent
a good deal of time studying them-what would come of these proceedings. This committee held hearings on this issue in the 1990's,
primarily to lift awareness, and while some activity has gone on
and some effort is underway, and Ms. Hommel has spoken to that
work being done, one of the things that we found in beginning to
delve into this is the absence of information and records and realities of the extent to which guardianships are used, and we are beginning to pick up a little of that in the testimony offered here
when we hear some of the numbers cited.
Ms. Armstrong, I cannot give you an answer. Obviously, the testimony that you are giving and the record that we are building
here is going to be extremely valuable, and the recommendations,
for example, that Mr. Johns and Mr. Aldridge have made as to
what might be done. Clearly, there is growing evidence that very
large problems exist out there and that bad things are happening
to good people.
Also, as I said in my opening statement, we are on a very large
bubble, if you will, of aging people who are going to and may need
to seek these services in their lifetimes, in numbers heretofore that
we have certainly not experienced in this country. That is part of
what we are doing to build a record to see where we might go with
this, and I am going to do some more probing, as I said with Mr.
Aldridge's comments-while I want to err on the right and the side
of the State in many of these instances, there is a Federal nexusthere is no question about it-and in many instances, there are siz-
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able amounts of, if you will, while it is the individual's money, it
is derived through the Federal Treasury, if you will, and there is
a connection and a responsibility there.
This committee certainly continues to plan to pursue this, and I
think it is important that we do, to build a record, to decide whether in fact there are some areas that we can move into to deal in
an appropriate fashion and to begin to not only deal with this but
certainly lower the level of abuse.
Ms. Hommel, do you think that prior planning alone makes an
elderly person guardianship-proof? I say that in relation to Mollie
Orshansky as a good example, from her niece and the attorney representing her who were before us. Could you respond to that, because that is certainly something that we are at business preaching
in society today-plans, trusteeships, all those kinds of things that
relate to an individual's assets.
Ms. HOMMEL. That is an excellent question. Clearly, as we have
heard, it does not make an individual guardianship-proof. The Mollie Orshansky case is a prime example where a tremendous amount
of planning was done, and the court chose, for a variety of reasons,
to ignore that.
We are seeing-and I think Frank John's addressed this a bitsome States beginning to write priority provisions into their guardianship statutes. These provisions may specify that if you have an
advance directive for health care, the person that you have appointed to make your health care decisions will take precedenceMichigan is an example of a State that has done that-and that
make provisions, if you have done planning for financial alternatives, that those will take precedence over a guardianship.
I think other things that people can do include making sure that
when they do that advance planning, it is done in dialog with the
family, with other interested parties, so that there is communication about what is going on, what is planned, and so that everybody realizes that these mechanisms are in place.
Often, the reason that an advance directive for health care does
not get honored is because the doctor is not aware that it even exists. There are other reasons too. Sometimes the physicians and the
medical personnel will not honor it. But sometimes it is as basic
as that they do not know about its existence.
So advance planning clearly is not a complete protection. But I
think the more people can be educated about it's importances, the
more they understand and address its limitations, and the more
they recognize the need to make sure that all the other interested
parties are on board with the advance planning that has been
done, then the more likely it is to succeed in avoiding guardianship.
The CHAiRMAN. If you had to guess, how many court-appointed
guardians are handling Social Security money without being appointed as a representative payee? Do you have any feel for that?
Ms. HOMMEL. I'm afraid. I have no idea of the numbers. I would
guess that the majority are handling Social Security funds and
many without being appointed representative payee, but I really
am not aware of data to support that.
The CHAIRMAN. OK I see a lot of head-nodding out there among
the panel.
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Mr. Aldridge, you mentioned $3 million recovered in Ada County.
Mr. ALDRIDGE. Yes, Senator. What we did first was find outThe CHAIRMAN. First of all, you and I know the size of Ada County; compared to Los Angeles County, it is a very small count, respectively, is it not?
Mr. ALDRIDGE. That is true. We are very proud of the fact that
the State finally has over a million people, and Ada County is approximately 200,000 to 290,000 today.
The CHAIRMAN. So that is a sizable amount of money in actuality.
Mr. ALDRIDGE. It is a huge amount of money, and I think, Senator, that reflects on what has been mentioned before-the literally
trillions of dollars now in the hands of the elderly and getting
ready to move to the next generation. That is the kind of money
that we are seeing misappropriated. There are also now huge
amounts of money coming through such things as life insurance
and such that is now up for grabs, literally.
So I think that we are at the tip of a very large iceberg. As I
said, "That was just a voluntary effort by approximately four of us
in our own time, and we recovered that amount of dollars in that
short a period of time."
The CHAIRMAN. Well, you are certainly to be commended for the
work that you have done and what you are doing in Idaho as it relates to guardianship reform. What is on the burner now for advanced reform from the work that has already been done?
Mr. ALDRIDGE. There is a series of things yet to be done. First
of all, we need to continue to make guardians and court visitors
more independent. We are looking at potential licensing, bonding
situations, approved lists, truly random appointment. Too often,
the person who is the petitioning attorney in essence picks those
people, and that is not independence.
Second, we need to create more outside methods. We have talked
about trusts and lifetime planning, but those need to be done correctly, and they need to be strong before courts can rely on those.
So we are looking at first of all much strengthening of protection
of the elderly in powers of attorney, financial powers, and also getting good trust acts in place that will again help protect, so the
courts can say instead of doing guardianships, let us use those existing ones.
We also need to clarify a lot of things on how care should be provided. A fundamental problem in the Medicaid area, for example,
which I deal with-I think an answer that follows on a question
to Mr. Johns-is that the current systems says the best way to do
financial planning in Medicaid is to be divorced; you can save much
more assets. But we also need to look at home care. We need to
let the elderly stay at home. Too many things in our society, from
Medicaid to Medicare to tax law to guardianship tend to push people into institutions. We need to have some way to strengthen the
ability to stay at home and be independent.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you for that.
With the experience you have had in Idaho, what might other
States gain from that in reforming their laws?
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Mr. ALDRIDGE. I think, Senator, two different things. One, they
can look at the process. We are able to, essentially with no dollars,
just by voluntary efforts, make major changes in the statutes.
No. 2, through sharing of experience, sharing of statistics, States
can make better laws. We were able to go to other States. In the
case of California, there are pieces of their law that are good; there
are pieces of their law that are terrible. By looking at that experience, we were able to judge what we should take and what we
should reject.
So I think that that is the major thing to learn, that we need to
pool our knowledge and pool our statistics.
The CHAIRMAN. I had asked Mr. Johns, and he made some recommendations for change in Federal law or new Federal law. Let
me ask you the similar question. Do you see a Federal role in this,
Mr. Aldridge?
Mr. ALDRIDGE. Yes, I think there is a Federal role in all of this.
No. 1, Idaho, as you probably know, is for the first time in a long
time running deficits, and because of that, we have seen literally
the gutting of many of the traditional protections of the elderly
through the Commission on Aging, Adult Protection, and so forth.
We need the ability to fund innovative State programs for protection. We need-even through existing programs, the Older Americans Act, Title IIIB funds, and so forth-to be able to get money
down to the States to do the things that they cannot necessarily
afford.
We are often in a Catch-22 where the legislature says, "We will
fund the program if you show that it is successful," but we cannot
show that it is successful, because we cannot start it without funds.
I think many of those, if they had seed money from the Federal
side, would eventually become State programs.
The CHAIRMAN. There are a good many more questions I could
ask all of you, but I am running out of time.
Robin, we thank you very much for your testimony. I think everyone gathered from it that you are a very capable, talented, alert
woman, and that the attack or the approach to the attack was
amazing. We hear of horror stories like this, and when I hear
them, I view them in just that context. Certainly, that should not
go on through our legal system today, but it does, tragically
enough. You were able to fight it with some success but also with
substantial injury, and that is tragic.
Again, I thank all of you. I view you as resources to this committee and to our effort here, and we will continue, Ms. Armstrong, to
pursue this, to see if there are not some ways that we can nexus
the Federal law to cause this to be a finer-tuned process that
assures and guarantees the rights of our citizens in a way that obviously is now not being protected and/or guaranteed.
I thank you all very much for that, and the committee will stand
adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:52 a.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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Hearing on Guardianships/Conservatorships
February 11, 2003

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: The American Bar Association
appreciates the opportunity to submit comments on guardian accountability and
monitoring to the U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging. These comments are
supported by extensive ABA policy urging the regular filing and court review of guardian
accounts and reports, effective sanctions for failure to comply, training and minimum
standards for guardians, and maintenance of adequate court data systems on guardianship
(August 1987, February 1989, August 1991, August 2002). Association policy in August
1991 stressed that "the enactment of federal legislation is unnecessary at thin time."
The Association's Commission on Law and Aging has played a leadership role in
guardianship reform for over 20 years. Much of the Commission's work on guardianship
monitoring is based on a landmark 1991 study by Sally Balch Hunme, Steps to Enanace
GuardianshipMonitoring (produced jointly by the Commission on Law and Aging with
the ABA Commission on Mental and Physical Disability Law). The Commission on Law
and Aging continues to partner with Ms. Hurme in its focus on guardianship
accountability and monitoring throughout the nation. My comments today are derived in
part from a recent article by Wood &Hurme, "Guardian Accountability Then and Now:
Tracing Tenets for an Active Court Role," Stetson Law Review, Spring 2002.
A. Introduction and Background
Adult guardianship can be viewed as having a "front end" (the determination of
incapacity and appointment of a guardian) and a 'back end" (accountability of the
guardian and court monitoring). the Associated Press in its landmark 1987 series
Guardians ofthe Elderty: An Ailing System disparaged both. It charged that guardianship
in the United States at that time "regularly puts elderly lives in the hands of others with
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little or no evidence of necessity, then fails to guard against abuse, theft and neglect." The
guardianship system can't function effectively unless both "ends" are in working order.
1. Why Monitor? The impetus for court monitoring is not an assumption that
guardians are doing a poor job, abusing or "misusing" their appointment. On the contrary,
although data is lacking, it appears that most individual and agency guardians meet the
needs of at-risk, incapacitated persons, sometimes against great odds.
The rationales for monitoring are several. First, monitoring is an elemental
component arising out of the guardianship purpose. Guardianship is rooted in the ancient
concept of parens patriae, in which the state (in ancient England the King) is the father
of the country and must care for those unable to care for themselves. In essence, the
court is the guardian - "In reality the court is the guardian; an individual who is given
that title is merely an agent or arm of that tribunal in carrying out its sacred
responsibility" (Kichererv. Kicherer, 400 A.2d 1097, 1100 (1979)). Thus, the court must
oversee the guardian as its agent, ensuring that guardians adhere to their duties and
promote the welfare of those in their care. This judicial oversight function has been
incorporated into state law.
Second, monitoring helps guardians. Guardianship is one of society's most
demanding roles. A good guardian must be case manager, advocate, counselor,
accountant - and knowledgeable about aging, disability, health care, and the legal and
judicial systems. A good guardian sometimes must make wrenching decisions. A
guardian must step into the shoes or "live the life of another," making critical decisions
on lifestyle, placement, finances, property and medical treatment for individuals who
otherwise could fall through societal cracks and be exposed to harm. Guardians owe
incapacitated persons a very high duty of care and accountability in an intensely personal
relationship. Most guardians want to do a good job, but require support. Monitoring can
identify areas in which guardians need guidance and put them on the right track.
Third, monitoring is an essential safeguard. Guardianship can remove basic,
fundamental rights and liberties - can virtually "unperson" individuals, transferring
critical. decision-making authority to the guardian as surrogate. Moreover, unlike with
decedents' estates, the incapacitated person is a living being whose needs may change
over time, and this requires a more active court role in oversight.
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Fourth, monitoring also can be preventive in nature. It lets guardians know they are
under the eye of the court and must meet the court's trust in appointing them. Beyond
this, monitoring can allow the court to track guardianship practices, identify trends and
make any necessary changes in procedure. Finally, monitoring instills public confidence
in the courts, demonstrating judicial oversight and scrutiny in the care of society's most
vulnerable.
These rationales for monitoring are set against converging societal trends that make
the case more urgent. Our population is aging, and chronic illnesses including
Alzheimer's Disease and other forms of dementia are more prevalent. Medical choices
are more challenging in the face of pervasive and powerful medical technologies and
health care delivery systems. Recent years have seen the growth of for-profit, non-profit
and public guardianship agencies, sometimes with vast caseloads. The face of
guardianship is changing.
2. Where Do We Stand? The September 1987 Associated Press report examined
2200 randomly selected guardianship court files and found that 48 percent of the files
were missing at least one annual accounting; only 16 percent of the files had personal
status reports on the incapacitated person; and 13 percent of the files were empty but for
the opening of the guardianship. The report, replete with poignant anecdotes, contended
that "overworked and understaffed court systems frequently break down, abandoning
those incapable of caring for themselves," and that courts "routinely take the word of
guardians and attorneys without independent checking or full hearings." In short, it
claimed that sometimes courts responsible for overseeing guardianship "ignore their
wards."
The AP report triggered a 1988 national interdisciplinary "Wingspread" symposium
that called for strong guardian training, regular and thorough court review of guardian
reports, guardian performance standards, judicial education and public knowledge and
involvement in the guardianship process. This in turn launched the groundbreaking 1991
ABA study of guardianship monitoring with support from the State Justice Institute. The
report outlined ten recommended "monitoring steps" drawn from a national survey and
site visits. At the same time, Legal Counsel for the Elderly of AARP initiated a National
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Guardianship Monitoring Project featuring the use of trained volunteers to be the "eyes
and ears" of the court and serve as court visitors and auditors. This program no longer
exists nationally.
In 1993, the National College of Probate Judges and the National Center for State
Courts produced a set of National Probate Court Standards including a section on
guardian reports and judicial oversight that highlighted the importance of

"an

independent monitoring system. .. for a court to adequately safeguard against abuses." In
1997, a revised Uniform Guardianship and Protective Proceedings Act called for courts
to establish a- system for monitoring guardianship, including the filing and review of
annual reports. In 2001, a second national interdisciplinary "Wingspan" conference
urged annual reports and financial accountings, as well as strong court data systems.
In addition, the National Guardianship Association has developed a Code of Ethics
and Standardsof Practicefor guardians (www.guardianship.org). Bar associations, state
guardianship associations, the aging network and social service programs in many states
have produced a host of guardian training manuals, videos, brochures, and attorney and
judicial education curricula.

Finally, national organizations with an interest in adult

guardian recently have joined in a National Guardianship Network to "advance good
guardianship law and practices."
All of this reform activity had a striking effect on state law. During the past 15 years,
all states have revised their guardianship law and close to half have adopted
comprehensive new codes including stronger provisions for guardian accountability and
monitoring. (See the legislative chart on guardianship monitoring produced by the ABA
Commission with Sally Hurme at the Commission's website, www.abanet.org/agina.)
Clearly, effective laws are in place.
3. Monitorinp Practices. Despite these advances in state law and the development of
standards, a flurry of news articles within the past few years (Detroit Free Press, Rocky
Mountain News, Phoenix New Times, New York Daily News) shows instances in which
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monitoring procedures remain lax and incapacitated persons are subject to risk. Attorney
Frank Johns has written that "the changes in laws are a mask of virtual reality, hiding
what is actually being done in the process, and done to older Americans caught in it." In
truth, we have very little data to refute or substantiate this. Statistics are scant. The
paucity of research makes it hard to step back and assess the results of the guardianship
reform efforts. However, the press stories are an indication that monitoring practices may
he lagging behind statutory standards - there is a gap between the paper and the reality.
At the same time, courts across the country have begun to initiate model practices and.
procedures to ensure effective monitoring. These range from use of student volunteers as
visitors to initiation of a novel guardianship ombudsman program to improved
guardianship databases and reporting forms, guardian handbooks, technical assistance
and training for guardians, and court links with community groups. In May 2001, the
participants at the National College of Probate Judges annual meeting listed "Best
Practices in Guardianship Monitoring."
Lets look, then, at where we stand on key elements of guardian accountability and
monitoring, and what might be the federal role.
B. Key Elements of Guardian Accountability and Monitorine
Guardian accountability and oversight requires a systemic approach that includes
training, standards and certification, use of guardianship plans, reports and accounts to
court, judicial review of reports/accounts, sanctions and enforcement, court-community
links, and court data. Funding and imagination are key ingredients.
> Guardian Training.

All of the national recommendations cited above urge that

guardians have ready access to orientation and training. A good guardian video
shown at or shortly after appointment, - and a detailed resource-rich manual will give a lot of "bang for the buck" in raising the quality of guardianship
services. Many states have them and the ABA Commission maintains a
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collection. For example, the Alaska State Association of Guardianship and
Advocacy developed a lively video illustrating guardian duties in various settings.
The Virginia Guardianship Association, the California Judicial Council, the State
Bar of Michigan and many other organizations have developed comprehensive
handbooks guiding guardian activity and answering basic questions. Some
probate courts such as Tarrant County Probate Court #2 have developed
exemplary guardian orientation material. A few states such as Florida and New
York have statutorily-required guardian training. The New York Courts recently
created a guardianship office to coordinate technical assistance and training of
guardians statewide.
In an informal 2000 survey of 90 guardianship
practitioners from 25 states (Wood & Hurme) revealed that 60% of respondents
reported the availability of some training aids, ten percent reported extensive
assistance, and close to 30% said that guardians had no training aids at all. The
It is not enough.

cost of training is a substantial barrier, especially as states are facing budgetary
shortfalls.
An essential component of guardianship monitoring
is the standard by which guardian performance is judged. Statutes offer only
rudimentary guidance. The 2001 -"'Wingspan" National Guardianship Conference

> Standards and Certification.

recommended that "Professional guardians - those who receive fees for serving
two or more unrelated wards - should be licensed, certified, or registered." The
Center for Social Gerontology developed an early code of ethics for guardians, as
did the director of the New Hampshire Office of Public Guardian. These paved
the way for the National Guardianship Association (NGA) Code of Ethics and
Standards of Practice. In addition, through its National Guardianship
Foundation, NGA has a nationwide process to certify guardians. A Registered
Guardian must meet eligibility requirements, pass an examination, and take
continuing education courses. For more experienced guardians, the Foundation
provides a Master Guardian certification. To date there are 598 Registered
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Guardians from approximately 35 states and 28 Master Guardians representing at
least 13 states.
A few states have developed guardian registration or certification
requirements. California and Texas have registration requirements for "private
professional" guardians, and Florida recently enacted legislation providing that
professional guardians must register with the Statewide Public Guardianship
Office. The state of Washington has developed an extensive certification program
that goes further than just registration. It features training requirements, practice
standards and disciplinary procedures. Arizona has implemented the most
comprehensive state certification program for fiduciaries, including registration,
training and an examination.
Certification is potentially the wave of the future, ensuring the courts and
community that professional guardians have a basic understanding of their
fiduciary duties. It is still in its infancy and needs greater support and visibility.
But family guardians and volunteers need the same understanding. They are often
called upon in a crisis, with little background, to fulfill a Herculean task.
Certification does not address their needs.
> Reports and Accounts to Court. Almost all states require guardians/conservators
to submit to court periodic accountings and personal status reports on the welfare
of the incapacitated person. Despite this, in 1987 the Associated Press found
some files virtually empty. The ABA's 1991 report confirmed that in many
instances the reporting requirements were not rigorously enforced.
The Hurme & Wood survey of practitioners in 2000 found that close to half
said that personal status reporting was rigorously enforced in their jurisdictions.
What of the other half? This survey was small and informal, conducted without
funding. There is no recent data on enforcement of guardian reporting
requirements. Can we as a nation afford less than full protection for vulnerable
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incapacitated people who have lost their liberty? Can we afford not even to know
how frequently reports are filed and the situations of elderly wards overlooked?
> Judicial Review. Aside from a sentinel effect, reports and accountings serve little
purpose if no one looks at them. The 1991 ABA study of guardianship
monitoring identified several components of an effective review process tracking or tickler systems, designated judges responsible for review, designated
financial auditors and examiners of personal status reports, and established review
criteria. Yet in reality, once reports are filed, what happens to them is as varied as
the number of states, courts and judges. A Florida Supreme Court Commission
on Fairness survey of Circuit Courts in 2000 found very little in the way of court
review. Public hearings by the Illinois Guardianship Reform Project in 19992000 uncovered "frustration with the inconsistency in carrying out statutory
monitoring requirements [including] a laxity in closely scrutinizing annual
reports."
Beyond this, if initial paper review reveals problems, to what extent do
courts send investigatory personnel out to be the "eyes and ears of the judge" and
check up on the incapacitated person? Sadly, the answer appears to be "rarely."
While most states authorize judges to use investigators when a "red flag" comes
to the court's attention, resources are scarce. Only California has a comprehensive
statewide system of regular probate court investigators, and Maryland uses a
review board for public guardianship.
Court dockets are growing and their resources dwindling. How much
review and investigation can they afford? Some courts are beginning to use
inventive, low-cost approaches toward review - sending a copy of the guardian
report to interested third parties, asking the state public guardianship program to
aid in review of private guardianships, or using volunteers and students regularly
to visit incapacitated persons and guardians. For example, the probate court in
Tarrant County Texas uses social work student interns as court visitors.

A
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number of courts use trained volunteers. The Michigan Supreme Court pioneered
the use of a guardianship ombudsman, but the legislature failed to appropriate
funds for the position Money remains a key stumbling block.
> Sanctions and Enforcement. When guardians violate their fiduciary duty, courts
have a panoply of sanctions, including suspension, contempt, removal and
appointment of a successor. The court also can withhold the guardian's fees,
surcharge the bond or hold guardians accountable for mismanagement of
property. If a guardian is certified, removal of certification also is a severe
penalty. There is little data indicating the frequency with which these remedies
are used, or how effective they are in preventing abuse or exploitation.
> Guardianship Plans. The concept of a "guardianship plan" has been included in
every major set of guardianship recommendations, and is incorporated into law in
a number of states. For example, the NGA Standards required that "the guardian
should develop and monitor a written plan setting forth short and long-term goals
for the ward's personal care, including residential and all medical/psychiatric
concerns...." The idea is that the guardian should be required to submit not only
an after-the-fact status report, but a forward-looking document describing to the
court the proposed care of the incapacitated person. This provides the judge with
a tool to measure the guardian's future performance - a basis against which to
compare later status reports. Plans can cause the guardian to sit down early in the
game and chart a course of action.
Little data exists to determine whether such plans are actually in use, are
practical and are beneficial.

In the informal 2000 survey of practitioners by
Hurme & Wood, few respondents commented on use of plans and only 15% said
the filing of plans was rigorously enforced. One barrier to the use of guardianship
plans may be the added review time for court staff, when resources for any
monitoring at all are scant - and the greater difficulty of assessing plans to meet
medical and social needs compared with budget plans and financial reports. It
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might be helpful to send the plan to individuals listed in the notice. A second
barrier may be that plans cannot keep pace with the changing condition and
circumstances of the incapacitated person.
> Court Data. The recent 2001 national "Wingspan" conference on guardianship
recommended development and funding of "a uniform system of data collection
within all areas of the guardianship process." Indeed, we have very little accurate,
reliable data about guardianship -- and without this, policymakers and
practitioners are working in the dark in assessing what exists and how to improve
the system. We don't know the number of persons actually under adult
guardianship in the country.
State court administrative offices keep at least some data on guardianship, and
individual courts have widely varying statistics. This information frequently is
inconsistent and may be problematic in a number of ways. In many states,
guardianship is lodged in probate courts, but in others, it is heard in general
jurisdiction courts where it guardianship data easily may get lost in the wide
variety of casefiles. In some instances, case information on adult guardianship is
not separated from guardianship for minors. Some courts lump guardianship data
in with more general probate or decedents' estates data. State differences in
terminology also present a real obstacle. There is no uniform method for data
collection, or uniform data fields. Moreover, courts and court administrative
offices have differing computer capabilities and technical systems.
> Fundinp. Good monitoring requires sufficient resources. Courts must have funds
available for staff, computers, software, training and materials. Financing for
guardianship monitoring, however, must compete with other court needs, as well
as other county and state needs, in increasingly overstrained budgets. In the
informal survey of practitioners in 2000, about 46% of participants reported that
"no money was available" for monitoring, and 27% said "some funding" was
available. In a 2000 survey of Florida circuit courts, with 18 of 20 circuits
reporting, 12 circuits reported "lack of financial resources" as a barrier to
monitoring. These surveys were conducted before the current state budget crises
that are resulting in cutbacks ofsome basic court functions.
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Most jurisdictions rely on multiple funding sources to finance monitoring including state appropriations, local monies, the estate of the incapacitated person,
filing fees, and grants for special projects. Some courts supplement their
monitoring efforts with the use of volunteers as visitors, investigators, auditors or
records researchers, although adequate support must be available for ongoing
volunteer supervision and training.

C. Federal Role in Guardianship Monitoring?
Guardianship traditionally has been a creature of state law. However, because
federal pensions and other funds may be managed by guardians/conservators, and
because some aspects of guardianship - including monitoring -- could benefit from
federal financial assistance, there may be a role for the federal government in offering
funds to assist states in their efforts.
In 1988, 1989 and 1991, Rep. Claude Pepper, Rep. Olympia Snowe, Rep.
Edward Roybal, and Sen. John Glenn sponsored federal bills setting out guardianship
standards for states, and providing for the withholding of federal funds for noncompliance. The bills addressed procedural safeguards in the adjudication of incapacity,
the qualifications of guardians, certification and training - and accountability and
monitoring. The bills, none of which were enacted, clearly took a "stick" rather than a
"carrot" approach, and their introduction unleashed considerable discussion within the
legal and judicial community on the pros and cons of federal intervention and the federal
vs. state role.
In 1992, the Senate Special Committee on Aging held a Roundtable Discussion
on Guardianship to examine the need for federal legislation and the possible federal
"hooks" for regulation. The clear consensus of the invited experts at the Roundtable was
that coercing state reform under threat of federal sanctions would not be helpful or
appropriate. Instead, they said, the federal government might aid states in data collection
and offer financial support to test innovative approaches.
It has been over a decade since the 1992 Roundtable by this Committee. As
described above, many courts have developed innovative "best practices."
These
practices require support, visibility, and the opportunity for replication. According to the
Roundtable, the federal government could advance guardianship monitoring through
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providing funding assistance such as the following. Many different suggestions have
been advanced by guardianship experts and concerned organizations. We have
summarized some of these below, even though ABA policy does not support the
enactment of federal legislation in the guardianship arena and the ABA does not have
policy on these funding approaches.
> Provide funding to support monitoring "best practices." encourage their
replication and otherwise enhance the monitoring capacity of state courts. For
example, the State Justice Institute in past years made available grants to state
court to improve court management, which could include a focus on guardian
accountability.
> Encourage the development of a uniform data collection system on guardianship
nation-wide, so that data collection by state courts is consistent and comparable.
> Support research on guardianship practices. During the past decade, only a
handful of small projects have documented guardianship practices. Much of the
criticism of guardianship proceedings stems from a few highly publicized,
notorious examples of guardian abuse and neglect of wards. Whether these
examples constitute the exceptions or the rule of how guardianships actually
function is not known. We have tracked exactly what state laws have been
passed, but we need to shed light on the implementation of these laws.
> Encourage coordination between the Social Security representative payment
system and state courts with oversight of guardianship. A recent ABA study on
State Guardianship and Representative Payment funded by the State Justice
Institute recommended "a better exchange of information, liaison, and continuing
education opportunities between the state guardianship and SSA representative
payment systems." For example, where an individual serves as both guardian and
representative paycc, judgcs could request the guardian to submit his/her SSA
report as well. Moreover, SSA records, if accessible through consents for release
of information, might help to identify instances in which guardians who are also
serving as representative payees have performed improperly to the detriment of
beneficiaries. (For your information, ABA policy adopted in February 2002 urges
SSA in the case of organizational representative payees to cooperate with courts
with guardianship jurisdiction by disclosing to them and members of the
immediate family of a beneficiary information about representative payees
considered for appointment as guardians, under an appropriate exception to the
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Privacy Act.) Finally, coordination between state courts and SSA field offices
could fosterjoint efforts to recruit volunteers and provide public information.
> Encourage state and area agencies on aging, and the long-term care ombudsman
programs under the Older Americans Act to coordinate with state courts with
guardianship supervision. Knowledge of the aging network and aging service
providers could be helpful to judges in assessing guardianship plans and
reviewing guardian reports. Agencies on aging could aid courts in judicial
education on aging and in identifying potential community volunteers to serve as
visitors or court monitors. Long-term care ombudsman could alert the court when
long-term care complaints involve guardians and their wards.
> Recognize that guardianship can aid in preventing elder abuse, but also that
guardians sometimes can commit elder abuse; and for both of these reasons, some
of the technical assistance, clearinghouse. grant-making and data collection
activities in the proposed Elder Justice Act should include guardianship.
> Encourage study of interstate guardianship issues.
In many instances,
incapacitated persons may have ties to more than one state. Questions arise as to
the most appropriate jurisdiction for a guardianship hearing, as well as the need to
transfer guardianships, including monitoring and supervision of those
guardianships, to another state. Interstate aspects are important in effective
monitoring.
Thank you for the opportunity to offer comments to the Senate Special Committee on
Aging.
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